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These Clubs Help You Cover Your Travel Costs
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When you fly Bar Harbor Airlines, you save travel time and travel dollars.
Now, to save you even more on your travel costs,
Bar Harbor Airlines is introducing a completely new travel club . .
The Bar Harbor Airlines Commuter Club!
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Save When You Fly
CommuterClub members areentitled to share important savings
opportunities. First there is our
airborne savings plan ... a re
duced fare plan that can save you
up to 20% on one of our regular
fares! This savings comes to you
by way of a bonus: after 10 indi
vidual flights (or 5 round-trip
flights), you get your next flight
free! And you can take that free
flight between any two points in
the Bar Harbor system.

Save When You Land
The Bar Harbor Commuter Club
lets you save after you’ve landed
too. Commuter Club members are
given a special welcome at choice
restaurants and conveniently lo
cated hotels and motels that dis
play our new club sign. That wel
come includes generous dis
counts for meals, lodging and per
sonal services. And the Bar Harbor
CommuterClub sign at a car rental
desk means an extra savings for
ground transportation.

jl

Save When You Join
Best of all, you even save when
you join. Membership in the Bar
Harbor Commuter Club is absolutely free! There is no initiation
fee and no dues ... now or later!
And to join you don’t have to fill
out a lot of long forms or give us a
lot of information. Just give us
your name and address and we’ll
send you your membership card.
Join now. Make our new commu
ter club your travel savings club.
/
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All in the Stars
by Henry Hooper
Chairman, Dept of Physics

J

“The Christmas Star’’ is the latest in a series
of new monthly programs being presented
free of charge to the general public by
undergraduate students in the UMO
Planetarium. The Planetarium, hidden
away in one corner of the second floor of
Wingate Hall, is the only remaining
evidence that Wingate Hall once housed the
Headquarters of the Department of Physics.
The domed-roof of a single room contains
one of the oldest models of Spitz planetaria
still in operating condition.
The UMO Planetarium has been
operated for a number of years by volunteer
students, but this academic year the
Planetarium shows have taken on an air of
professionalism due to the organization of
the present Planetarium director Chris
Lowe, a senior student majoring in
Chemical Engineering. Chris Lowe came to
UMO from Portland where he had gained
experience at the Southwork Planetarium, a
modern planetarium constructed on the
Portland campus of the University of Maine.

Lowe, working with other students, such as
Denise Carrier, (who is responsible for
much of the art work in slides and posters),
has assembled a series of topical shows
employing the Planetarium instrument to
display stars on the domed roof, slides, a
script and music.
The most recent show, presented twice a
night on four nights in early December, is
entitled The Christmas Star. In it, we travel
back in time to 7 B.C. and look at the winter
sky examining its constellations, the planets
and their motions, and the changing
patterns in the sky. Viewers are shown the
astronomical events at the time of the Magi.
During the program, viewers are
introduced to falling stars (meteors), guest
stars (noval), hairy stars (comets), and
wandering stars (planets). The show builds
to a climax with a viewing of a major event in
6 B.C. — the triple conjunction of the
planets Jupiter, Saturn and Mars.
Programs presented earlier this year
included “Navigations and Directions”
which presented the audience with a
historical discussion of man’s use of the stars
and the earth’s magnetism to provide a
method of navigation. During the program,
legends of the constellations were
presented. Another fall program, “The

Harvest Sky” provided the viewer with a
glimpse of the sky as seen by the Indians and
held over the years in their legends. These
special shows will continue next semester
with two science fiction shows.
In addition to these special “productions”
presented each month, a staff of students
present shows for groups of school children
and scouts. These special showings usually
involve a look at the sky appropriate to that
particular night. The staff usually
accomodates the audience or teacher with a
program stressing appropriate astronomy
integrated into the classroom study of the
students. This Fall, the lectures in the
Planetarium, in addition to Chris Lowe,
have included Denise Carrier a senior from
Lewiston, Delmar Tibbetts, a graduate
student from Milo and Bill Vanderclock a
graduate student from Parsippany, New
Jersey.
The Planetarium and the small telescope
in the University Observatory located next
to the Memorial Union are maintained by
the staff of the Department of Physics and
Astronomy. Information on Planetarium
shows and scheduling can be obtained from
Carole Bombard in Public Information or
Professor Henry O. Hooper, Chairman of
the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
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Delmar Tibbetts, graduate student, and elementary school children from Dixmont, Maine at UMO
Planetarium.

The winningest University of Maine at
Orono football squad in 12 years, with a 6-5
record, completed the 1976 season with
hope for the future under the guidance of
first-year coach Jack Bicknell. Big wins over
Yankee Conference champion New
Hampshire, Connecticut and an exciting
21-20 comeback victory over Northeastern
highlighted the season. Home attendance
rose almost 50 per cent. The Black Bears set
a new team record for total offense in one
season (3040 yards) and tailback Rudy
DiPietro set two University rushing records
(one game: 163 yards; one season: 943
yards). The team served notice to their foes
that The Bears Are Back!!
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From the university Stein collection: Stein #56, donated by HomerF. Roy, of
Milford, Delaware m 1965. Beige, shades of copper and dark brown on light
brown background. One castle scene labeled Stolzenfels, the other, Eltz.
Inscription: With a brimming cup I salute the homeland ofprecious wine. I
praise the Mosel River in the Valley, the magnificent daughter ofthe Rhine. ”
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Dr. Sergei F. Molotochkov, senior researchfellow
from the U.S.S.R. spent three days at UMO's
Canadian American Center during thefirsst week
of December, 1976. Molotchkov is a staff member
of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. He obtained
his Ph.D. with a thesis in Canadian History. He
was granted an invitationfrom the Soviet ambas
sador to Canada to view the country of his studies
first hand. He termed this “a rare experience that I
was honored to take advantage of” He speaks
excellent English and is well informed on Ameri
can and Canadian current events. “We know
more about you than you do about us,” he said.
<

Honor for
Honors Student
Fred Blow, UMO senior and an honors
student, has been appointed to the planning
committee for the National Collegiate
Honors Council conference to be held this
year in Washington, D.C. Fred has been a
member of the UMO honors program
during his four years here. He terras his
experience as an honors student “one of the
best things that has happened to me in terms

of academics — the extra work a labor of
love rather than a burden.”
His major projects under the Honors
program have been readings and research
in the Psycho-physiology of Stress and Stress
Reactions (with Dr. Alan Stubbs) in 1975-76;
thesis research on the Hormonal and Gonadal
Defects in Hertwig’s Anemic Mouse (done in
conjunction with the Jackson Laboratory in
Bar Harbor with Dr. Elizabeth Russell) in
1976-77 and independent research on a
Method for Phage Typing Group A Streptocci
(with Prof. Melvin Gershman,
Microbiology) in 1976-77.
He has worked with the Organization of
Honors Students and was the organizer this
semester of the Last Lecture Series, faculty
lectures for honors students and others who
wished to attend, at the UMO Honors
Center.
Fred attended the New England Regional
Honors Council meeting at Yale in April of
last year as UMO’s delegate. He is the only
student in the United States on the planning
committee for the national meeting in
Washington. He was a Rhodes Scholarship
candidate this year.

Colvin Scholarship
The newly established Caroline Colvin
Scholarship Fund at the University of Maine
at Orono will honor a former faculty
member who set a number of firsts on the
Orono campus as first dean of women and
first woman department head.
The scholarship fund was established by a
$15,000 bequest from the late Dr. Caroline
Colvin’s niece, Miss Zella Colvin of Yonkers,
N.Y. Zella, a 1916 graduate, died in
October, 1975. The income from the fund
will be used for scholarship assistance for
women students majoring in history at the
Orono campus.
Dr. Colvin came to the University in 1900
as the first woman on its faculty and four
years later was named chairman of the
history department, an event that caused a
stir in educational circles at a time when
there were few women college faculty
members. She became the university’s first
dean of women in 1923, a post she held for
four years, and was instrumental in the
organization of All-Maine Women, a
non-scholastic honorary society.
Dr. Colvin died in 1953 at the age of 90.
She had retired as professor-emerita in
1932. Colvin Hall, a women’s dormitory,
had been named in her honor in 1930. She
was also awarded an honorary degree by
UMO in 1927.

Anyone whose name was
omitted, or whose name was
improperly listed in the An
nual Alumni Fund Review
which appeared in the fall
issue, please notify the
alumni office.
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Orono and The System
A Word from the Chancellor
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy

The opportunity to communicate directly
to the alumni of the university is one
which I welcome with pleasure. I would
like to share with you some of the en
couraging developments and some of the
challenging problems faced by the Uni
versity System in 1977.
To many of you, this System of seven
campuses, while still holding within its
elements the little and big memories which
enriched your college experiences, rep
resents change which is sometimes puz
zling, sometimes quite logical, but always
subject to your concerned examination.
Fort Kent, Orono, Machias, PortlandGorham, Farmington, Presque Isle, Au
gusta are a configuration which responds
to the needs of a vast state. When some of
you were students, it was only “Orono”.
Now a student on any campus is a student
of the University of Maine, a state-wide
system.
The expanded opportunities that are
derived from this state-wide orientation
carry with them some tough problems.
Some of these are attitudinal; others are
financial. All are interrelated.
The American system of higher educa
tion is the only system in the world de
signed to serve a majority of its citizens,
providing services to students along with
the essential base both for research and
for public services that only a university
can provide. With the post-war shift in
emphasis for all to have access to educa
tion and, with the great injections of fed
eral funds in that direction, public and
private institutions have come to be
viewed as members of a single system. At
the same time, a concept of pluralism has
emerged from new attitudes that place a
high value on choice as well as access, par
ticularly at the undergraduate level.
It is apparent that a special responsibil
ity of public higher education in Maine is

4

to provide both access and diversity. By
that I mean that we must keep open the
lifeline to democracy that is provided by
higher education, particularly to the poor,
the under-prepared, to those living in re
mote areas, to those who are the first
college-goers in their family, to people
moving from a working class orientation
to a professional orientation, and to pers
pective teachers and those other occupa
tion groups which serve the public pur
pose. Commitment to access carries with it
several other obligations which, by their
very nature, produce conflicting reactions
among the taxpayer population and the
general political apparatus serving the
state and the nation.
In an effort to meet those obligations,
the Board of Trustees created an ad hoc
Academic Planning Committee to review
the mission and goals of the university at
first stated in 1968 and “to recommend the
specialized roles which each institution
should emphasize in achieving an inte
grated educational program for adult stu
dents of all ages throughout Maine”.
This ad hoc Committee has become a
significant factor in examining and form
ing the future of higher education in this
state. In January, the Committee held
hearings throughout the state to gather
reaction from citizens, legislators and the
university community on its preliminary
statement, “Guideposts for the Future of the
University of Maine". Many of you have re
ceived the statement and have been asked
for written comment. Later this spring, the
Trustees are scheduled to debate their final
report.
Principal among the concerns of the ad
hoc Committee was “to make the System
work better”. The Committee firmly
stated that “the reasons for the existence
of the state-wide University of Maine Sys
tem remains sound”.
A

At the beginning of this article, I men
tioned the University of Maine System. I
use the word “system” very deliberately.
The idea of a “Super U” for the University
of Maine is alien to reality and denies the
history of the university its valid contribu
tions and the future its promise. Let me
indulge in a little background.
At the time of the merger of the various
campuses of your university in 1968,
there were five institutions wholly devoted
to teacher education. Only Orono, in addi
tion to its four-year and graduate studies,
offered two-year programs; those were in
agriculture and engineering. Three in
stitutions were not accredited.
In the first year of the new system, the
Trustees accepted as their priority objec
tives: the upgrading for accreditation of
each campus, the diversification of cur
ricula to increase access to relevant educa
tion, and the expansion of two-year pro
grams. Each of these has been achieved.
All campuses are accredited. In addition,
many of the professional curricula, such as
Law, Nursing, Business and Engineering
have been accredited. Of the new twoyear, baccalaureate and graduate pro
grams that have been added, most are oc
cupational or pre-professional in charac
ter.
The seven-campus system from 1968 to
last year seemed to have been going
through a first phase, a period when peo
ple were becoming aware that there was a
system. Now, I believe, we have entered a
second phase, in which we must make the
system work in order to strengthen public
higher education.
While we wrestle with the systemic de
velopment of this great university, we
cannot ignore what the ad hoc Committee
referred to as “the current climate of
financial restraint on all tax dollars”.
con’t on pg. 19

Readying the rink

Alfond Arena
Opens New Era
Bob Creteau ’71

Boom ing slap shots, glistening figure
skates and the enthusiastic sounds of
Youth League hockey, once a dream , are
now a reality.
With the completion of the University
of Maine at O rono’s new Harold Alfond
Ice Arena, named after the Waterville
philanthropist and sports enthusiast, hoc
key players, recreational skaters and fans
alike look forward to the ice surface ac
tivities the m odern 138' x 276' brings to
the University and central Maine.
The new facility is part of the goal of the
Second Century Fund cam paign designed
to raise $4,000,000 from private sources
for an ice arena and a Perform ing Arts
Center. It will be the home of a varsity
hockey team beginning in 1977-78.
The Black Bear hockey team will com 
pete in NCAA Division II against such
team s as M assachusetts, C onnecticut,
Bowdoin, Colby and Holy Cross. T he
team’s first head coach is expected to be
named in mid-March.
“We are actively recruiting studentathletes with hockey experience right now
and we are encouraged by the interest
shown so far,” says UMO Director of A th
letics Harold W esterman.
Approximately 3000 fans will be able to
see the ice Bears in action next winter. The
regulation-sized rink measures 85' x 200'
and will be surrounded by a wood fram e

with a cadex finish and plexiglas panels for
spectator protection. T he oval-shaped,
bow l-like seating area will consist of
fiberglas bleachers and approxim ately 900
molded fiberglas seats. O ther features in
clude a four-corner overhead electric
scoreboard and goal lights.
T he Harold Alfond Ice A rena — the
building’s official name — has structural
steel fram ing and the roof, which uses a
“hyperbolic paraboloid” system, includes
lam inated beam s that accent the am 
phitheater effect of the seating area. A
special feature of the arena will be a rub
ber “skaters’ floor, a floor laid between the
ice surface and the locker rooms for the
skaters to walk about easily.
T he arena’s entrance and the lobby of
the building, designed and constructed by
Daniel Tully and Associates, will be at the
upper level, at the top of the seating areas.
Spectators will walk down to their seats
toward the ice surface below.
But any structure is only as good as the
activities it houses and the arena will be
used for many and varying activities in
addition to providing a playing surface for
a varsity hockey team.
Ice shows, professional hockey exhibi
tions, recreational, instructional and com
petitive skating are am ong the events
planned.
Recreational skating for university stu

dents, faculty and staff and the general
public is included in an activities package
that should keep the arena busy from 5
a.m. to 1 a.m. Instructional skating will
take place on a lesson-basis for beginners,
interm ediates and advanced skaters.
UM O’s hockey club, the Central Maine
Hockey League, high school teams and
other public youth teams have experi
enced interest in renting the facility. The
youth divisions from mites, squirts and
peewees to bantams and seniors will also
use the arena on an hourly-basis. Group
fees will range from $25 to $50 per hour
and those using the arena for recreational
skating during specified hours will be
charged $1 for students and children
under 12 and $1.50 for adults.
W esterman noted, “Alumni and friends
who have shared in making this facility
possible will be pleased with the student
and community participation as well as the
exciting special events and Black Bear var
sity hockey.”
First the vision, then the enthusiasm
and now the building. T he university
community need no longer think in terms
of ideas and blue prints.
Are the blades on your old pair of skates
sharp?

Robert Creteau is Sports Information Specialist for
PICS
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Changing of the Guard, Lenin's Tomb, Red Square
4

%

Sampling the Soviet Union
The borsch, says Dean Myers, is terrible and
the people are rude - but the air is scholarly
by Basil R. Myers

6

Dr. Basil Myers, Dean of the College of Engineering
and
9 9 ' Science at UMO, was selected to attend the 1976
Popov Society Congress in Moscow, U.S.S.R. in May
of last year to present a paper on Maine's Clinical
Engineering program. Co-authors of the paper, Dr. '
Edmund M. Sheppard and W. Page C. Clason,
M.D., both of Maine’sfaculty, developed the univer
sity program to train students in monitoring and re
pairing complicated hospital equipment.
The Dean, using his perceptive eye and natural
expressiveness, brought the following report and
comments back to The Alumnus.

The USSR Popov Society, the USSR equi
valent of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, with membership
of about 400,000, has been operating an
exchange program for many years. Dele
gates, usually twelve to fifteen in number,
are invited from the U.S. and Canada to
attend the three-day annual Popov Society
Congress in Moscow and to spend a total
of two weeks in the Soviet Union, visiting
research centers, educational institutions
and operating installations in several
cities. A theme is set for the visit. Because
of contemporary Soviet advancements in
the area, this year’s delegation was chosen
from medical and biomedical electronics.
The following impressions are largely
from a few notes jotted down on the backs
of envelopes and scraps of paper at the
time of our visit.
The Soviet scientists, engineers and
academicians were warm, as often as
not eager to welcome us, and appeared
genuinely open and frank in their ex
changes with us. Essentially all of them,
but certainly not the people on the streets,
spoke English.
City people on the streets were, by con
trast, almost brusque — irreverandy aloof
to foreigners and tourists, though not par
ticularly so among themselves.
Tourists were there (in all three cities) in
surprisingly large numbers, and business
people, particularly from Australasia and
the Nordic countries. Americans were in
minority — there seemed to be more
Canadians.
It was a tremendous handicap not being
able to speak Russian on the streets, since
English is rare.
When they were working as planned,
Intourist’s services were superb. But on
the least hitch, or a change in plans, every
thing went berserk (which happened to us
on two such occasions.) The Intourist
guides (all women) were extraordinarily
competent and hospitable — charming
and attractive ladies, all of them, with im
peccable English, veritable goldmines of
information, who went out of their way to
help us in all manner of things.

Police are everywhere, controlling
crowds, traffic and anything else that
needs to be controlled. Perhaps that is why
the streets seem so well behaved, and ve
hicular traffic so orderly. We saw the
police beat up a drunk in a supermarket,
and others of our party witnessed a similar
event at a restaurant. For traffic violations,
the police not only give out tickets, but
they also remove the registration plates
from the vehicle, so that it cannot be dri
ven away. We never did find out what
happens then!
We didn’t see a dirty or banged-up car
in city traffic. Indeed, we were told it is an
offense to drive a dirty automobile in the
city. Bicycles are not allowed in the city.
Traffic everywhere was quite heavy, and
automobiles generally all look alike in
shape and style — in fact they all look like
Fiats and come in three different sizes —
which is not surprising when one eventu
ally finds out that Italian Fiat Company
apparendy has the largest franchise in the
Union.
Just as many of the people don’t look
like Russians as do! Country folk come in
all sizes and shapes — a significant propor
tion have Mongolian features — and an
infinite and fascinating variety of tradi
tional costumes are in constant evidence.
The country folk were much friendlier
than the city folk.
Hotel rooms. I opted for, and got, the
best and most expensive available. They
were spartanly spartan with barrack-like
furnishings, plumbing which preceded
Rube Goldberg, and lighting meant for
bats. I was the only one in our delegation
who (in Moscow only) had a TV set (5
channels, black and white since there is no
color TV in the Soviet Union.) Though an
exceedingly decrepit piece of equipment,
the picture quality was generally excellent
and the program material good — sports,
live theater, and news broadcasts more
than anything else.
On the socio-professional side, we got a
glimpse across the spectrum of public
health care services, medical practice, the
medical profession at large, and research
in medicine and dentistry. Dental care is
awful. Russian mouths look like Fort
Knox, they have so many gold fillings; and
even the girls in “sexy” ads have rotten
teeth! But health care delivery and medi
cal practice otherwise impressed us tre
mendously, particularly their emergency
services and health care for school chil
dren. They are, without question, decades
ahead of the U.S., and all medical care is
free.

Dean’s Diary
Saturday, May 22:
Delegation met on arrival at Moscow’s
Sheremetyevo Airport by our assigned
Intourist guide Mrs. Irene Vasilyeva,
our assigned scientific host Dr. Henrich
S. Lantsberg of the USSR Ac. Sc. Inst, of
Radioengineering and Electronics, plus
two or three other Russian scientific dig
nitaries.
My personal friend of some years, Dr.
Kamil Zigangirov of the Institute for
Problems of Information Transmission
was also at the Airport to greet me.

Sun., May 23:
Guided sightseeing — Kremlin, Red
Square, Moscow at large (Gorki St., etc.),
Moscow University, Lenin Hills.
Mon., May 24:
Morning: Visit to the All-Union Scientific
Research Institute for Medical Engineer
ing. Director Dr. Rustam I. Utjamyshev,
high in Soviet scientific-governmental
circles and in international scientific af
fairs, personally conducted the tour. He
mentioned that his institute collaborated
with many U.S. firms, including IBM,
GE, Hewlett Packard, Union Carbide,
and Sperry Rand. Their projects indude
work on the artificial heart (an interna
tional project) — a project in which
Houston, Texas has a significant partici
pation, along with several U.S. univer
sities including North Carolina. He is op
timistic about the prospects for continu
ing improvement in internal coopera
tion and progress.
On-going research includes wide use
of polymers, microinstruments, artificial
organs, blood pressure curing chambers,
small cameras for new-born infants, den
tistry tools, radioelectronics and automa
tion, ultrasound in surgery including
cutting and welding of bones (invented
and developed recently at this institute),
electrosurgery, electroimplantation, las
ers in surgery, etc.
A lot of effort is going into computers
for medicine and much of the work is
concerned with heart disease.
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Tues., May 25:

First day of the three-day Popov Soci
ety Congress.
Morning: Opening session in the “Hall
of the Cinema”, a huge and very splen
did auditorium with an unusually large
stage. The stage party comprised
perhaps forty-five senior dignitaries
from the fifteen Soviet Republics, includ
ing two or three in military uniform,
though only two women. Center backstage was a huge bronze head-andshoulder sculpture of Lenin.
There were three speakers in the ses
sion, all of them spoke in Russian with
out benefit of translation. Since only two
in our delegation understood Russian
adequately, the majority of us hadn’t the
slightest idea what the talks were about.
We were told later, however, that the
first speaker’s address was mainly politi
cal. The second speaker, our host, Dr.
Lantsberg, gave a state-of-the-art sum
mary of information, a very long talk.
The third was something technical.
When they drew the back-stage curtains
to show slides, the entire back wall was
revealed to be a huge, curved cinema
screen.
Afternoon sessions were broken down
into small groups and were again all in
Russian without benefit of translation.
The programs for the Congress,
which had been issued to us yesterday,
were also all in Russian and hence, lost
on us!
Wed., May 26:

Today was our session for presenta
tion of our papers. The room assigned to
us at the Electrotechnical Institute was
dingy, as well as being far too small to
accommodate the crowd who showed up
to listen to us, perhaps 250 people.
It was a keen and questioning audi
ence.
Yet, the session was not too well or
ganized. Speakers talked as long as they
wished, and the question and discussion
periods after each talk had no particular
time limit. To help matters along, the
slide projector failed twice; the second
time, it literally burned out and a new
one had to be found. Nevertheless the
scholastic spirit of the audience was very
evident, and everyone was in a congenial
mood, even though the session over-ran
its scheduled time by three hours!
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The University of Moscow

Public ground and water transportation
services, trains, busses, trolleys, taxis, fer
ryboats, and particularly the Moscow
Metro, are also superb — clean, fast, fre
quent, cheap, convenient, and modern.
We have much to learn from them in this
respect, especially from their hydrofoil
boats on the canals and rivers. Payment of
fares is on the honor system. No tickets,
just a box to drop your money into when
you get on.
We were impressed with the cleanliness
of downtown streets and buildings. Gar
bage and trash is conspicuous by its ab
sence, partly, perhaps, because of the ab
sence of packaging, newspapers, advertis
ing litter, and the like. The absence of
packaging of groceries and provisions is
hygienically disturbing, however!
The cities are generally colorless and
drab. Buildings are big and grey, usually
poured concrete construction for the new
buildings, apartment blocks and hotels.
This is in some measure due to the absence
of neon lighting, billboards and advertis
ing of the type that we are used to. Socialist
regime billboarding is there in abundance
in city squares and parks, nevertheless. It

is building-size billboarding, always in bril
liant red, always with a gigantic face of
Lenin, plus hammers, sickles and wheat
sheaves. Soviet space mission achieve
ments get due publicity too.
The stores, including GUM, are gener
ally monotonous — particularly super
markets, since there is no variety in the
labelling oFpackaged products. The labels
are printed by the state, and are identical
in size, shape, color and printing for any
particular product, irrespective of grade
or where it was grown, because all produce
comes from state-owned and controlled
communal farms.
The scientific and academic institute
buildings and school buildings and
facilities we visited were generally miser
able — dirty, crowded and run-down, new
buildings equally so. In spite of that, there
was an ever-present scholarly atmosphere
and enthusiasm, the quality of research
and education being clearly excellent.
Each institution, however, had quite plush
central conference rooms or auditoriums.
The most impressive sights, overwhelm
ingly so, are the art galleries, museums
and theaters, and the infinitely enormous

Thurs., May 27:
Three or four of us left the Congress
at noon in order to make a special visit
my friend Dr. Zigangirov had arranged
for the afternoon to his Institute, the
Institute for Problems of Information
Transmission.
We were first hosted at a long briefing
session with wine, tea and pastries, then
hastily toured laboratories, largely con
ventional material. I got no information
in reply to my questions about whether
they were doing much high-altitude
satellite and orthophotographic work.
And I got nowhere in my questions
about the Soviet cadastral system, which
is of interest to those of us at UMO.
Perhaps the most impressive work we
saw was a color picture of the surface of
Mars. We were also shown some interest
ing radio astronomy reflection data from
the surfaces of Mars and Venus.
The evening of this day was the occa
sion of the Popov Congress banquet — a
gala affair, preceded by a reception and
cabaret, and held in what can only be
described as a palace, Moscow’s House of
Friendship.

The Kremlin

wealth of the art galleries’ and museum
collections, particularly the collections
taken
over from the Czars after the 1917
I
Revolution. It would take more than a
bicentennial of Sundays to see everything
there is to see, for instance, in Leningrad’s
Hermitage. And the sheer magnificence,
historic and monetary value of these col
lections, and of the marble halls in which
they are housed, boggles the mind. Entry
to the art galleries and museums is gener
ally free or else nominal (ten cents).
We gained an impression that the radius
of information and communication avail
able to the Soviet populace is quite limited.
Since there is no advertising, no newspa
pers of consequence other than the statecontrolled Pravda and Izvestia, and no
telephone directories, the common
citizen’s information exchange is limited
(essentially to his day-to-day business and
personal contacts. Making a telephone
call, by the way, is a most frustrating ex
perience, even a local call.
I must mention Russian children, for
they very certainly have priority in the
order of things, in the family and in the
State. In public, the children are notice

ably well-behaved, well-dressed, polite,
and happy. They wear uniforms at school,
and even the early graders tote a school
bag home full of homework. Young peo
ple generally are very much involved in
sporty1 particularly athletics, gymnastics,
swimming and soccer and in cultural ac
tivities, the theater, ballet, music and the
like. We visited two elementary schools,
one of them in the country, and both had
superb sports facilities. These were not
planned visits, we just happened to be pas
sing by in our Intourist bus, and got our
guide to stop and take us in.
Theater, ballet and circus are very much
in evidence in Soviet life, even in
Novosibirsk, in the middle of Siberia, and
admission is cheap. We, unfortunately
didn’t get into a show at the Bolshoi in
Moscow, since it was the week of the 200th
Anniversary of the Bolshoi Company
when we were there and they were hold
ing only special shows, with restricted au"diences, mostly dignitaries and artists
'from around the world invited for the oc
casion. Entertainment highlights for me
were a Children’s Choreography School
Ballet in Novosibirsk, and an Ice Circus in

Friday, May 28:
Morning: Delegation breakfasted at

the U.S. Embassy, after which Zigan
girov picked me up in his car and took
me to see the Moscow TV Tower which
they claim is the world’s tallest structure.
Late Afternoon and Evening: Visit to
the Institute of Radioengineering and
Electronics, and dinner and cabaret at
the Hotel International.
Sat., May 29:

The domestic Aeroflot flight on a new
Tupelov 134 plane to Leningrad, ac
companied by Dr. Lantsberg and a new
Intourist guide, Mrs. Valentina
Nemykina.

Sun., May 30:
Intourist guided tour of Leningrad —

a fantastically beautiful and historic city
of rivers, fabulous palaces, museums, art
galleries, theatres, academies of music
and dance, academic institutions, and of
naval institutions and traditions. Also the
city of the 1917 October Revolution.
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Mon.-Tues., May 31-June 1:
We were supposed to be scheduled to
visit some Institutes today — particularly
the Pavlov Institute of Physiology. But in

spite of valiant attempts by Dr.
Lantsberg to organize them, communi
cations somehow failed and none
materialized.
Wed., June 2:
Morning: Visit to the Leningrad Elec
trotechnical Institute, which is 90 years
old this year and the oldest institute of
this type in the Soviet Union or Europe.
Its first Director was A.S. Popov, after
whom the Popov Society is named.
This visit culminated in a tour of the
adjacent, small Popov Museum, main
tained by his one surviving daughter,
now in her 80’s, the most gracious of
ladies, and his granddaughter. For the
record, A.S. Popov, 1859-1905, was an
inventive genius, an electrical engineer
who, the documented record has it, pre
ceded Marconi in inventing and demon
strating radio transmission.
This evening three of us left by over
night Aeroflot flight to Novosibirsk — a
four and one-half hour flight.

Fri.,June 4:

After a morning of telephoning, with
cooperation from the Intourist, we
finally managed to arrange an afternoon
visit to one of the Academgorodok’s In
stitutes: the Institute of Automation and
Electrometry. Academgorodok is the
new Soviet Scientific City, built during
the past decade or so. The Soviet scien
tists both work and live there. Here and
in Moscow and Leningrad, all the scien
tists in a particular Institute, including
the senior administration, and their re
spective families, are assigned apart
ments in the same apartment building,
usually a building adjacent to their Insti- tute. They are not free to live where they
like — and the living space is assigned
strictly in accord with the size of the fam
ily. They cannot rent or procure extra
rooms.

Leningrad which included an hilarious ice
- hockey game played by two teams of black
bears, real, four-legged bears, each of
which would put the two-legged Boston
Bruins to shame!
There is so much more. The endless
statuary in the streets and parks, always
Lenin, always Pushkin and other great ar
tists, but never Stalin, the high prices of
things other than foodstuffs in the stores
with furniture, clothing, and appliances
about the same prices as in the U.S. Yet,
salaries there are at best half of what they
are here. The socio-professional “pecking
order” places engineers at the top in pub
lic esteem and privilege, with professors,
politicians, cosmonauts, and athletes
competing-for second place, medical doc
tors and lawyers coming in nowhere in
particular.
As a purely personal matter, Russian
meals and menus were generally alien to
my tastes. For example, we had raw fish
for breakfast, soups galore, including gal
lons of terrible borsch, a variety of semi-'
oriental-type dishes, which, so far as I am
concerned, the semi-orientals are wel
come to. They served coffee which was
muddier than Turkish coffee, an endless
variety of strange cold-cuts, and filets of
steak which were cooked and served in

Sat., June 5:

The three of us spent the day touring
the city unescorted. We flew back to
Moscow in the evening, and were lodged
at the Hotel National, Moscow’s oldest
and finest hotel. Again just a block from
Red Square.
Sun., June 6:
Flight back to New York.

/fl

The Grand Theatre, Novosibirsk
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huge, square, defiant chunks. Desserts
saved me from starvation, in variety, in
imagination, in preparation and in taste —
cream, fruit, and layer cakes galore, mar
zipans, exotic pies, the lot!
Dinner in the evenings was always a
three-hour or more affair, just as it is in
Continental Europe. Wines and beers
were freely served and uniformly good in
taste and quality. Real Russian vodka can
not be surpassed. The Russians toast a lot,
especially at the more formal receptions.
They do it most vigorously and keep it up
all evening, an endless sequence of
“bottoms-up” jigger-size vodkas through
out the entire meal, no matter how many
wines and beers one had to get through in
addition, and with no regard to the course
you happen to be working on. When you
get up from your chair at the end of one of
these dinners, it’s something like the sec
ond before ignition on the space pad at
Cape Canaveral.
The Soviet Union is, without question, a
policed state. There is discipline, law and
order and control in the place. But you
can’t deny it its wealth of history, culture,
fascination and contrasts. You have to
admire the progress that it so obviously
made in certain right directions. Crime
and misdemeanors are simply not toler
ated. Productivity and Prowess is!

^resthntfs Club
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood P. Additon ’38 ’38
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Alden ’34 ’33
Harold Alfond
Robert B. Ames ’49
Francis S. Andrews ’41
Rubin Askanase ’28
Hazen Ayer ’24
Gerald W. Bachman
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Co.
Bangor Hydro Electric Co.
Bangor Savings Bank
Bangor Publishing Co.
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Bearce ’ll ’15
Mrs. Tibor J. Bebek
Mrs. Pearl Becker
Warren B. Beckler ’17
Joseph A. Benedetto ’56
James M. Benson
John Blake
Mr. and Mrs. William Bodwell ’50 ’55
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Bowden ’37 ’38
Richards S. Bradford ’30
Herbert E. Bragg '25
N.H. Bragg and Sons
Broadway Furniture, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Brockway ’31 ’32
Neal C. Brown
Edward T. Bryand ’52
John D. Buckley ’29
Mrs. Harry Butler
Ashley Campbell
Miss Barbara Cassidy
Mr. and Mrs. Roger C. Casde ’21 ’23
Miss Lucy E. Chamberlain ’22
Colby Chandler ’50
W. Philip Churchill ’30
Dr. Harold L. Chute
Kenneth Cianchette
Milton H. Clapp ’24
James M. Clark
Galen Cole
Samuel Collins, Jr. ’44
Dr. Madelyn E. Conley ’36
Mr. and Mrs. Donald P. Corbett '34 ’34
Robert F. Corbett ’37
Percival B. Crocker ’21
Stanley Currier ’20
Alban Cyr

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence W. Davee ’22 ’22
Edmund J. Dempsey ’17
Depositor’s Trust of Bangor
Mrs. Elaine Devine
W. Stanley Devino
Doug’s Shop and Save
George F. Dow ’27
Mrs. Benjamin Duce
R.B. Dunning and Co.
Carl L. Eastman ’22
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon I. Erikson ’43 ’42
Henry W. Fales ’35
Raymond H. Fogler ’15
Joseph Ford
James H. Freeland ’19
Mrs. John R. Furman ’38
Mrs. Lillian Garwood
Roy Gavin ’34
Richard C. Gibson
John F. Grant ’48
Grant’s Dairy
Great Northern Nekoosa Paper Co.
Edward J. Green
Alton H. Gustafson
Oscar R. Hahnel ’44
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Hall ’48 ’43
Mrs. Stella Hardey
Robert N. Haskell ’25
Royal C. Higgins ’17
Richard C. Hill
Louis O. Hilton ’34
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace H. Humphrey ’32 ’33
Curtis M. Hutchins ’29
Frederick E. Hutchinson ’53
David P. Jackson
Mrs. Eugene A. Jordan ’35
Max Kagan Foundation
Capt. John M. Kennaday
Joseph Kirschner Company
Dr. and Mrs. Howard L. Kominsky
Julius H. Kritter T6
Leon B. Levitan ’38
Joseph B. Libbey '50
William Lindquist ’52
Paul Lorusso ’43
Thomas E. Lynch ’38
Larry K. Mahaney ’51
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Maines ’40 ’45

Thomas Mangan ’16
Roscoe C Masterman ’32
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin McNeilly ’44 ’43
Merchants National Bank-Bangor
Howard W. Merrill ’43
Merrill Trust Company
Mr. and Mrs. Alan F. Merritt '58 '66
James J. Muro
Arthur Nicholson III ’67
JJ- Nissen Banking Co.
Northeast Bankshare Association
Northern National Bank
Herbert Noyes
Stewart F. Oakes ’41
William P. Palmer ’58
Joseph Palozzi
Wilbur Park ’20
Carlton Payson ’41 '42
Penobscot Savings Bank
Pleasant Hill Dairy
Eunice J. Phister
Arthur B. Richardson ’11
Carl Ring '25
John Ristuccia ’54
Mrs. Ann Robison ’24
Gerald E. Rudman ’49
Herbert E. Sargent '29
Mrs. Dorothy W. Smalley
Snow and Nealley Co.
Frederic A. Soderberg ’25
Dwight L. Somers '34
Southern Gear and Machine Co.
Richard A. Spencer ’50
Otis J. Sproul ’52
Charles E. Stickney, Jr. ’44
Calvin Stinson
Mrs. Walter Titde
Dr. Martin Vickers
Mr. and Mrs. Artemus E. Weatherbee ’39 ’40
G. Pierce Webber
Beveridge Webster
Bradford Wellman
Harold S. Westerman
Mr. and Mrs. Philip R. White ’22 ’23
George Willett
John F. Wilson ’33
James Wolfhagen
Pres, and Mrs. Howard R. Neville

April 1st will be President’s Club Day on campus and those who join will find this
event informative and rewarding with visits around campus, faculty reports, a reception
hosted by President and Mrs. Neville at their home and dinner on campus. Evening
lodging will be arranged upon request.
For new and renewed members, this will be a tangible tribute of your loyalty to UMO.

Dr Mawhinney is a native of Jonesboro, Maine,
ij, <ecr,ved his bachelor's and master's degrees from
CMO
his doctorate in political science from the
^a-ersf of Illinois. After eight years of college
'VAVi m Missouri. and New York, he returned to his
uJ'.m maio in 1959 as a pi ofessor ofgovernment. He
bciame the first chairman of the newly formed De
partment of Political Science in 1966, holding the
position until he returned to full time teaching and
reseanh in 1975. Active on many state commissions
and taskforces, including membership on the Maine
Judicial Councilfor eleven years, he is a co-author of
Downcast Politics: The Government of the
Slate of Maine and is presently working on a history
of the Mainejudiciary. Dr. and Mrs. Mawhinney live
in Orono.

INTERNSHIP
Political Science on-the-job training
by Eugene A. Mawhinney ’47
“I ended my internship
with a vastly increased
understanding of the
political system as well as
faith in the flexibility of
the system and its capacity
to change.”
So wrote a congressional intern as he
completed five months on the staff of a
United States Congressman in Washing
ton in the spring of 1976.
Each year UMO’s Department of Politi
cal Science, through four different pro
grams, places a number ofjunior or senior
students in governmental internships at
municipal, state and national level. Believ
ing that the experiential supplementation
to the formal classroom contributes to a
more complete education for political life
(or good citizenship), this department has
pioneered such programs among the
nation’s colleges and universities.
(Not the least important to the student is
that he or she receives college credit to
ward graduation for the experience.)
So it is with some educational self
satisfaction that the promoters of the Polit
ical Science internships have witnessed the
popularization in recent years of such
practical field experience in other institu
tions. Municipal government internships
were established at the University of
Maine thirty years ago. Since then, hun
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dreds have spent a summer at the right
hand of a city manager, or other munici
pal officials, learning the ropes of munici
pal management. Today many are in re
sponsible positions in New England, ac
ross the country, and in foreign countries.
In the summer of 1976, the thirtieth
class to go into the field — nine male and
five female students — spent eleven weeks
in public management.
The congressional internship dates
from 1958 when one student interned in
the office of the then Senator Frederick G.
Payne. Since that year, seventy-five others
have fought the battles of housing and
traffic in the nation’s capital to spend a
semester in a congressional office.
There are pol. science interns in the
offices of all members of the present
Maine delegation. They receive such
comments as: “Once again, the
university’s internship committee has
provided Senator Muskie’s staff with one
excellent intern.”
Congressman Emery wrote into the
Congressional Record glowing praise of
his intern and the program.
All members of the present Maine del
egation have cooperated with the pro
gram from their freshman year in
Washington, a record probably un
matched in any other state.
In the case of Senator Muskie this
means from 1959, only the second year of
the program, and with Senator Hathaway,

Above, Karen J. Hickson '76 of Bangor, interned
with Senator Edmund S. Muskie, Spring, 1976.
Right, James A. Robinson III, also of Bangor, and
Congressman William S. Cohen during internship,
early 1976.

1965, when he went to Washington as a
representative. Congressmen Cohen and
Emery have taken interns for a lesser time,
but with no less enthusiasm.
What does a student do in a congres
sional office for five months to earn nine
credit hours? The offices differ in respon
sibilities assigned, but have no difficulty in
keeping students constructively busy. Lis
ten to comments from intern reports back
to the department:
“The first major project I worked on was a
speech for the Senator which I wrote no more
than two weeks afterjoining the staff. Fortu
natelyfor me, the Senator liked the speech and
subsequently I was given special projects to
work on."
“During my months in Washington I at
tended many committee hearings, executive
sessions, and staff briefings and meetings on a
variety of committees for members of the staff
and for the Senator's information."
“At various points of my stay in Washington I
had the opportunity to represent the Senator
at some minor functions and show visitors
from Maine around the capitol, a task which
always proved enjoyable."
(
“My major project dealt with the 200-mile
limit legislation. I became very interested in
this topic and other matters dealing with the
Merchant Marine. I kept up with the changes
made by the conference committee on the
200-mile limit bill and kept the
Congressman's constituents informed about
any developments."
con’t

“My first important job was to do a research
paper for the Congresswoman on regulatory
agency reform. . . . After three weeks I had
completed a 26-page paper on the nineftderal
regulatory agencies and the feasibility of certain reform proposals. This was my first crea
tive task.”

“At various points of my
stay in Washington I had
the opportunity to repre
sent the Senator at some
minor functions and show
visitors from Maine
around the capitol, a task
which always proved en
joyable.”

Frequently out-of-state congressmen
• have been persuaded to take on Orono
students. During the spring of 1976, for
instance, Congressman Conte of Mas
sachusetts and Congresswoman Meyner
of New Jersey participated in the pro
gram.
“Alumni” of the congressional intern
program form a “Who’s Who” of promi
nent graduates of the university, found
heavily in the law professional and gov
ernmental service.
Eight years ago the Political Science De
partment, undaunted by the fact that a
state law providing for internships was not
funded, moved ahead and found summer
positions in Maine state government for
nineteen students. The number varies
from summer to summer depending

upon the general climate in the state capi
tal for support of interns.
In 1976 there were sixteen. Other non
credit interns were also in Augusta. Their
assignments ranged from major
federally-supported state department •
programs to minor agencies with very
specialized functions.
With the exception of the required
municipal internships for public man
agement majors, qualitative selection of
students for programs is made with the
assistance of former student interns. The
department demands that the supporting
agency or office furnish a worthwhile ex
perience. Students are not sent into the
field to loaf around or serve coffee for a *
semester.
con’t on pg. 19

ANNOUNCEMENTS’
WORK OVERSEAS FOR THE U.S. GOVERNMENT!! - all fields - a few months, or permanent positions.
Europe - Japan - Africa - Australia - South Pacific - Far East — South America. The U.S. Govern
ment is the largest employer of Americans overseas! To allow you the opportunity to explore working
for the U.S. Government overseas, the following book has been researched and written. ”H0W TO GET

A JOB OVERSEAS WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.” This book discusses employment require
ments and activities of 13 different U.S. Government Agencies in complete detail. . . and you will be
told whom to contact at each one concerning current overseas employment opportunities. Also complete

information on:
• Teaching Opportunities
• Complete information on the Peace Corps - who and where to apply

• Employment on U.S. Government Ships

• Employment at the Panama Canal Zone — What type of positions they hire and whom to
contact.
• Career opportunities in the State Department and United States Information Agency.

• Opportunities and Qualifications as a Foreign Service Officer.
• How and where to apply for Embassy positions — Men — Wom6n — Secretaries — Office

Help - Staff Personnel - etc. etc.
• What type of positions different Civil Service Departments hire for overseas employment
and whom to contact.

• List of Federal Job Information Centers Nation Wide.
• Further Informatidn on Employment in Engineering • Accounting • Teaching • Personnel

Administration • Recreational • Library Work • Maintenance • Supply • Management
• Agriculture • Medical • Skilled Trades • Semi-Skilled and MUCH, MUCH MORE!!!

ORDER NOW!

DON’T DELAY!!

Send for your copy of "How to Get a Job Overseas with the United States Government” - $4.00
(cash, check or money order) payable to the Overseas Collegiate Research Institute, 1727 Scott Road,
Suite C, Burbank, CA. 91504. Add 50$ for mailing.
i

If dissatisfied with your book for any reason within 30 days, return it for a full refund, no questions asked.
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A message to President-elect Carter

and to the Members of
★

ongress

The elections are over. The rhetoric
is gone. Our problems are still with us. Inflation is the
cancer eating into the lives of each and every one of us.
Young people are making little or no progress toward future
financial stability. The work force — the salary and wage
earners, the professional people — pays ever-increasing taxes*
Our elderly see their savings melted away by the lowered
purchasing value of their dollars. Their future is bleak
and startling — in most cases their future is NOW.

Most candidates for public office
promise everything in sight for everybody in sight.
Somebody has to pay. It’s YOU and ME.
Two hundred years ago Professor
Alexander Tyler wrote:

*

A democracy cannot exist as a permanent
form of government. It can only exist until the VOTERS
discover that they can vote themselves largess (excessive
gifts) from the public treasury. From that moment on, the
majority always votes for the candidates promising the MOST
benefits from the public treasury, with the result that a
democracy always collapses over loose fiscal policy, always
followed by a dictatorship. The average age of the world’s
greatest civilizations has been 200years.

In our 201 st year this prophecy merits
serious concern. The genesis of inflation is the spending
of more money than is taken in by government. Deficits mean
more dollars printed at lower values. The British Pound
offers graphic evidence of such tragic policies.
The burden of reversing this fatal
trend rests in the White House and in the United States
Capitol.

Let us hope and pray the people we
have elected will prove to be the statesmen required to
reverse this trend in order to preserve our precious nation.

★
President anJPublisher

WORCESTER TELEGRAM THE EVENING GAZETTE SUNDAY TELEGRAM

Courtesy of the Bangor Daily News

Jimmy ... an assessment
by Walter S. Schoenberger

During the recent Presidential campaign,
Democratic opponents in the primaries
and the Republican candidates for Presi
dent and Vice President accused
President-elect Jimmy Carter of being un
clear in stating his positions on the impor
tant issues facing the United States. He
was criticized for saying all things to all
people and for mouthing moral platitudes
as solutions to specific problems.
A review of his public statements indi
cates that the opposite was generally true.
Carter took a number of relatively specific
stands on important questions. Further
more, Carter’s behavior before and fol
lowing his election indicates that, as Presi
dent, he is apt to approach the problems
which will face him in careful, pragmatic
’fashion. From the evidence so far, it is fair
to predict that he will promote significant
change in the system and in its policies, but
that he will do so by using non-dramatic
gradual techniques.
During his election campaign
President-elect Carter took the following
positions on important political questions:
He favored, as a goal, a comprehensive
l.
health insurance program characterized
by mandatory, universal coverage and
funded by some combination of payroll
taxes and contributions from the general
fund. He did not say that such a program
would be introduced rapidly and indi
cated that it might take his first administ
ration to accomplish this objective.
2. He suggested mandatory busing to pro
mote racial integration be used only as a
last resort and favored a voluntary bus
ing program, similar to the one used in
Atlanta, to resolve the problem.
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Although he is a religious person, he
supported the Supreme Court’s position
banning prayer in the public schools.
4. He favored a federally-financed welfare
system under which there would be a
rapid reduction in local responsibility for
welfare and a gradual phasing out of
state-financed programs.
5. He called for lower interest rates and
government efforts to lower unemploy
ment and to increase productivity. Such
efforts might include a federal jobs bill, a
tax reduction graduated in favor of the
middle and lower income group, and,
possibly, wage and price controls if
inflation threatened the economy. He
promised to reduce unemployment to
under 4% over four years.
6. While developing a strong and efficient
defense system, he suggested a five to
nine billion dollar cut in defense spend
ing and a reorganization of the Depart
ment of Defense.
7. Although he recognized the difficulties
involved, he said he would attempt reor
ganization of the Federal Government to
improve its efficiency and to reduce pre
sent duplications of responsibility.
8. Despite the fact that Georgia had rightto-work legislation while he was Gover
nor, he stated that he would not veto
Congressional action to repeal Section
14-B of the Taft-Hartley Act which
would permit the adoption of the right to
a union shop nationally.
9. He promised tax reform, a minimum tax
for the upper income groups, and a tax
structure graduated to benefit those with
lower and middle incomes.
10. He would promote a national energy
policy and a consolidation of present di
verse responsibilities for energy ad
ministration in one, comprehensive
energy agency.
3.

11. While he said he was personally opposed
to abortion, he stated that he also op
posed a constitutional amendment to
prohibit abortion.
12. As a first priority, he would pardon those
who had refused to fight in the Vietnam
war and would provide amnesty to de
serters on a case-by-case basis.
13. He favored national control of the manufacture and distribution of hand guns,
while guaranteeing the right of
sportsmen to own guns for hunting and
for target practice.
14. He supported the Equal Rights
Amendment and said he would do ev
erything to promote equal treatment of
all Americans. To this end, he promised
to include more women, blacks and indi
viduals of all major minorities at all levels
in his administration.
15. In regard to foreign policy, he suggested
greater efforts to induce the Soviet
Union to honor humanitarian provisions
of the Helsinki Agreements and to relax
its control of Eastern Europe. At the
same time, he said that he would prom
ote the SALT II negotiations, that he did
not expect to have to use force in Yugos
lavia to counter an unlikely Soviet inter
vention and that he would expand the
areas of detente with the Soviet Union.

He emphasized greater collaboration with
European allies and would maintain the
United States commitment to N.A.T.O.
In the Middle East, he pledged United
States support for Israel but eschewed di
rect military intervention. He suggested
strong United States opposition to a re
sumption of the O.P.E.C. embargo on pet
roleum.
In East Asia, he favored close coopera
tion with Japan and a review of the neces

*

sity of maintaining United States troops in
Korea. He said he would normalize dip
lomatic relations with China within the
context of a peaceful resolution of the
Taiwan question.
He said he would promote majority rule
in Southern Africa, move toward nor
malizing United States relations with
Cuba, and maintain essential United
States prerogatives in regard to the
Panama Canal.
Although it is difficult to tell from his
post-election actions what modifications
from these positions Carter might make, a
few observations might be useful. He has
appointed a conservative, Atlanta banker,
Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, who has said it may be difficult to
reduce unemployment rapidly. He has
said that he will consider a tax cut and that
he is essentially against using wage and
price controls to halt inflation. He has ap
pointed as Secretary of State a man who
held high positions in the Johnson ad
ministration, a man who is noted for his
pragmatic approach to foreign policy.
And he has generally avoided making

public statements which would commit
him to specific lines of action after his in
auguration.
I would say, therefore, that we may ex
pect that Carter will favor a number of
changes from past policies but that he will
move toward such modifications slowly
and pragmatically. Despite his apparent
religious convictions, he is essentially a
non-ideologue, a problem-solver, and a
pragmatist. With Democratic majorities in
the Senate and House of Representatives
he should run into less opposition to his
policies than did Presidents Nixon and
Ford. Institutional conflict between the
Congress and the Executive will, of
course, continue.
We may expect a national health insur
ance system, reluctant support for courtordered busing; prayer-free public
schools; a national welfare system; an at
tack on high interest rates, unemploy
ment, and inflation; efforts to reorganize
the national government; pressure on de
fense spending; the repeal of Section 14-B
of the Taft-Hartley Bill; moderate tax re
form; a national energy administration;

mtw

Dr. Schoenberger received his A.B. from the Univer
sity ofPittsburgh and an M. A.from that university in
1953. He also holds an M.A. and Ph.D. from the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy. Hejoined the
staff of the UMO Political Science Department in
1956. A favorite of students of all political persua
sions, Schoenberger rates himself a liberal Democrat.
He is the author of “Decision of Destiny” (1970). He
lives with his wife, Marilyn and daughter in Orono.

BLACK BEAR NETWORK

For the last several years, graduating college students
going into the employment market have faced continuing
problems. UMO graduates have experienced these prob
lems to a greater degree because of geographic isolation
from large metropolitan industrial centers. A decrease in
on-campus recruiting has severely limited graduate oppor
tunities in the national job market. We are making every
effort to increase the number of job notices this year and
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no change in regard to abortion; the
promotion of the rights of minorities and
women; some sort of gun control; pardons
for those who refused to fight in Vietnam;
continuing detente with the Soviet Union;
closer relations with Western Europe;
continued support for Israel; close rela
tions with Japan; improved relations with
China; a possible reduction of the com
mitment in Korea; pressure for majority
. rule in South Africa; relaxation of tension
with Cuba; and reaffirmation of the Un
ited States position in the Canal Zone.
These developments will, for the most
part, occur slowly on the domestic scene;
and there will probably be a general con
tinuity of the major lines of United States
foreign policy.

alumni can help by notifying us of openings in their organi
zations. Please forward information on the form provided to
th is office.
We also suggest that you ask that the UMO Career Plan
ning and Placement Office be added to the list of organiza
tions routinely notified of openings at your place of employ
ment.
Your help can make a difference.

BLACK BEAR JOB BANK FORM
Please return to: Office of Career Planning and Placement

Date:

Wingate Hall, University of Maine at Orono, Orono, Maine 04473

Employer:
Educational Preference:

I

Job Title & Description

Pe rmanent
or

Additional Information:

Experience Preference

Apply to:

Title:

Phone:

Address:
Alumous:

Name:

Address:

Class:

Summer
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Alumni News
Notebook:

What started as a dessert card party in
1963, changed three years later to a schol
arship Auction and has continued to the
present as such. It’s still fun, but a serious
affair. G.A.A.’s Executive Director Russell
T. Woolley ’4I, was the first auctioneer in
November of 1966.
In the early years, the auction funded a
$100 scholarship for a deserving female
student from the Southern Penobscot area
and donations of silver serving pieces to
various campus buildings. By 1975, club
membership had grown from 72 members
to 201 and the auction was producing
eight $100 scholarships.
A look at the steady growth of scholar
ship money:
(All $100 scholarships)
1966 .... $100
1967 .... $300
1968 .... $400
1969 .... $500
1970 .... $300
1971 .... $500
1972 .... $500
1973 .... $600
1974 .... $700
1975 .... $800
1976 .... $650
At the November auction this year, as in
past years, Jo Profita banged the gavel for
such items as Christmas decorations,
stuffed toys, knit goods, kitchen delicacies,
lamps, wearing apparel, paintings and
some antiques. More valuable items are
raffled. This year the crowd, as usual, was
good and there were a lot of laughs. A
determined auctioneer, Jo starts
“promptly at 7 p.m. and and ends at 10
p.m.”. The public is always invited.
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Mar. 11 Sarasota Alumni Club — An
nual Spring Meeting at Crown
House Restaurant. Speaker: Jack
Bicknell, football coach.
Apr. 5 Sarasota Alumni Club Dinner —
Details to be announced.
Waldo County Alumni Association
— Tentative date: April 7 or 14. De
tails to be announced.
May Greater Boston Alumni Association
— A series of five area cocktail par
ties is scheduled for May 3 through
7. Details to be announced.
NOTE: Additional club listings may be
found in the Fall ’76 edition of the Maine
Alumnus. New club meetings will be an
nounced to area alumni through indi
vidual mailings.
PLEASE GIVE US
YOUR NOMINATIONS FOR

The Black Bear Award, given annually
in recognition and appreciation of out
standing service promoting University
of Maine spirit. Devotion to the aims of
the university in its programs, to en
courage the highest examples of
sportsmanship among students, and
length and quality of service to the uni
versity or the General Alumni Associa
tion are the areas of consideration.
There are no more than five awards
made each year. Submit nominations to
Executive Director Lester J. Nadeau,
North Hall Alumni Center, University
of Maine at Orono, 04473.
AND

The Block M Award, presented annu
ally to maintain and develop strong and
active good will for the University of
Maine at Orono through work in the
local organizations, class activities and
the General Alumni Association. Items
of consideration are activities on the
local association level, service to the in
dividual classes and support of class ac
tivities and, support of the Annual Giv
ing Fund through time and effort to
make the fund a success. Submit nomi
nations to Executive Director Lester J.
Nadeau, North Hall Alumni Center,
University of Maine at Orono, 04473.

Gordon Erikson ’43, President of the General
Alumni Association and Douglas Gillespie ’77,
recipient of one of three Student Service
Awards for 1976.
The Alumni Student Service Award grew from a
desire on the part of the General Alumni Association
to recognize those students who distinguish themselves
during their undergraduate years in their service to
UMO, through their participation in university and
alumni activities. Each recipient must have given
outstanding cooperation, and have demonstrated
qualities of leadership that reflect his or her university
education and a record of distinctive accomplishment
in both university and alumni activities. It was the
intent of the G.A.A. that only one award be given
annually, but because of the unusual quality of the
students nominated, presented the 1976 Student Ser
vice Award to three:
Jack Leggett ’76... Deans List student, a member
of the university athletic advisory board to help set
policies pertaining to University athletics, “All New
England” baseball andfootball player, thefirst athlete
ever, in the history of the university, to make both
Yankee Conference First Team football and baseball
in the same year, highly respected by his teammates,
co-captain of both his baseball andfootball teams. He
has achieved outstanding recognition and handled it
with grace.
Douglas Gillespie ’77... Undergraduate resident
advisor, editor of the Bangor Community College
Yearbook, Senior Skull, dormitory advisory board sec
retary, student representative to President Neville’s
Budget Review Committee, active member of the Uni
versity of Maine Organization of student Govern
ments, student government secretary, treasurer, and
president. His personal standards of excellence have
motivated his associates to greater degrees of achieve
ment.
James McGowan ’77... past president ofstudent
government, Senior Skull, current president of the
University of Maine Organization of Student Gov
ernments. McGowan is soft-spoken, hard-working
and has demonstrated an unusual sensitivity to the
concerns and needs of others.

NEW ALUMNI
COUNCIL MEMBERS
The General Alumni Association Coun
cil has welcomed three new members fora
term of three years. Evelyn White Des
mond ’47 is one of the few women inI management at Bath Iron Works Corp. She is
past chairman and member of the West
Bath school committee, regional coor
dinator for the State School Boards
Assoc., and a member of the joint commit
tee for Bath and West Bath. She is presi
dent of the Bath High School Alumni
Assoc., past president of the Bath Area
United Fund, past member of the BathBrunswick Mental Health Assoc, and a
member of the Board of Directors of the
Bath Iron Works Credit Union, the Maine
State Employment Security Commission
Advisory Council, the Associated Indus
tries of Maine Personnel, the Bath Busi
ness and Professional Women’s Club, XI
Beta chapter, Beta Sigma Phi and has been
asked to run for the State House of Rep
resentatives, (but declined because of
time). She has also served on the executive
board of Merrymeeting Bay Alumni
Assoc, and is co-chairman of the
Sagadahoc County Committee for the
Second Century Fund. Mrs. Desmond’s
husband, Albert H., is employed by S.
Prawer Co., Bath food brokers. The De
smonds have two children, Thomas ’75
and Susan, who is presendy a Freshman at
UMO.
Leonard Plavin ’48 of Lewiston was ac
tive as a student in interfraternity athlet
ics, the Junior Prom Committee, the
Campus staff, Pale Blue Key, M Club, var
sity football, varsity track, Sophomore
Hop Committee, Athletic Editor of the
PRISM, advertising manager of Pine
Neeldes and a member of LeCircle
Franfais. He is presently active in many
civic and university connected organiza
tions incuding the Masons (Shrine Club),
the American Furniture Congress, presi
dent of NEFCO Contract Distributors,
vice-president of New England Furniture
Company, treasurer of New England Re
alty Co., past president of the Martindale
Country Club and the Lewiston-Auburn
Jewish Federation Board of Directors of
the Lewiston-Auburn Alumni Assoc., and
is Alumni Fund Committee Chairman.
The Plavins live at 48 Mountain Ave. in
Lewiston.
Edward T. Bryand ’53 is general man
ager of Metal-Tech, Inc. of Biddeford
Maine. He is known for his invention of
the Honeycomb Roll (used in the process

of drying paper) that is manufactured by
his firm. He is also associated with Hon
eycomb Roll Systems of Mulhouse,
France, Industrial Fabricators of Alfred,
Maine and the R. & D. Process Develop
ment Corp, of Biddeford, Maine. Mr.
Bryand is area chairman for York County
in the Second Century Fund and a
member of the President’s Club. He lives
with his wife, Anita, in Saco. The Bryands
have a daughter, Sandy, and a son, Tom.

Chancellor con’t from pg. 4

Funds for Maine’s higher educational sys
tem come from many sources. The stu
dent pays about one-third of the total cost
of his education. The federal government
supplies large grants and matching funds.
But the key source of funding is the
Maine taxpayer. In the 1975-77 Bien
nium, the State Legislature severely cur
tailed funds for higher education, at a
time when there was great pressure for
legitimate faculty, professional a
classified employee salary increases, plus
the continuing pressure of inflation. Last
year, through tuition increases and exten
sive economics, the University managed to
reckon with the problems. They remain,
however, a pointed constraint to further
development.
When I am asked to respond to those
who say that a University of Maine educa
tion is already priced right out of range, I
have no hard and fast answer. Obviously,
I’m concerned. I think that one of the
greatest triumphs of public higher educa
tion in this country has been low tuition.
I’m an avowed low-tuition advocate. While
it may not be the most elegant or sophisti
cated way of guaranteeing access, low tui
tion is without question the most effective
way I know of to open doors of our Uni
versity to those who would come to learn.
While we cope with our continuing
problems and struggle with the challeng
ing task of strengthening the University in
all its parts, we must not lose sight of its
existing strengths. From Fort Kent to
Portland, from Machias to Orono, the sys
tem of higher education in Maine is some
thing in which we can all take pride. The
public-service network, for example, is a
significant extension of the University’s
academic excellence. Hardly a citizen of
Maine is untouched regularly by some
University of Maine service. The Maine
Public Broadcasting Network and the
Cooperative Extension Service have
state-wide responsibilities. In addition,

there are a wide variety of special services,
from research teams in the Antarctic to
individual nutrition assistance at super
markets — hundreds of big and little times
during which the University touches
people’s lives.
I was proud to attend, 21 years ago as a
student, the lone land-grant State Univer
sity at Orono. Today, I am as proud as
ever with the stability and growth of this
great institution in the State of Maine.
With your help and support, we will con
tinue to preserve the tradition and im
prove educational quality for Maine and
its citizens.
P atrick E. McCarthy is the second Chancellor ofthe
University of Maine, appointed in 1975. Before com
ing to the University, he was Chancellor of the Mas
sachusetts Board of Higher Education. Between
1964 and 1967, he was Chief United Nations Ad
visor to the Government ofIreland. Bom in Rumford,
Maine, he is one offour generations in hisfamily who
attended the University of Maine. He also was edu
cated at Harvard University and Dartmouth College.

Internship con’t from pg 14

Surprisingly, most interns conclude, as
one reported: “Actually, state government
appears to work far better than I antici
pated — the bureaucracy works!”

Surprisingly, most in
terns conclude, as one re
ported: “Actually, state
government appears to
work far better than I an
ticipated — the bureauc
racy works!”
All students are under faculty supervi
sion back in Orono, and must meet re
quirements that normally include weekly
or bi-weekly progress reports and special
research work. Before a grade is assigned
for the student’s experience the faculty
director will invite an evaluation by the
student’s superviser on location. In nearly
all instances stipends of a moderate
amount (“Sufficient for subsistence but
not profit”) are paid by the employing
agencies. The University itself has not
financially supported student assign
ments.
It is the students themselves who sell the
programs and the quality emphasis by the
department. Their highly rated perfor
mances are the best guarantee that the
program will continue and that students
after them will have similar opportu nities.
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CLASS NOTES
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GEORGE D. BEARCE
138 Franklin Street
Bucksport, Me. 04416
Received an unusual letter some time ago from the son
of the late Harold Wood, who died in 1958, asking
about the activities of his father in college. I knew
“Bush” Wood well as a member of our Forestry class
and although he was not big in athletics, he was a
leader in many campus activities and was a member of
the Senior Skulls and other organizations. During
Commencement in June our class was represented by
Forrest Kingsbury and your Sec’ty. The class of 1911
was cited as one of the oldest to register. Had a note
from George “Gap” Phillips of 30 Hillside Ave., Gro
ton, Conn., and he is getting along well. He talks with
Ralph Patterson of Auburn, N.Y., who, he says, seems
to be in good health. We had a pleasant visit from A.B.
“Rick” Richardson, and wife Ann and Ted, his son
from India, who drove them up to Bucksport. We
talked about old times and other subjects and after
lunch at the Jed Prouty Hotel they started back home
to Owls Head. Rick seemed quite well but slowed up
like many of our classmates.
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MRS. HAROLD W. COFFIN
(Grace Bristol)
66 Eighteenth Street
Bangor, Me. 04401
President Charles must be the best letter writer in the
whole world and ’17 the most loyal class. Replies come
in from people we have not heard from in a long time.
Welcome, classmates! We like to keep in touch with all
of you.
Leroy Berry writes that he and his wife, Grace Gibbs
Berry still do some work, but not at the same rate as in
earlier years. That is very much like ail of us. He
retired from an active life in classroom and research

lab as Professor Emeritus at New Mexico State Univer
sity. Gladys Hamor Newhall sums up her life in five
years of teaching at Athens, Me., Gorham, NH., and
Marblehead, Mass., then marriage and a housewife’s
career. “I have not yet retired from housework.” She
says life is so quiet down on Cape Cod that there is
nothing to write, but she mentions church and Senior
Citizens’ activities, so I guess she has a finger in what
goes on. Arthur Beverage, retired in Connecticut,
after years as machinist at Pratt and Whitney, also
speaks of church and Senior Citizens, and lists reading
as a hobby. I think we are greatly blessed who can enjoy
reading. We regret to learn of the death of Benjamin
Grant last summer. The Alumnus will have further de
tails on this. Garth and Mary (McLean ’22) Noyes
celebrated their golden wedding anniversary last fall
with a church party and a family dinner. Homecoming
Day saw a lively 1917 committee, meeting to plan for
our 60th reunion next June. This very special occasion
calls for every member to be present who can possibly
manage it. Bryant Hopkins will again be chairman,
and you will be hearing more from him. Already plan
ning to be there are Charles and Idella Crossland who
are opening their home for a social hour, Ed Dempsey
(can you bring that charming daughter, Ed?) Ruth and
Harlan Dolloff, Edith Glover, Noel Godfrey, Roy and
Alma Higgins, Bryant and Margery Hopkins, Flora
Mayo, Claire and Bruce Shannon, George Sweet and
wife (names fly out of my mind — do the rest of you
have the same trouble?) and myself. Doesn’t that in
spire you to make plans well in advance and defy fate
to keep you from being here?
It doesn’t seem right to talk about myself in the
column, but Charles says I must mention the party
given for me by the staff of the Fogler Library. I have
given so far about 500 volunteer hours, indexing in the
Special Collections. A coffee, attended by everyone
from the Librarian to the Custodian, was their very
pleasant way of saying Thank You.

Roger Hill ’18
Roger Hill has been a faithful searcher for items
about the class of 1918. He lives alone in a large
house in Plaistow, N.H. with plenty of space for
hoarding clippings from many newspapers. He
also has a fine coin collection.
A member of Sigma Nu, he started chemical
research work with Brown and Co. in Berlin, N.H.
after graduation from Maine. He later moved to
Haverhill, Mass, and then to Plaistow where he
restored several old houses. About ten years ago
he developed heart trouble and since then, has
been relatively inactive.
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MR. FRANCIS HEAD
73 Westchester Ave.
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201
Spin Wunderly (Albert W.) writes that I upbraided
him for not keeping in touch. (I should upbraid a lot of
you.) Spin says law interferes with other activities, one
of which is a family gathering at their camp on Winnepesaukee with 28 of the family. How many are
great-grands he didn’t say. His daughter, Charlotte,
married Phil Sweetser ’45, who died in 1974. He was a

I

Complete building. Waterproofing and Restoration
COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL - INSTITUTIONAL QUALITY RESTORATION REQUIRES SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE AND EXPERT WORKMANSHIP
Our services include:

Repointing: Brick and stone repointing with non-shrink mortars
Sealants & Caulking: All type joints with materials selected for each
Concrete Restoration: Repair and" restoration of fractured or deteriorated walls
Dampproofing: Building walls, structures, above and below grade
Sandblast Cleaning: All types, masonry buildings, steel tanks, turbines
Complete Insurance Coverage
Free Estimates

HASCALL AND HALL, INC.
30 Market Street, Portland, Maine 04103
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Tel. 773-7487

Rudy Violette '50
Ed Smith '50

son of Prof. Herman ’10. For 24 years they have livea
in a 1792 house in Acton, Mass., with a closet for
hiding fugitive slaves and a tunnel from the shed to the
barn. They are selling and building a home in Har
vard, Mass. He and his wife Ruth are “exceptionally
well” and intend to stay so for 20 years more.* Howard
L. Annis sold his Lincoln Center store and finished
woods operations in 1975 and moved to Bangor. He
had an operation for lung cancer. His wife answered
the letter. Ernest L. Turner misses hearing from the
late George Cheney, who was his neighbor for many
years. His golf scores show that I would be no competi
tion. Kathryn M. (Dow) Nichols writes from Santa
Cruz, Calif., that California ain’t what it used to be —
wall-to-wall concrete, and she’s coming home to Sears
port. She married Capt. David E. Nichols who died this
year, and she is now nursing a broken leg. No children.
(She warns me on skiing; I haven’t broken a bone since
I fell off a sled as a kid.) She taught school in private
and public schools in Portland, Delaware and Mas
sachusetts, land the leg gives her time to write. (Must
have been some interesting things to keep her busyl)
•/

Ernest Turner T8 with clock that belonged to his
grandfather
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STACY L. BRAG lit N
47 Parker Road
Wellesley, Mass 02181
A note from Sam Collins in Venice, Fla. states: “Re
ceived your card and wish I could give information
relative to some of our classmates of bygone days.
However, here in Venice the numbers are indeed lim
ited. Ervin Stuart '23, who lives in Sarasota, is organiz
ing a U of M meeting in Dec. at which time we will plan
for a get together at a future date. This always brings
out quite a group and some of our class members will
be present. Verne Beverly ’20 and wife plan to be
there. Verne was originally in our class. Rena Camp
bell Bowles ’21 of Englewood is always at the party.”
Sam and Minnie (Norell ’22) Collins go to Florida
every year. Chet Adams writes from Sea Cliff, N.Y.:
“We have been laid up all summer due to my wife
having a fall last spring. She is just beginning to walk
again as the cold weather arrives. Our son and
daughter-in-law came for us in September and took us
to Hershey Lodge, Pa. to celebrate my 80th birthday.
The four grandchildren were there to greet us, and we
had our first family reunion in 10 years. I showed 200
slides we had taken as they were growing up and we
certainly had a great time reminiscing. Now we are
prepared for a cold winter and hoping that next year
we may travel once more. Thanks to one of my letters
to you I received a note from “Bandy” Merrow from
Heritage Village, Conn. We hope to get together at a
later date. Russ Bodwell ’44 keeps me posted on the
Maine football games. Somehow he manages to get to
several of the games each fall. As you might guess, the

NewTork Times rarely has news about the Maine teams.
Recendy I received word of the passing of Leslie Ban
nister '20. I presume that notice of his death will ap
pear in the next issue of The Alumnus.”
Today, Dec. 3, a letter arrived from Frank Lord of
Kezar Falls. He writes: "We had a post-Thanksgiving
dinner at our house on Nov. 27 with 17 of our family
present. Son Philip, '52, came from Warner, N.H.
where he is field representative for Agway, Inc. He
brought his wife and three children who attend N.H.
State. Howard, farm machinery salesman for Black
berry Hill, So. Berwick, his wife and son J. Merrill
Lord ’74 of Pittsfield, his wife Sue Ripley ’73, who is
attending N.H. State, were also present. To keep me
out of mischief during the summer I kept two high
school boys busy mowing lawns and maintaining vete
rans’ cemeteries in town. I do not do any work myself
—just boss. I am active in church affairs (chairman of
the Board of Trustees) and in Masonic work in
Drummond Lodge. Having survived three heart at
tacks, the doctor says I have lived 20 years longer than
I was supposed to. My wife Doris will be 82 on Jan. 1,
and I will be 80 two days later. In mid-December we
plan to spend 3-4 weeks in Warminster, Pa. with son
Jay ’44 who is employed by the American T & T.”
As for me, I have just completed my 2 year term as
chairman of the Advisory Board of the NRTA/AARP
Crime Prevention Committee. Recently I was ap
pointed to the Advisory Board of the NRTA/AARP
Church Relations Committee, the purpose of which is
to “stimulate the nation’s various religious bodies
through seminars and direct contact to adapt their
programs and services to make them more accessible
to older people.” Our new AARP chapter in Wellesley
is flourishing, with a membership of 300 and a long
waiting list. When larger meeting quarters are found,
many more members will be added.
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LESLIE W. HUTCHINS
30 Alban Road
Waban, Mass. 02168
One class member that we have not seen since our 50th
is Carlton A. “Bus” Walker. He, with Mrs. Walker and
several friends, was enjoying the food and atmosphere
at the Spalding Inn Club at Whitefield, N.H. which
Mrs. Hutchins and I have visited many times over the
past twenty five years. “Bus" is still raising beef animals
and both he and his wife appeared well and in good
spirits. It was nice to see you both, “Bus”, and I’ll try to
get near Taunton, Mass, to visit you.
As the Holiday Season approaches, we are thinking
about those young people who left the Campus in
1922, prepared to conquer the world, to find love and
happiness combined with all the blessings that might
come to us through righteous living and persistence.
We left Orono well prepared to do life’s work, with our
hearts always lifted by the tune and words of the Maine
Stein song joined by the innumerable echos of the
“Maine Hello” that reverberates within us as it did so
many years ago. And so it does classmates, now, as I sit
here typing what I have for the next issue. What may I
expect for the column in the future? Shall I be forced
to forget more issues for the lack of news? Wherever
you are, please remember we are looking down a long,
long road that seems to narrow but we are still vibrant,

we want to live each day, we want to be helpful to
others so why not drop me a line about yourself and
enclose a recent picture today, if possible. Please do it
now.”
C’est tout finis.
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MRS. WILLIAM W. RICH
(Ruth Spear)
Prides Crossing, Mass. 01965
In July the Maine Sunday Telegram had a very in
teresting article about Vance Wells who is making a
living from dandelions. For nearly fifty years he ran
the family canning factory in Wilton, eighteen of those
years with his father, Walter, who originated the busi
ness. Now he has turned the practical operation of the
business over to his son Adrian and the family. This
year they will pack about 60,000 cans of “Belle of
Maine” dandelions and 72,000 cans of fiddlehead
ferns, a product they introduced nine years ago. Dur
ing the years Vance has designed and built the
machines used in the factory.
Virginia Averill Castle and husband Roger ’21
were guests of honor at a party celebrating the 50th
reunion of the 1926 class of Old Town High School
where she was formerly teacher and class advisor.
“Ted” Curtis and his wife Augusta celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary with an Open House at the
Orono Public Library on Sunday, August 29th. The
festivities were arranged by their four children, Mary,
Edith, Manon and Theodore, Jr. Also present were
ten of their fourteen grandchildren and Augusta’s
sister Eleanor Boothby and her husband Lloyd.
Elizabeth Harkness, perennial summer resident of
the family farm in the Megunticook Lake region has
returned to her winter home in Camden. “Kay” Cary
Moses reports that everything is fine in Vincentown,
N.J. where she and her husband George are living in
an attractive retirement community. “Cracker”
Elizabeth Ring has had a very busy bicentennial year,
historically speaking, and says she hopes she can skip
the bicentennial celebration of the signing of the Con
stitution in 1987. Members of our class who lived in
Mt. Vernon will be saddened to learn of the death of
Virginia Colbath Crandall of Duxbury, Mass, on Nov.
3rd. This is the first break in a group who entered the
university in 1919 and were the last to live there for the
four years so ably chaperoned by the matron, “Ma”
Estabrook. Not many of us have seen “Gidge” since
these days but we remember her as an outstanding
member of our class who enjoyed both the social and
academic activities to the full. Our deepest sympathies
go out to her husband, Horace Crandall '21 and her
three daughters.

MRS. FRANK W. HOWARD
(Ethelyn M. Percival)
Route 1, Box 5
Canton, Maine 04221
We extend our sympathy to Ruth Savage Wiswell on
the death (Nov. 14, 1976) of her sister, Hazel, who had
been living with Ruth and Doris’17 in South Portland.
The Julian Merrills sold their house in Canada and
bought a trailer which they left in Machias in Oct.
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meetings and good deeds. Your secretary keeps an ear
out for classmates and class news. At Homecoming,
Louise and I tried to spot the 25’ers back for the event.
We noted Frank Hussey, Chet Baker, Drew Stearns,
Art Parmenter, Joe and Fran Murray and Lyle Jenness, who got an MS in our class. Were you there and
we missed you? People for whom campus building
have been named were invited as special guests to
Homecoming and our class had two — Joe Murray
and Lyle Jenness. The Zoology building bears Joe’s
name and the Chemical Engineering, Lyle’s. Frank
Hussey has retired from the Washington scene and is
at home in Presque Isle.
Your secretary was honored by the Orono-Old
Town Kiwanis Club with their first Kris award —
Kiwanis Recognition In Service Award — in
November. A letter from Randall Doughty reported
the sad news of the death of Aaro Kaakinen. Aaro was
in the forestry course. It was Aaro who for two reun
ions sent the women attending the ’25 Reunion the
lovely orchids.

Ed. Note: The university community was also saddened by the
death of "Brownie"'s husband, BillonDec 10,1976. There’s
no question that the thoughts of her classmates and hundreds
offriends go out to her.

was leaving the day after he wrote the post card for
England and then planning a sixteen day tour to
Egypt, Syria, Jordan and Israel.
It is with deep regret that I inform you that John B.
Lynch of Bangor, passed away unexpectedly on Oc
tober 19th.
During October your correspondent was very for
tunate to receive brief personal visits from George
Lester “Mike” Coltart of Worcester, Mass, and Mr. &
Mrs. George (Elizabeth McCracken) Wilhelm of Oak
Brook, Ill. I attended Homecoming at Orono on Oc
tober 23rd and during the Alumni Luncheon the fol
lowing members of 1929 were presented with GOLD
“M”s: “Jim” Buzzell, Worth Noyes, Charles Cutting
and “Reg” Merrill (your correspondent). I under
stand that the following ’29er’s, who were unable to
attend, were mailed their GOLD “M” certificates:
Whitney Baston, Edmund “Rip” Black, George L.
“Mike” Coltart, John A. Lyden, Olin C. Moulton,
George E. Rose, Guy L. Thurston and Carl D. True.
During the luncheon I saw and waved to Myrtle W.
Dow and husband, George ’28, but did not get a
chance to talk with them.
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Calvin M. Hutchinson ’27
The work of professional photographer Calvin M.
Hutchinson ’27 has appeared nearly one hundred
times on the covers of the Chicago Tribune Sun
day magazine, the Sun-Times magazine, the Bos
ton Herald Sunday magazine, the Journal of the
Photographic Society of America and others.
After graduation from Maine he swapped his civil
engineering degree for a career in photo
journalism. His articles and photographs have ap
peared frequently in boating and photographic
magazines and he lectures on photographic tech
niques at camera clubs, conventions and seminars
throughout the country. He was in Bangor re
cently for a seminar on night photography.
"It is," he says, “really more twilight photo
graphy. Photographers for a hundred years or
more have tried to have some twilight in their
night photos.”
He likes to travel and covers everything — day
and night—using cameras such as the Hasselblad,
Bronica and Norita, (all 2Yt" square formats, for
the information of camera buffs). Most of his
magazine covers, he says, have been taken with a
“normal” lens, not a telephoto or wide angle lens.
It is his opinion that very good pictures can be
taken on very ordinary or inexpensive cameras.
Advice from an expert!

when they went back to Englewood, Florida for the
winter. George Carter’s daughter, Gail Harvey ’60 is
regent of the DAR chapter in Gardiner.
Please send some news for our next column.
We extend our sympathy to Bernie Plummer and
family on the death of his granddaughter, Roseanna
Files of Rochester, N.Y. on Feb. 21, 1976.
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MRS. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF
(Mildred G. Brown)
84 College Ave.
Orono, Me. 04473
Your class officers — all in Orono, wish the best for you
in this 1977 year. They also wish that you would send
in news of yourself for this column. President Louise
Lord has two grandsons in her home which “keeps her
young at heart.” Treas. Velma Oliver keeps busy with
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MRS. EARLE R. WEBSTER
(Peg Preble)
93 Norway Road
Bangor, Maine 04401
Wanda’s little bomb shell announcing a December 6th
deadline for Alumnus notes rules out all the Christmas
news I hope to get and I have been too much on the
road to make contacts. Eugene Winch sent me his
winter address: Nokomis, Fla. With the cold weather
we’ve had I imagine many of the natives have deserted
us for the annual migration to warmer areas. Elmer
Kelso wrote from St. Pete to say he and Dot attended a
Timber Management Symposium at the University in
July. He said, “If all ’27ers could know of what good
food comes with eating at the University they wouldn’t
miss the 50th.”
This has been a whirlwind fall for the Websters.
LeRoy Walker Robinson III arrived October 7th and
of course grandmother needed no urging to be in
Alexandria, Va. to welcome him. Arrived back in Ban
gor in time to swap luggage and Danny and I left for a
trip through Bavaria. On our return to Bangor we
found a note from Cal Hutchinson saying he would be
in Bangor November 6th as guest lecturer at the semi
nar sponsored by the Eastern Maine Camera Club. His
topic was, “Magic Moments in Night Photography”.
Naturally we went to the meeting long enough to have
a few minutes to chat and reminisce before Cal had to
become guest speaker. (See photo and special release).
I had hoped Edith O’Connor Thaxter could join us in
visiting with Cal but she was out of town. Edith is as
clever as ever with her craft work and gave us a beauti
ful Christmas Card Basket for our Southern Penob
scot Alumnae Scholarship Auction. Cal also sent us a
clipping on James W. Chapman of Damariscotta. Jim
is a member of the Lincoln County Camera Club and
district Representative of the Photographic Society of
America. No one can say ’27 lacks for talent. By the
time you read this I hope you will have enjoyed a
wonderful holiday season and headed your New Year
list of resolutions with, “Make the 50th reunion”. You
will be hearing more about the big event.
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REGINALD H. MERRILL, SR.
105 Colonial Circle
Brewer, Me. 04412
Ralph “Stubby” Morrison moved to 4 Tri County
Road, Apt. 15, Dover, N.H. 03820, last August and he
is now in the “semi retired class,” working part time for
the G.F.S. Manufacturing Company. Your corres
pondent received a post card from E. Turner White in
October on which he wrote “Enjoying my retirement
from Pacific Gas and Electric Co. in 1972. Play tennis
four or five times a week and traveling.” Turner, who
now lives at 228 Santa Monica Ave., Menlo Park, Cal.,

MRS. ERNEST J. PERO
(Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Ave.
Westboro, Mass 01581
I’m getting great response to my most recent letter. It
is good to have so many of you check in after a long
silence. There are still several whose whereabouts I’d
like to know in order to keep our class records straight.
Does any one know where we can locate Charles Arey,
Gilbert Austin or Ken Merrill?
Recently I’ve talked with Prexy Pearce, Howard
Donald and Frank McCann. I also had a pleasant
afternoon visit with Thelma Shea Lapworth. It is good
to keep in touch. Elizabeth Mason Carter writes that
she had a lovely foliage trip through Vt. and N.H. in
Oct. Kay Andrews is doing some volunteer library
work in Hanover, N.H., and enjoying retirement. Paul
Wadsworth and his wife returned Oct. 30 from a trip
to West Germany. Staying in Munich, they visited
Salzburg and the surrounding areas. Wouldn’t it have
been strange if we had met them in the Alps? How
many of you got back to Homecoming? Prexy re
ported that he seen Frank McCann and Noddie Man
sur. Prexy is a director of the Greater Boston Alumni
Club and has written a song, Roar for the Black Bear,
which he is waiting for the college to make a band
arrangement for. It was great to hear from Harold
Lloyd and know that he was still among the employed.
He must be busy working at the Pearl Harbor Naval
Shipyard and part time with the Island Realty in Hon
olulu. George “Brute” Barnes is now at his winter
home in Largo, Fla., and we look forward to seeing
him soon. Frank Goodwin reported that he played golf ,*
this past summer at Poland Springs with Harland
Knight. I don’t know whether Harley has returned to
Maine permanently or was just up from Miss, for a
visit. I had welcome notes from Chris Norwood and
Judd Files. Judd reported that he had recently visited
with Roger Sawyer and Phil Sawyer in Maine. We
have a new address for Milford Payson. He is now at
531 Roxboro Ave., Phila., Pa. 19128. Apparendy he
has retired and doing some traveling because he wrote
that he liked the Dalmation Coast as we did. Hank
Hamilton, Gloucester, Mass., wrote that his wife died 3
years ago. He is still working and a son lives with him.
Belatedly we send our sympathy. At the 50th reunion
of Old Town High School, Lois Burr was co-chairman
of the committee which planned the festivities. Mem
bers of the 50-year class of Brewer High who returned
were Jack Moran of Miami, Fla., and Verrill Gilmore.
I need Jack’s address. From Bangor High School,
Dorothy Culley Coburn of Winter Haven, Fla., and
John Crowell returned for their 50th. Royal Roulston
“checked in” and reported that he is still working but
manages to get to Fla. for a couple of weeks each
winter. He didn’t say where but he should get in touch
with some of the rest of us while there.
Happy holidays and may 1977 be a year of peace
and prosperity for all of us.

ALUMNUS
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BILL JOHNSON REMEMBERS
by Steve Curtis ’70, Editor, Republican Journal
Swine flu. Will there be an epidemic? Should a
person be innoculated against it? Is it really as
bad as some have described it?
Searching for answers to these questions
among the various health agencies and
bureaucracies involved in the national immuni
zation program was an exercise in futility.
Then, in the course of a casual conversation
with my neighbor, friend and landlord, Bill
Johnson, I found the most relevent informa
tion I’ve yet to hear on the topic. The story that
Bill told me cut through all of the spurious side
issues and politics and focused on the heart of
the matter — that ultimately the issue becomes
one of deep personal concern for the health
and very life of oneself and those close to him.
During the 1918 swine flu epidemic (then
called Spanish flu), Bill Johnson nearly died
from the disease.
He was but a lad of seven when stricken. The
high fever obscured portions of the experience
immediately, and the 58 years which have since
passed have had their effect as well. But with
the support of what others in his family have
told him and a bit of research as to dates, Bill
Johnson’s memory of his life and death struggle
remains a powerful one.
“It was 1918 — mid-December — and I was
seven years old, ‘goin’ on eight.’ The great
influenza epidemic was at the height of its viru
lence. I woke up crying from the almost un
bearable pain of my aching back. My father lit
the kerosene lamp on the small table at the end
of the bed with a wooden match. Then he lifted
me out of the bed and carried me on his left
shoulder — the lamp held carefully in his right
hand — through the hallway and down the
straight staircase to the warm living room
below.
“We crossed the room, circling carefully
around the library table with its double row of
books on a tilted trough below and a large un
lighted reading lamp in the center. My father
pushed open the door to the seldom-used par
lor beyond. A double bed had been set up there
and my mother was sleeping on it in semi
isolation, now nearly recovered after a twoweek bout with the frightening and highly con
tagious disease.
‘He’s got it,’ my father said simply as he
lowered me gently into the bed beside her.
“After nearly sixty years that scene remains
clearly etched in memory. The two weeks which
followed are a strange, confused blur of gray,
I

swimming mist; of high fever and aching bones
and muscles; of constant pain and discomfort;
of dull days and nights dimly lighted by a lamp
turned low, somehow blending into each other
with no discernible difference; of people com
ing and going quietly; of blackness when I was
neither asleep or awake; of odd moments when
the mists inexplicably brightened for a moment
and I recognized and now remember the peo
ple near me — only to slip back into the pain
and blackness; and occasionally of strange hal
lucinations.”
The great pandemic of Spanish influenza
which swept the world during the closing
months of World War I and after the Armistice
is remembered by some and spoken of with awe
by others who have read or heard about its
savage onslaught. But few are left who felt the
bitterness of its bite and remember how it was.
There is a basic difference between the
medicine of 1918 and the medicine of the
1970s. In those times, families and neighbors
looked after the sick. People rarely went to the
hospital. The doctor came to visit if the family
thought he could help, if he could be afforded
and if he could get there. Caring for their own
was a responsibility people accepted as a matter
of tradition and necessity.
A bout with sickness was a personal batde
back then. The body fought the disease with its
own reserves while the attendants did what they
could to support the body in its cause — keep
ing it comfortable, warm or cool as the situation
called for, providing nourishment and prayer.
Today the patient is often a mere bystander as
technician, machines and chemicals take up the
battle on the front lines under the direction of
the chief strategist/doctor.
In Bill’s case, the fever mounted higher and
higher and by early morning of the day before
Christmas, young Bill had gone into convul
sions. At that moment his parents made a most
difficult decision. They administered strych
nine to their son. Strychnine is a powerful drug
that can stimulate a faltering heart back to a
strong beat. It is also a deadly poison which can
cause instant death in the slightest overdose.
The shock of the strychnine caused Bill to
bolt upright in his bed. The blackness that had
veiled his mind dissolved instantly and he
clearly saw the faces of his parents and, on the
nightstand, several tiny round bright red tab
lets. He had never seen strychnine tablets be
fore and has not seen them since, but his mem

ory of their appearance remains vivid. It was
the unbelievable bitterness of the drug which
snapped him into consciousness, Bill says.
Because of or in spite of the drastic measure,
the crisis was over. The fever broke, and though
still helplessly weak, Bill began a steady recov
ery.
He believes he slept all through the day of the
24th for the next memory Bill has is of Christ
mas morning. In sickness or in health, Christ
mas holds a special magic for a seven-year-old.
Still in bed, too weak to raise his head from the
pillow, he experienced that rare joy of having
his fondest wish come true. His brother entered
his room and unceremoniously placed a brand
new pair of snowshoes —just his size — across
his chest.
It was many weeks before he was able to go
afield on the new snowshoes, but many a mile of
trail has been packed beneath them since. Al
though he has long outgrown them, he still has
the snowshoes and has kept them in perfect
condition. His grandchildren now share in their
enjoyment when they come to visit him during
the winter.
So it is that for Bill Johnson, at least, disting
uishing between the empty oratory and the per
sonal significance contained in the current de
bate over the threat of an outbreak of a menac
ing disease is easy.

photo courtesy of The Republican Journal, Belfast, Maine
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FRANCIS McGUIRE
k/ JL 59 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
Homecoming ’76 saw still fewer returning ’31ers. Or
so it seemed. The unrelenting march of time we ex
pect.
Among the outstanding silver and gold anniversary
athletes, including team captains, honored at
Homecoming Luncheon was our own William “Bill”
Wells of Orono who played varsity baseball for three
years as well as being on the freshman team. Bill was
team captain during his senior year. He keeps in prime
condition by a daily round of golf or swimming twenty
laps in the Stanley Wallace Pool, or both. A living
memorial was dedicated on the third fairway of the
Bear Hill Golf Qub, Stoneham, Mass., on November 2
in honor of Victor Nickerson who died a year ago. Vic
was a 30-year member of Bear Hill and served as Club
President in 1957 and 1958. He also served as presi
dent of the Bear Hill Association from 1968 to 1971.
The memorial was in the form of a beautiful red maple
tree. The local daily newspaper recendy pictured dur
able Sam Sezak attending a director’s meeting of the
Sports Hall of Fame of Maine, Inc. Sam continues to
devote his energies to raising funds for athletic schol
arships for outstanding athletic prospects. He de
serves the gratitude and support of all of us. Bill
Hamblet writes that he is remaining at his Laconia,
New Hampshire, home for the winter due to the illness
of his devoted and wonderful wife, Blanche.
That’s about it mates. To all those of you who have
or soon will abondon Maine and New England for the
Sun Belt, have fun, get a good tan and we’ll see you in
May and June, 1977.
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LINWOOD S. ELLIOTT
85 Leighton Road
Falmouth, Portland (PO) Maine 04105
Notes for the winter issue are more scarce than the
teeth in a 10 yr. old hen. Paul Butler and his wife Kay
(’31) were at their daughter’s home, one street above
me, babysitting; so he walked down to the house and
gave me a letter from “Ozzie” Davis who retired two
years ago from Dielectric Div. of Sola Bsic Industries,
(Raymond, Maine), Now he is a volunteer worker for
the Bureau of Maine’s Elderly, a job that takes him all
over the County. He said his son is at UMPG while his

daughter-in-law teaches at Gorham. She graduated
from Orono. He did ask Paul in his letter for the
- whereabouts of “Bromo” Seltzer. If anyone knows,
please drop Paul a letter. I also got a letter from Abby
S. Neese (Sargent) who said Peg Armstrong and Pris
Noddin drove to Sargentville and visited Abby and her
husband. Peg had not seen her there since 1932, and
Pris had only been there once before. Abby said she
was delighted to see a picture of her Sophomore
roommate Lou Durgin Hammond ’31 in the Summer
issue of the Alumnus. Well, I guess I have run out of
news. But no, I just got a Christmas card from Dave
Hanaburgh, as usual, he never forgets a Christmas.
His cards are something special, made from “Two
sheets of 5 thousandths inch thick Holly.” Dave, al
though retired from routine business, still carries on as
a Forestry advisor for some wealthy friends — looks
after their private forests. To quote him: "Am as busy
or busier than usual mostly with those things that
people who have it made get involved in.” Dave has
worked hard all his life and has made quite a name for
himself in his part of the country. Hope you all got a
copy of Paul Buder’s letter listing some events to come
on our 45th this coming June. Events are planned for
Friday night, Saturday noon and night (usually the
all-classes banquet) and a Sunday picnic. Watch for the
particulars in notices you will be getting by next
Spring.
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MISS BLANCHE HENRY
70 Beechwood Street
Thomaston, Me. 04861
Our weather has been cooler than usual, but we’ve had
only a few dustings of snow to date.
Arthur Garvin retired in 1968 from the Mutual Life
Insurance Co. in New York City and now resides in
Clemson, South Carolina, where he devotes most of
his time to community affairs. He is President of the
Clemson Continuing Education Center and a past
president of the Retired Men’s Club of Clemson. Con
gratulations to Arthur Forrestall for receiving the
33rd Annual Kiwanis Award for distinguished service
to the City of Portland in September. I was glad to
learn that Dick and Mary Sewall Alden are back enjoy
ing retirement in New Harbor, Maine. John Gordon
retired in June 1975 after teaching chemistry for 23
years at Westbrook College. He is still active in the
Maine Section of the American Chemical Society and

There are many good reasons why you should look at
Gould Academy. The first: it's in Maine!
More than a third of our students come from Maine. They can't tear
themselves away. The rest come from all over the world to enjoy what
Maine and Gould have to offer.
We don't have to tell you about Maine. It's just a great place to live
and learn.

Gould Academy is an intellectually challenging coeducational community
of about 200 students and 30 adults committed to the idea that education
is a serious and yet enjoyable pursuit.
We offer over 130 courses in all the traditional secondary school sub
jects, plus some unusual ones, such as minerology, international rela
tions, literature of the sea, and glass blowing.
Gould's exchange program is extensive and qualified students may spend
a term in France, Germany or Mexico.
And of course, we take advantage of the cultural and natural advantages
of our location on the Androscoggin at the edge of The White Mountain
Forest. For further information, write:
Colin Davidson
Box M
Gould Academy
Bethel, Maine 04217
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experimentation on a cure for Dutch elm disease.
Among the ’33ers on campus for Homecoming were
John Wilson and Virginia, Tom Desmond and Fran,
Art Forrestall, Louise Hill Robbins and Win, Luthera
Burton Dawson, and Eleanor West Yerxa. Likely I
missed others, as I did not attend the game. ’33ers who
live in Florida these days are the Ed Danes, Ray Jacksons, and Carl Hurds. Then there are those who
spend the winters — the Freeman Webbs, the Tom
Desmonds, and certainly many others. In October the
Oxford County Agricultural Group honored Joseph
Penley of West Paris for 40 years as a trustee and for
his endeavors in assisting in the Annual Exhibitions.
He was presented a plaque at the pulling ring on an
evening of fair activities. Congratulations, Joe. In late
October I saw Stephen Barry of Bucksport and Mrs.
Roy Penn (Jane Barry), 177 Gary Circle, Vallejo,
California, as they were in Thomaston for the commit
tal service for their 96-year-old mother.
The next items are difficult to report. In late Oc
tober Mrs. Gertrude Dorr Cleveland lost her hus
band, Merton ’34. In Mid-November John Doyle died
in a Portland hospital, and on November 27 Berla M.
Smythe died in a Norway hospital after a long illness..
My sympathy and that of the class to the families.
Hopefully by the time you read this column your
seed orders will have been placed and you are enjoying
warm days. My thanks for the responses, and here’s
hoping more will reach me in the Christmas mail.
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MRS. JOHN J. TURBYNE
(Fern Allen)
70 Boston Ave.
Winslow, Me. 04902
Massachusetts Governor Michael S. Dukakis, has
reappointed Peter Karatekas to the Mass. Water Re
sources Commission, commenting that “Mr. Karalekas
has been extremely conscientious in performing his
duties for the past 18 years as a member of this com
mission.” A regional engineer for Cast Iron Pipe Re
search Association, Pete was chief water engineer for
the City of Springfield and sanitary engineer for the
Army and the Mass. Dept, of Public Health.
For the past ten years, Lawrence Lynch has been
town manager of Hampden. He says, in a Bangor
Daily news interview, that he never thought he would
be a town manager, but he still finds the job “damn
interesting” and has no plans to retire. Previously
Lawrence had worked for 31 years in accounting and
then personnel at Eastern Fine Paper Co. and then at
St. Regis Paper Co. as a safety engineer.
News of Tom Hersey was forwarded to me from the
Alumni Office, and I will quote from Tom’s prep
school Alumni Notes. “From 1934 to 1944 was as
sociated with my father at the Acme Manufacturing
Co., in Bangor. After his death in 1944 I formed the
Acme Supply Co. and Acme Wholesalers Inc. dealing
in building supplies all over the state. In 1964 after
selling out these concerns, I ran a small marina at
Bucks Harbor in South Brooksville and was a licensed
Real Estate Broker.” For 21 years Tom was one of the
three alumni members of the UMO Athletic Board.
He was a director of both the Bangor and Brewer
Chambers of Commerce, for many years a member of
the Bangor Health Advisory Board, for ten years a
County Commissioner of Penobscot County, as well as
being active in church and community organizations,'
including President and District Governor of the Ban
gor Lions Club. He was a member of all the Masonic
bodies of Bangor, Commander of the Commandery, a
32nd degree Mason, a Shriner, member of Royal
Order of the Jesters and a member of the Billikens,
order of the Jesters of Pinellas County, Florida. Tom
and his wife, Alice Coburn, have a daughter with three
children living in Veazie and married to a Bangor
banker and a son UMO ’70, married to a UMO girl,
now controller and CFO of a Dover N.H. hospital. The
Herseys built a new home in 1971 at South Brooksville
where they spend their summers helping run the
Bucks Harbor Yacht Club nearby. In winter they are
located in South Pasadena, Florida. Thanks for the
news, Tom. You are to be congratulated on a career of
service.

Basil G. Staples ’35, senior engineer in the Engineering Department of
The Pfaudler Co., Division of Sybron Corporation, in Rochester, N.Y.,
was recently elected chairman of Committee F-3 on Gaskets of the Ameri
can Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).
ASTM is the world’s largest source of voluntary consensus standards for
materials, products, systems, and services. It is headquartered in
Philadelphia, Pa., and has 26,000 members throughout the world.
Staples has been with The Pfaudler Co. since 1945 in various positions
from research chemist to engineering specialist, then to his present posi
tion as senior engineer in 1967.
Since 1963 he has been involved in testing, design and evaluation of
accessories for glassed-steel equipment including gaskets, sight glasses,
and thermometer wells and protection devices.
In 1972 Staples received the Pask-Coffeen-Rigterink Award for con
tributions to the promotion of ceramics, given by the New York Met
ropolitan Section of the American Ceramic Society and a Citation of
Recognition for outstanding contributions, given by the Niagara Fronuer
Section of the National Association of Corrosion Engineers, 1974.
He has authored 13 technical published papers and given numerous
presentations before technical societies.
Staples and his wife, Jeannette, reside at 275 Colwick Road in Roches
ter.
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The Franklin Institute honored three members of the Textile Fibers
Dept. <?f the E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company’s Pioneering Research
Division for their scientific research related to the discovery of exception
ally strong fibers at the Institute’s annual Medal Day awards ceremonies
on November 10.
Dr. Paul W. Morgan ’37 received the Institute’s Howard N. Potts Medal.
Dr. Morgan, the only chemist at Du Pont to hold the rank of senior
research fellow, joined that company in 1941 after a year of postdoctoral
work at Ohio State University, where he received his Ph.D. in organic
chemistry.
Author of a book on condensation polymerization, as well as 40 articles,
he holds about 40 U.S. patents in the ploymer and fiber fields.
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An internationally recognized specialist in the field of wood ultra
structure has been named dean of the School of Environmental and
Resource Engineering at the State University of New York College of
Environmental Science and Forestry (ESF).
He is Wilfred A. Cote, Jr., ’46, who has been on the teaching and
research faculty at ESF since 1950. Dr. Cote succeeds Dr. Robert V.
Jelinek and will maintain his present responsibilities as professor of wood
technology and director of the College’s N.C. Brown Center for Ultra
structure Studies. The ultrastructure laboratories have a sophisticated
array of electron microscopes used for research in the fields of paper
science, wood products engineering, entomology, chemistry, and tropical
timbers, botany and other areas of structural research. The Center’s
research activities under Dr. Cote have been recognized for more than 20
years as the center of wood ultrastructure in this country.
Dr. Cote holds a master’s degree in forestry from Duke University and a
doctoral degree from ESF. He was the first staff member at the College to
receive a Fulbright Postdoctoral Research Fellowship, through which he
spent ten months at the University of Munich, West Germany, studying in
the field of electron microscopy of wood.
His special appointments include the Walker-Ames Visiting Professor
ship in Wood Science at the University of Washington; and a visiting
professorship at the Technical University of Denmark.
In 1975, he was invited to chair a Science Committee Conference of
NATO. He was among the scientists invited to represent the United States
in the international meeting held at Les Arcs, France.
Cote is the author of more than 65 scientific papers and five books. He
served on the editorial board of Syracuse University Press and is series
editor of its “Syracuse Wood Science Series." He also edits the quarterly
journal of the International Association of Wood Anatomists.
He and his wife, the former Irene Campbell '47, live at 207 Brookford
Road, Syracuse. They have five children.

Albert Thomas ’49 of Lincoln has been elected president of the Maine
Municipal Association for the year 1976-77. As president, he will conduct
the annual business meeting, represent the association, conduct ten meet
ings of the Board of Directors and maintain contact with other municipal
organizations. He recently represented the Maine Assoc, at the National
League of Cities. Al is supervisor of the Boys Training Center in Lincoln.
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MRS. JAMES A. BYRNES
/ (Barbara Bertels)
15 Kenduskeag Ave.
Bangor, Maine 04401
Audrey (Bishop) Thibodeau often visits her married
daughter, Bema, who lives near Bangor; we had a
long chat on the phone, and here’s some of Audrey’s
news. During a recent business trip with her husband
Audrey visited Helene (Cousins) Stephens in Atlanta,
and they had a great time reminiscing; Helene was a
1st lieutenant in the Nurse Corps, stationed in Eng
land during WW II, and that’s where she met her
husband. They were married in England in the midst
of wartime shortages and buzz bombs, and now are
living happily in Atlanta. On the way home, the
Thibodeaus stopped in Philadelphia to see son Phil.
He had been two years at UMO, then spent two years
riding with the U.S. equestrian team, then finished
college with two years at Cornell. He’s now a veterinary
student at the University of Pennsylvania. Lib (Ashby)
Underwood during a New Hampshire visit, saw
Norma Lovejoy who is planning a Florida vacation this
winter, Oh Norma, send some balmy Florida sunshine
up this way if you can manage it.
One thought for all thirty-sevens who are reading
this: When you’re planning next year’s vacation, re
member June 1977 will be our reunion year, so save
some time for it. We have a few more years before we
reach “senior alumni” status, so come back to Orono
and enjoy, enjoy.
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MISS JO PROFITA
149 Dartmouth Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Another Homecoming has come and gone and I al
ways wish at these times that more of our class would
attend. I know that distance poses a problem for many
of you, and I understand that situation. It’s because of
those nearby that I grumble. Among the 1938 faces
glimpsed by me and my favorite spy at either the
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Friday evening Career Award Dinner and the Satur
day noon luncheon or both were Mary (Wright) Donnini, Mary (Deering) Wirths, Bob Schoppe, Ernie
Reidman, Lucy (Cobb) Browne, Rod Elliott, Minnie
(Brown) Bowden and Jim Bean. Class prexy Bob Ful
ler was also in attendance and now you know who my
favorite spy is! Others of you may also have been there
but you were not in orbit.
Some of our items, courtesy of the Alumni Office,
will be on the stale side because our two previous
columns, by necessity, contained no personals. Bear
with us, please. We learn that Natalie Nason, after
nine years in Korea and five years in Saigon working in
Army Education Programs, is now the Education Ser
vices Officer at Minot Air Force Base, N. Dakota. Does
that mean we’ll have to salute you, Natalie? Phyllis
(Deane) Lord and hubby, Dick ’36, are both retired
from teaching and have purchased a home in Florida
where they will winter and return to Maine for the
summer months. Is my green showing? Another pros
pective retiree (from the Federal Service) is Leland
Page whose son was graduated from UMO this year
and whose daughter is a graduate nurse and presently
a second lieutenant in the Army Air Force serving at
the base hospital at Travis. Last April Gerald Hart was
named vice-president for engineering of the Bangor
Hydro-Electric Co. Belated congratulations, Gerald.
Since 1960 Wilford Merrill has been with E.D. Bessey
and Don Forest Products Brokers and his duties are
many and varied. Elizabeth (Mitchell) Smith writes of
the exciting year they have had with their two foster
daughters, refugees from Saigon. The girls are now
attending Purdue and Ivy Tech and the Smiths’ own
youngest son. Greg, is doing graduate work at the
Colorado School of Mines and their daughter, Laurie,
studied law this summer at Grenoble, France. The
Smiths now have four grandsons and are looking for
ward to retirement in about four years. A most wel
come note and clipping came from Bob Cameron ’40
re our own Buzz Sherry who has broken all records for
convention bookings in his capacity as chief executive
of the Denver Conventions and Visitors Bureau. Bob
felt Buzz would be too modest to blow his own horn.
Thanks for blowing it for him, Bob! PEACE AND
LOVE!
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MRS. THOMAS L. BARKER
(Barbara Corbett)
49 Captain Road
Longmeadow, Mass. 01106
The holiday season is upon us as I grind out this
column. Sorry I can’t wait for your Christmas notes but
we do have a deadline. First — some tid bits from the
Alumni Office. Mac Mackenzie is still Lt. Col with the
Air Force. Is electronic engineer supervisor and help
ing with the Base Flying Fish AAU team, teaching
techniques. His address: 2400 Rona Village Blvd.,
Fairborn, Ohio 45324.
Ida Mae (Perry) Hunt made head lines in her local
paper for puppeteering. She and her husband, a
teacher in Pittston, have made a rehearsal hall in their
barn and construct sets, promote, write, and offer
ideas for their students and produce local shows.
Sounds like much work and a lot of fun. Roger Cle
ment is manager of the sales order department for
Black & Decker, still living at 717 Cherry Ave., Kirk
wood, Missouri. His new position allows him more
time at home than formerly, and he and his wife are
active in local civic affairs now that he is not traveling as
much. They have four children and five grandchil
dren. One of our long lost former classmates heeded
my last plea for mail. Ralph Guppy left the class at the
end of our freshman year and for thirty-five years has
been in retailing, twenty-five of them with Woodward
& Lothrop in Washington, D.C. He is now retired and
living at 7606 Briarwood Drive, Myrtle Beach, So.
Carolina 29577. He and his wife have three daughters
and three grandsons. Thanks for writing, Ralph. So
good to get up to date on your whereabouts. Another
former classmate has also come to light. Herrick M.
Thomas, M.D. left us after three years for medical
school at George Washington University in Washing
ton, D.C. and is now located at 907 Suwanne Avenue,
Dade City, Florida 33525. All for now — hope to hear
from you at Christmas.
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ISABELLE SHIPMAN
(Isabelle Crosby)
Highland, Terrace
Wolfeboro, New Hampshire
Did you know that Hartley Banton is a professor of
Mechanical Engineering Technology at Purdue Uni
versity in Indiana? Our class Vice President, Richard
H. Chase, has been transferred to Portland after years
in Mass. He and wife Mary (an elementary school
librarian in New Gloucester) have three children — a
son who is a UMO graduate, and two daughters: Leslie
at Tufts, and Nancy at Endicott Junior College. Robert ,
Dispersio has retired as a physicist at Aberdeen Prov- ’
ing Ground, is still living in Maryland, and now is into
tennis, squash, and music. His wife, Terry, is a parttime public health nurse. One of their sons is Director
of Clinical Microbiology at Christ Hospital in Cincin
nati, Ohio, and the other attends the University of
Maryland. Was it to our 25th reunion that Borris
Kleiner and wife Rivolee brought their young sons?
Now the Kleiners have celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary. Ruth (Reed) Cowin, have you moved
back to Maine from Florida yet?? Keep us posted.
At our last class meeting, it was voted to set a goal for
1941 class giving to UMO of $20,000 over a period of
five years. If you read the administrative reports in a
recent Alumnus, you know that unrestricted funds are
desperately needed to help prevent further cuts in
UMO program offerings.
Our exciting news is that our youngest, Allan, is to
be married, and we will be welcoming a lovely new
daughter-in-law into the family.
I

MRS. JOHN E. HESS
(Barbara Perry)
54 Pine Ledge Road, R. 4
Bangor, Maine 04401
Thanks to the first shower of replies to my request for
biographical info in the 35th reunion Newsletter, I
have a good supply of news this time. Those of you
who haven’t returned yours, please do. I’d really ap
preciate it.
Mai Hardy wrote a fascinating story of his new life
on board a 40-foot, tug-type cruiser. He and his wife,
Fran La Pointe ’44, have two sons, who live in the 49th
state, and one daughter. Mai retired from Director of
the Smokey Bear Program in Washington, D.C. in
1974, sold his home in Virginia, and are “live aboards”,
cruising from Dry Tortugas to Montreal. They plan a
trip to Alaska in 1977. His mailing address is: 4 Jay
Street, Cambridge, Mass. Mark Ingraham and wife
Jean have moved from Virginia to Richards Hill,
Rockport, Maine. He is a partn'er in a Camden Law
Firm. Welcome back to Maine, Mark. Irwin R. Hig
gins writes from Oak Ridge, Tennessee. He is Techni
cal Director of Chemical Separations Corp., has two
daughters and one granddaughter. He enjoyed the
25th and plans to come again in June. Ambassador
John Reed writes from Sri Lanka, where he is already
involved in the Columbo Rotary Club, Swimming Club
and is an Elder in the Church. He recently visited
Maidive Islands which he recommends highly.
Jeannette Berry Whitten has retired from teaching
and enjoys seeing many 42ers, Keith Thompson, Maij
Cliff Edgecomb, Mary McConnell Little. Glad to hear
she’s putting on pressure to get them to reunion.
Roosevelt Susi is in Real Estate — has P.O. Box 236,
Pittsfield, Maine. Son, Peter, is an attorney in L.A.
Daughter Yvonne works in theater, now in Honolulu.
Hamess racing is his hobby. Maria Phillips Hurley of
25 Newman St., Portland teaches at Deering High
School. Her two sons and one daughter are all in
graduate school and college. She golfs every day dur
ing summer vacation.
Thomas Sleeper lives at Edgemere, Marblehead,
Mass. 01945. He is a Design Engineer, General Elec-"
trie. Two of his three children went to U.M.O. Daugh
ter, Barbara, works for “Ellsworth Times” in Maine.
He keeps in touch with Gordon Blanchard and Clint
Bardo. Helen McHann Hillier — Box 139, West
Compton, New Hampshire is a Supervisor in the N.H.
Division of Welfare. Husband is in the faculty of
Plymouth State College. They have three daughters
and one grandson. Parker Small, 24 Lagoon Blvd.,
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Massapequa, N.Y., became elegible for retirement this
year from teaching. He plans to build a home in Wells,
Maine and says they can’t wait to get back. He has a son
and daughter and three grandchildren. Warren B.
Randall, 14 Fullerton Place, Rye, N.Y., is business
editor of the Westchester Rockland Newspapers. He
has a wife, Evelyn, and 16 year old daughter, Ellen. He
keeps in touch with many 42ers. Among them, Paul
Ehrenfried, Titus Hale, Hal Warren and Fred
Koialovitch.
More to come next month. Please be among the
many who are sending in their sheets.

DR. FRANK P. GILLEY
Tip Top Farm
Box 177, RFD #1
Brewer, Maine 04412
The seasons certainly roll around fast. A great fall
hunting season is now behind us as well as Thanksgiv
ing, and this morning Tip Top has its first white cover.
It won’t be long before we hear jingle bells and the Ho
Ho’s.
There doesn’t seem to be much news this time
around but as always we appreciate anything that you
can send.
In July the 1926 Brewer High class held their 50th
reunion. One of the group was Mrs. Doris Bryanton.
Also in July Mrs. Peg Morrill was awarded a certificate
of recognition by the Literacy Volunteers of the Pine
Tree State. Peg was instrumental in bringing Literacy
Volunteers to Augusta in 1972 and has served as
chairwoman and workshop trainer. Congratulations,
Peg. Earl A. White of Old Town was a candidate for
the State Senate in the recent elections. Although Earl
was not successful he should be commended for his
public spirit and desire to participate. Best regards to
you, Earl. In August I received a call inviting our Class
to participate in an old Maine tradition. Namely, that
of helping to complete the collection of U.M.O. Presi
dents’ portraits in Fogler Library. The Class of 1971
had already accepted the sponsorship of a portrait of
former President, Win Libby. The Class of 1944 was
given the opportunity to contribute $1500 toward
President Howard Neville’s portrait and receive sole
credit for the gift in an engraved plate on the portrait.
I conferred with Mac Libby, our class treasurer, and
we decided to get an opinion from as many class mem
bers as possible. All of the replies received were in
favor and since the funding was already present and
will not detract from other commitments of the Class
of ’44 we decided to go ahead and hope this meets with
the approval of all.
I want to wish all class members a Happy and Pros
perous New Year.
How about that?
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MRS. RUSSELL BODWELL
(Barbara Higgins)
87 Scudders Lane
Glen Head, N.Y. 11545
The football season is over and Russ and I managed to
attend 5 games this fall. At Parent’s Weekend we
bumped into the Knudsens at the Organizational Fair.
Then caught up on the last 20 years with Muriel Peter
son Frye at the tea at the President’s home. Congratu
lations to Muriel and Miles for their election to the
executive committee of the Parents and Friends Assoc.
Met their daughter, Becky, who is a freshman and son,
Larry 10. Muriel is busy as a volunteer; currently serv
ing as president of the board of Sunset Home for Aged
Ladies.
Remember those war years and the A.S.T.P.? Just
served on a jury panel with Joe Tillam ’49 who enter
tained us all in the weekly Masque shows and returned
to Orono after the war for a degree in engineering. He
is now running an engineering firm here on Long
Island. Another classmate here on the island is Bob
Hall ’49 who is still teaching biology in Huntingtonn
High School. His wife, Judy is also a teacher, kinder
garten. They both found their recent trip to east Af
rica, visiting Egypt and Ethiopia and then on to Iran
and Turkey very educational.

Maine Air Guard photo by TSGT Ken Farrar
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Colonel Jay G. Benton ’50, Commander of the 101st Air Refueling Wing of the Maine Air National Guard located
at Bangor International Airport, was presented the Air Force Legion of Merit medal on October 21, 1976. Major
General John W. Burkhart, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, Headquarters, Strategic Air Command pre
sented the award.
The citation states that Colonel Benton "distinguished himself by exceptionally meritorious conduct in the
performance of outstanding service to the United States as Commander, 101st Fighter Interceptor Group;
Director of Operations, 101st Fighter Interceptor Wing; and Commander, 101st Fighter Interceptor Wing, from
13 November 1969 to 31 March 1976.”
During this period the Maine Air Guard flew F-101B, “Voodoo" jet fighter interceptor aircraft as a part of the
North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) — Aerospace Defense Command (ADC) team.

Great to hear news of Evie Tarr and Bob Smith
from Amherst where Bob is Professor of Veterinary
Science. Both their sons are at Orono now, Daniel ’75 is
working on his masters in Agricultural Engineering.
As an under graduate he was a Sophomore Owl and
Senior Skull. John is a sophomore studying Civil En
gineering. Walter and Margaret (Spaulding ’47)
Brooks shared news of their offspring; son, Andy, is
tri-capt. of the Bangor High School football team.
Danny is following his Dad’s footsteps and is a 3rd year
student at Penn College of Optometry; while daugh
ter, Susan is in her 2nd year at Cottey College in
Missouri. Thelma Peacock Smith writes from West
Willington, Ct. about her family; daughter, Heather, is
a senior at Kansas State; Pam is a sophomore at Bar
nard and Jill a freshman at M.I.T. Beverly and Terry
Eve are in high school and Barry is a 7th grader. Eileen
Greenwood Popp is living in Hampton, Va. and writes
that her son Michael graduated from UMO with a B.S.
in Mechanical Engineering. It is good to hear so many
sons and daughters are keeping up the tradition and

Richard S. Bradford, Inc
Real Estate and Insurance
Richard S. Bradford, Pres. ’30
Warren E. Smith, Vice Pres.
Drawer 311
Orono, Maine 04473
Tel. 866-2625 or 866-2609

attending the university. Saw Jim Donovan ’48 at
homecoming and met his son, Kurt, who is graduating
this spring in pre-med.- like father, like son. Heard
that Alice Maney McFarland is now on the staff of the
Southern Maine Vocational Training Institute as pro
fessor of Nutrition.
The alumni office was great with all it’s news. Bou
quets to Francis Howe for his election as trust officer
of the First National Bank of Cape Cod. He and his
wife, Patricia, reside in Brewster. Francis, a retired
Marine major, previously served as trust officer of the
Shawmut Bank in Boston for 20 years. In Aroostook
County, Herschel Smith was named to the Advisory
Board of the Northern National Bank. Herschel is a
farmer in Westfield.

K "| NANCY W. SEARS
A 5 Waban Street
Wellesley, Mass 02181
I promised in the last column to tell you more about
the people who were at reunion all of whom it was so
good to see! John Findlen and wife, Dorothy, were
there. They have two boys— Robert, 11, and Douglas,
9. They live in Fort Fairfield where John is in the
potato drawing and sales field. Phil Coburn and wife,
Joanne, live in Corinna, Me. Phil is in the dairy busi
ness. Their daughter, Debra, is a graduate of Farming
ton. Kathryn (Morris) Andrews and husband, Bruce,
live in Yorklyn, Del. Kathryn is chairman of the Home
Economics department at Christiana H.S. in Newark,
Del. Jack Berman lives at 102 School St., Gorham, Me.
with wife, Marcia, and two children. Jack is a consult
ing engineer. Irving Remar lives in Portland and is in
Sales. Ronald Noyes and wife, Gladys, live in Orono.
Ronald is a letter carrier for the U.S. Postal Service.
Their son is in the Navy stationed in Cuba. Ed Coffin
lives in Livingston, N.J. Ed is a mechanical engineer
for Hewlett Packard Co. Ray and Hazel Bushey live in
kJ
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Richard P. Schonland ’50 has been named Vice President-Labor Rela
tions for Paramount Pictures Corporation, it was announced by Barry
Diller, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.
In this newly created position, Schonland will be responsible for the
corporation’s union negotations on a nation-wide level.
In announcing the appointment, Diller said, “Richard Schonland has
made significant contributions to the corporation in his previous positions
and with his new responsibilities, his proven and widely respected ability
will play an even larger role in this most important area.”
Two years ago, Schonland was promoted to Director-Industrial Rela
tions for Paramount. He first joined Paramount in 1967 as Compensation
Manager, becoming Manager, Industrial Relations in 1970.
Schonland holds an M.B. A. from the University of Southern California.
He is a member of the Board of Trustees of all the industry’s pension and
welfare plans and serves on many industry committees.

I

Dr. Donald G. Stitts ’52, associate professor of agricultural economics and
Extension marketing specialist at the University of Connecticut, has been
elected president of the Northeast Agricultural Economic Council.
Membership in this council is made up of professional agricultural
economists in the northeastern states.
Dr. Stitts, who’s been on the UConn agricultural faculty for the past
nine years, holds a master s and doctor’s degrees in agricultural economics
from the University of Minnesota.
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MAINE LINE Magazine, employee publication of the Bangor and Aroos
took Railroad, won top honors among American, Canadian and Mexican
railroad publications at the 54th annual conference of the Association of
Railroad Editors in Boston Sept. 24.
MAINE LINE won the Association’s Distinguished Achievement
Award for “overall excellence in all phases of railway journalism”, an
award it had also received in 1973. The magazine is edited by Richard W.
Sprague ’51 of Bangor, vice president-public relations for the Maine road.
A native of Islesboro, he was also elected president of the editors associa
tion, the nation’s oldest organization of industrial editors.
Other award winners included Canadian National Railways, the Na
tional Railways of Mexico, the Association of American Railroads, Labor
newspaper, the Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen, the Texas Railroad
Association, the Chessie System, Pullman Standard and Union Pacific
Railroad.

Commissioner of Customs, Vernon D. Acree, has announced the selection
of Philip R. Bowen ’58 as Regional Director of Investigations for the
Miami region covering North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
Mr. Bowen has been in charge of the Smuggling Investigations Branch
for the U.S. Customs Office of Investigations in Washington, D.C. In his
new position as Regional Director of Investigations, he will be responsible
for investigations to detect and apprehend persons violating Customs and
related laws, and frauds against the revenue, arms violators, persons
engaged in illegal exportations; as well as many other laws enforced by
Customs for other Federal agencies throughout the Miami region.
He joined the Customs Service in 1961 as a Customs Agent in Boston
and has since held positions in Wilmington, N.C.; Boston; and Washing
ton, D.C.
Mr. Bowen and his wife, Cynthia, and their two children, will relocate
from their home in Annandale, Virginia to Miami.

Ashland, Me. Kevin, their oldest, is a member of the
class of ’77 at U of M. Their youngest son, Stephen, is
12. Ray is an Insurance Agent. Phyllis (Atwood) and
Charles Epps live in Topsham with their two children,
Chip, 14, and Stacy, 12. Malcolm and Joanne

Chadbourne live in Somers, Conn. They have five
children ranging from 24-18 years old.
John Royal lives in N. Andover, Mass. He has five
off-spring. John has his doctorate degree and is
chairman of the math dept, at Merrimack College.
John Coombs is YMCA Director in Bangor. Ray Cou
ture is an attorney and lives in Reading, Mass. Joan
(Pray) MacMillian lives in Billerica, Mass. Fred Bigney was funny telling about living in the “sticks" of
N.H. — Colebrook, to be exact. One of his three chil
dren graduated from UMO class of’74. Dick Blaisdell
lives in Stonington, Conn. He is a Naval Architect.
Gordon and Bette Reade live in Wolfeboro, N.H.
They have six children. Lionel Roy lives in Lewiston.
Joyce (Foss) Deveny lives in Burlington, Vt. Larry
Robinson came down from Quebec where he lives. I f I
have left any of you out who were at reunion, please let
me know, and send me your news. Being newly elected
(or should I say coerced into being) class secretary I
was not on the ball as much as I should have been for
gathering details. As to those of you who were not
there, please send me your news and gossip for our
next column
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Colby H. Chandler ’50 has been named president
of Eastman Kodak Company. Formerly executive
vice-president and general manager of the U.S.
and Canadian Photographic Division, he now be
comes Kodak’s eleventh president.
Chandler, the recipient of the G.A.A.’s 1975
Career Award, is a former Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Sloan Fellow. He joined Kodak in
1950 as a quality control engineer, and three years
later he became a development engineer in the
Kodak Park Division’s color print and processing
organization. In 1955, he was appointed super
visor of the Kodacolor quality control section.
He advanced to staff assistant, technical services,
in 1959 and a year later was named general super
visor,
technical services staff. In 1963 Chandler
I
was appointed assistant to the general manager of
color print and processing, and the following year
became assistant general manager of that organi
zation. He was named general manager of color
print and processing in 1971.
Later that year he moved to Kodak Office as
director, photographic program development,
U.S. and Canadian Photographic Division, and in
1972 was elected an assistant vice-president.
Chandler was named director of special projects
for the U.S. and Canadian Photographic Division
in 1973; general manager of the division, a com
pany director and executive vice-president in
1974.
A native of Farmington, he holds an MS degree
in industrial management from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Chandler’s outside activities include service as a
trustee of the Rochester Institute of Technology,
the Colgate-Rochester Divinity School, and the
Rochester Savings Bank. He is on the board of
directors of the Rochester Philharmonic Organi
zation; the Industrial Management Council of
Rochester, Lincoln First Bank of Rochester and
Lincoln First Banks, Inc. He is also a member of
the Clarkson College Advisory Council to the
School-of Management.
He and his wife, Jean, live in Honeoye, N.Y.,
and are the parents of two daughters, Karen and
Susan.

Kenneth W. Allen ’56, Interim President, UMA
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MRS. EBEN B. THOMAS
VI (Sue Stiles)
5 Spruce Street
Winthrop, Maine 04364
Classmates, as I ponder this column, our first snow fall
has just arrived, the temp’s a line above zero, but my
editor says think . . . ahead!
Our biggest, most exciting news in the local area is
the appointment of Kenneth W. Allen as the UMA
(Augusta) interim president. Ken replaces our fellow
classmate Lloyd Jewett who died in July. Those pas
sing through the Augusta area should certainly make
that campus a visiting spot to see what has been
achieved in just a few short years by the Univ, people in
concert with an active community effort. Our best to
you, Ken, as you continue the good work ahead. David
Switzer, Plymouth State College, N.H. professor, just
spent his second summer researching in Stockton
Cove, at the wreck site of the DEFENSE. Ye reporter
and spouse hope to catch this guy for a personal inter
view on one of Dave’s trips to Me. Dr. Maxwell L.
McMormack Jr., a senior research professor, is now
associated with the new UMO School of Forest Re
sources’ Cooperative Unit for Research. This project
has been established by landowners with a voluntary
land tax. Mac received advanced degrees in siliviculture at Duke U. and had been a member of the forest
faculty at U. of V. K. Richard Irving is the new Gen’l
Mgr of the Maine Potato Growers, Inc. Dick’s been
with the co-op for the past twelve years. Mrs. Herbert
(Patricia) Doten, 71 Purinton Avenue, Augusta
04330, received wide public attention in announcing
her candidacy for school board. Pat’s been a substitute

teacher and tutor in that system. Pat’s other interests
include a vice chairmanship of the Friends of Fort
Western (of Kennebec River & Benedict Arnold
fame.)
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MINGIE McCANN
98 Hersey Street
Portland, Maine 04103
At last — class news from your errant class secretary. I
must apologize for my lapse by explaining that last
November I was busy with the local Pordand Players’
production of “Twigs” in which I played four parts.
Needless to say, it kept me very busy with a rehearsal
schedule and eight performances spread over three
weekendsjust prior to Christmas. I played 3 daughters
and a mother and had to age from approximately 38
years to 80. By the time Dec. 20 (our last night) rolled
around I looked and felt 801 Subsequendy, the Players
entered the play in the state theater conference in Feb.
and, that being successful, we entered the New Eng
land competition last June. Each time we entered a
contest, different times were required and so the ex
cerpts varied. It seemed last year my spare time was all
in rehearsal. We were rewarded at the New England’s
by walking away with 2 “bests” and first runner up to
the National competition. I did win Best Actress and a
great deal of personal satisfaction in playing a part that
offered such a great challenge.
In between, of course, I do a “litde thing” like teach
ing for a living. I teach English at Pordand High
School and love it — papers and all! Anyway, between
the two — rehearsals and my teaching load — I had
very litde time for anything else, for which I most
sincerely apologize.
Now, there is so much news to catch up on. Richard
Scofield of Jefferson has been appointed highway
maintenance engineer for the Maine Department of
Transportation. Rose Mary Miller received the first
distinguished teaching award presented by Mon
mouth College. Bill Penhallow is teaching astronomy
as an associate professor in the Physics Department at
the University of Rhode Island. Dr. Philip Emery of
Westernport, Md., has been promoted to Products
Manager of Westvaco Paper Co. at the Luke mill.
James Varner was named to the 1975-76 edition of
Who’s Who Among Black Americans. Orville Yoder, in
addition to being a grandparent, is in the cooperative
extension service as County Extension Director.
Norman Cogswell, who is living near Columbus,
Ohio, is a mechanical engineer in the Air Force and
active in the Barbershop Chorus. Paul Taiganides has
had such wonderful and varied experiences. Last year
he was appointed by the World Health Organization
of the United Nations to be the technical director and
chief editor of an international conference on agricul
tural pollution which was held in the USSR. This year
he is on leave from Ohio State University on a special
assignment as an agricultural engineer and consultant
in Singapore. While there, he and the whole family are
studying Chinese and Malay. What a truly exciting
career! Lin Haskins writes that he and Pat and their 3
children are living in Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and
would love to see western wandering Mainers.
Lawrence Springer, Sr., has been elected a corporator
of the Granite State Savings Bank in Somersworth,
N.H. Bob Cruickshank, who lives in Dover, Mass., is
active in civic affairs and president of Baystate Corpo
ration. Stephen Hyatt enacted the part of Captain
Daniel Sullivan at the 18th Colonial Militia Co. Muster
in Dover, N.H., last June and won first prize in the
competition. Arthur Hamlin has been appointed
marketing director of Ecar Products, Inc., at Saddle
Brook, N.J. The company specializes in recycled
paper. Earle D. Cram is planning and research en
gineer for the Federal Highway Administration in
Connecticut. John and Gretchen Sliva write that they
and their two children built an “A” frame at Schoodic
Lake last summer. John is a registered engineer, work
ing for the state in the planning division. Gretchen is
substitute teaching in SAD 11 grades 5-12 and loves it!
Dick Offenberg has been appointed vice chancellor
for academic affairs with Massachusetts’ Board of
Higher Education. After Dick earned his Master of
Arts degree from Pennsylvania University and his

Ph.D. from New York University, he taught history
and was assistant dean at Springfield College in the
mid-60’s. He then served at Temple University from
1966-1970 as Dean of Studies. From 1970-1972, he
was Boston University’s Dean of Students. He has been
with the Board of Higher Education since 1973. Con
gratulations, Dick.
Believe it or not (and I’m sure we’d prefer not to),
our 20th reunion from University of Maine is next
June. It’s not too early to start making plans to attend.
Reunions are just a little traumatic to contemplate, but
wonderful once you go and realize that no one looks
just the way they did in the yearbook. Make reserva
tions to attend, and we’ll have a ball. Remember, a class
that repeatedly painted every steeple on campus
should certainly be able to have the best 20th in the
annals of Maine.
Now let’s see — if I go on a diet now, how many
pounds can I lose by June?!? Mmm.
Have a wonderful holy Holiday Season.
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MRS. LEO M. LAZO
(Jane Ledyard)
49 Martin Street
West Roxbury, Mass. 02132
A long letter from Rob Hartop came in answer to my
plea for more information about the class. Rob has
been in California since 1958 and with the Jet Propul
sion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, since 1960. He is Senior Engineer, RF Sys
tems Development Section, JPL with his specialty
being Deep Space Communications, particularly an
tennas and microwave components. You can be sure
that much of his work has been aboard the Mariners to
Mercury and Venus and the Vikings to Mars. Rob says
he gets back east occasionally, such as last summer
when he spoke at the International Microwave Sym
posium in New Jersey. His paper was on X-band
Planetary Radar, the most powerful in the world which
involve echoes from the Rings of Saturn. Rob was the
design engineer on that project. He lives with his wife,
Gail, and three children ages 9,7, and 3, at 1400 Santa
Teresa, South Pasadena 91030. Their oldest, Fran
cesca, has qualified for the Mentally Gifted Program in
California, having placed in the top two per cent of the
students in the state, and attends special classes. Milt
Friend also took pity on me and dropped me a nice
newsy letter. Milt is now director of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Services’ National Fish and Wildlife Health
Laboratory located in Madison, Wise. The lab was
opened in 1975 with Milt as its first director. Says that it
keeps him on the road most of the time as they are the
only lab within the USFWS dealing with wildlife dis
ease problems. Prior to Madison, Milt was Chief of
Pesticide Research at the USFWS Denver Wildlife Re
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search Center. He earned his Ph.D. from the Univer
sity of Wise, in 1971 in Veterinary Science and Wildlife
- Ecology majors, minor in Epidemiology. Milt, his wife,
Jackie, and children Scott and Lisa may be found at
5738 Restal St., RR#2, Madison, 53711. Jay G. Herr
has been appointed as Manufacturing Superintendent
at the St. Regis Paper Co. mill in Deferiet, N.Y. Jay
joined St. Regis in 1960 and was named general mill
superintendent in 1973. The Herrs have four children
and live in Watertown, N.Y. Donald Marden was
elected chairman of the Board of Trustees of Unity
College at their annual meeting in Bangor. Don, who is
an attorney and former mayor of Waterville, was
elected to the Board in 1975. In 1968 he was selected as
an Outstanding Young Man by the Maine Jaycees. He
and Ann plus children, Lee, Donald Jr., David, and
Kenneth live on Silver St. Dr. Wayne H. Keene,
manager of the Equipment Division’s Advanced
Electro-Optical Techniques Section of Raytheon, is
one of four Raytheon engineers responsible for the
invention of a laser radar system that uses optimum
pre-detection amplification for the return signal. He
has also worked on projects resulting in patents for an
optical scanner and a clear air turbulence detector. He,
Suzanne, and their two children live in Medfield, Mass.
Edward A. Revello was the recipient of a degree of
doctorate of education in guidance and counseling
during commencement in August. Dr. Revello has
been guidance director at the Brewer High School
since 1959. Joseph F. McBrine has been appointed
principal of the schools in Whitefield, recently an
nounced by Union Superintendent Heino. McBrine
has worked with the superintendent of schools in Au
gusta during the past year and has earned the reputa
tion as a budget and cost effectiveness expert. Married
in August at the Naval Station chapel in Brunswick was
Kristin J. Bodley and John Scott McCormick. John,
who is a graduate of Medomak Valley High, is emp
loyed with his father at J.A. McCormick Associates,
Inc. in West Rockport.
Elected as Vice lYesident of the Band Association of
St. Theresa’s at their last meeting was your correspon
dent. Our oldest, Valerie, is a member of the junior
band there and plays the flute. The Prep A or senior
band at St. Theresa’s took first in their divisional com
petition this summer and the juniors will be on the
competition road come June. Then, as they say, the
fun begins.
Happy Holidays to all of you — Merry Christmas,
Happy New Year, a good Valentine’s Day, and a
Happy Easter. I’m never sure what season it will be by
the time these get to print so I hope I’ve covered them
all. Would really like to hear from the rest of you —
there were more then eight people in our class.
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MRS. ALLAN G. STEWART
(Millie Simpson)
4156 Old Bath Road
Brunswick, Maine 04011
Ruth McAllian McKay of Hollis writes news of the
birth of their third son, Christopher James, on Nov. 9,
1975. Oldest son, Chip, is a freshman at Bonny Eagle
High School and Brendan is 10. She is taking a few
years off from teaching nursery school, but they con
tinue to raise collies and shelties and “enjoy showing
them in obedience and breed.” Skip and Sarah Dry
Hoty were recent visitors of Jim and Ruth. Sarah sub
stitutes regularly in the Portland school system and
daughter, Beth, is now 7. Melville Samuel Brown of
Auburn has been promoted to sales manager for the
Combined Insurance Co. of America in the
Lewiston-Auburn area. Carl E. Bouchard, Orono, is
the new vice president of the Maine Society of Profes
sional Engineers. The Standard-Times of New Bed
ford, Mass., took “its hat off’ at the end of August,
saluting Bill Livesey, “because he came out of retire
ment to lead the Wareham Gatemen to the playoff
championship of the Cape Cod Baseball League, the
first time Wareham has accomplished this.” Bill now
coaches with Eckert College, St. Petersburg, Fla., and
spends summers in Falmouth, Mass., with his wife and
four children. Michael James Juenemann arrived
Sept. 3, the third son of Tom and Sarah (Kennett)

Juenemann of Porter’s Landing, Freeport. Any more
news out there??
I

Q

PRISCILLA (SAWYER) FREDERICK
6 Bridge Street
Salem, N.H. 03079
I received a nice long letter from Jim Sherburne who is
residing with his wife Helene (Blodgett ’61) and 2
children at 10206 Carson Place, Silver Spring, Md.
20901. Jim completed his doctorate in ecology at Cor
nell in 1972 and then joined the Smithsonian Institute
as director of the Peace Corps Environmental Pro
gram. During 1974-75 the entire Sherburne family
spent 18 months in Botswana where Jim was a wildlife
consultant with the African Wildlife Leadership
Foundation. Jim also represents the Smithsonian on
several US and international commissions dealing with
environmental policy.
Gordon G. McCarthy has been awarded the
Certificate of Advanced Study, a degree beyond the
master’s designed for professional educators. Gordon
is a teacher of English and chairman of the English
department at Lewiston High School. He and his wife
Veronica and son Christopher live at 6 Robert Ave.,
Lewiston. Larry R. McConnell has been appointed
market area manager for domestic and industrial
water treatment for Rohm and Haas Company,
Philadelphia. He joined the company in 1964. Dr.
David B. Field has returned to the university as an
associate research professor with the new UMO School
of Forest Resources’ Unit for Research. David was
formerly with the School of Forestry at Yale. Rene
Guite was promoted to senior process control en
gineer with the Dexter Corporation based in Windsor
Locks, Conn. Ren came to Dexter in 1969 after em
ployment with Diamond-Shamrock in Cleveland,
Ohio. David W. Smith has been named supervisor of
the fiber engineering group for Federal Paper Board
Company in Riegelwood, N.C. Here’s hoping that
your holidays were happy and merry ones. Why not
make a new year’s resolution come true by dropping
me a line with news for all our classmates!
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SYLVIA A. TAPLEY
VF Kz 721 Stillwater Road
Stamford, CT. 06902
This will probably be my shortest column as I have
heard from very few of you since last summer. Inci
dentally, I have moved back to southern Connecticut
and am working again for Litton Industries Credit
Corporation, this time as Secretary to the Collection
Manager in the Eastern Regional Office.
For those of you who inquired about the absence of a
10th Reunion picture, the editorial policy has changed
regarding this, as usable space for photographs is very
limited.
’
)
The Alumnus is seeking “decade symbols” for use
with the classnotes section. If you have any ideas for
the_“60’s", or any other year, please send them to the
Editor, Wanda Owen.
I am happy to announce the marriage of Wendy
Bulkeley and Robert Sadowski this past fall. Wendy is
a Systems Analyst at Merrill Lynch, Inc. in New York
City and her husband is a purchase and sales clerk at
Loeb Rhodes a brokerage firm in NYC. Married on
July 17, 1976 in San Francisco were Helen Souliotes
and David Sargent. David was an entomologist at the
Univ, of Hawaii for three years prior to joining the
New York Life Insurance Co. in 1968 in thecapadty of
office manager. Congratulations to all! Education ap
pointments last fall included: Mrs. Janice (Rich)
Rockwell as a part time teacher with the Claremont
(NH) Christian Academy; Peter Martin as forestry
instructor at Lyndon Institute, Lyndon Center, VT.;(
and Alan Banister as assistant headmaster and direc
tor of the upper school at Pine Point School, Stoning
ton, CT. Alan has a masters degree in education from
the C.W. Post Center of Long Island Univ. He and his
wife, a lawyer, live with their son David on Flanders
Road in Stonington.
I hope the holidays were joyous for all of you. Best
wishes for a very healthy and happy 1977!

David N. Howe, CLU, ’63, has been named agency manager in the life,
health and financial services department at the Burlington, Vt. office of
The Travelers Insurance Companies.
He joined the companies in 1966 at Pordand and in 1970 was promoted
to assistant manager there. Since early 1974 he has served as agency
assistant manager at Burlington.
Howe received an LL.B, from LaSalle College in 1968, is married, has
two children and lives in Burlington, Vt.

David H. Dinsmore ’65 has been appointed vice president — finance of
the A.J. Oster Company, the multi-million dollar brass mill distributor in
Providence, R.I.
Mr. Dinsmore is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. He joined the Oster Company in 1975 as company control
ler. Prior to that he was employed by Peat, Marwick and Mitchell. He, and
his wife Martha ’65 and their two children live in Warwick, Rhode Island.

John R. Buckley ’65 has been promoted to director of field services at
Unionmutual. Hejoined Unionmutual in 1969. He was promoted in 1970
to supervisor on benefits and underwriting in a Unionmutual subsidiary
and later served as supervisor of agents compensation in the parent
mutual company before being promoted to manager of individual new
business in 1973.
John has been very active in community affairs in Portland and in
Windham, Maine, where he and his wife, Dorrit, live with their two
daughters. John also serves as a major in the Army active reserves.

Daniel R. Hillard ’66 of Wilder, Vermont, district agent for National Life
Insurance Company, has opened new offices in the Gates-Briggs Build
ing, White River Junction, to serve the Connecticut River Valley.
Hillard, joined National Life in 1973 and was appointed a district agent
last March. Previously, he had been district sales manager in Tampa, Fla.,
for Westvaco Corporation.
Hillard has earned a number of company honors, including the Ethan
Allen Award for outstanding sales results during the first four months he
was with the company; membership in the 1975 President’s Club for being
one of the firm’s top services and sales representatives nationwide and
eligibility as a district agent to attend the 1976 President’s Club conference
held in Colorado Springs, and the 50 Lives Award in both 1974 and 1975
for insuring at least that number of persons each year.
He and Mrs. Hillard, the former Miss Stephanie Burnell ’67 of Bridge
ton, Me., have two sons, Daniel Richard, Jr., 9, and William Robert, 5, and
are residing at Chandler Farms in Wilder.
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LINDA TALBOT EATON
O ■'> 343 Old Maine Street
•^rshfield Hills, Mass. 02051
I p-.n ijoring my new job as class secretary. It is great
-fcepmig from old friends and if I don t remember
ZrA? are I just look your picture up in my old
"MngbobK”!
.
.NiSys or the class is as follows: Jadine O’Brien of
foiilanu has been appointed to the Maine Commis
sion iur Women. Jadine is exec. dir. of the Center for
Community Dental Health. Richard Perkins, a real
tor, has opened his own office, R.M. Perkins Real
L-tate, in Portland. Dick specializes in the sale and
Inase of commercial property and is active in the sale of
apartment buildings and in consulting and appraisal
work. He lives in Cumberland Foreside with his fam
ily Sandra Deetjen Curran and husband Bill have a
new daughter, Ann Marie, bom Nov. 7. Donn Sinclair
is a field engineer for Pratt and Whitney Aircraft. He
has lived and worked in Hartford, Ct.; San Francisco;
Santa Barbara, Cal.; Boise, Idaho, Calverton, N.Y. and
is now in San Diego, Cal. He received a M.B.A. at U. of
Hartford. Donn and his wife, Jane, a nurse, have a two
yr. old son Geoffrey. As a sideline the Sinclairs raise
Old English Sheepdogs. Doug Avery is teaching his
tory and science and coaching baseball and football at
Bridgton Academy, a male prep school in N. Bridgton,
Me. He and his wife Nancy have three children.
Dennis Shibles is teachingjr. high science in Hermon,
Me. and lives in Bangor with his wife Diane and two
daughters, Mary and Myra. Dennis is Past Noble
Grand of the Triumph Lodge, Order of Odd Fellows,
of Hermon, and he is working on his Master’s degree
at UMO. David Pelletier lives in Los Angeles and
works for Carte Blanche Corp, (credit card co.) as the
Dir. of Collections and Customer Service. He is mar
ried to Vicki Lehi who is a flight attendant for Delta
Airlines. David has bought some land in Topsham,
Me., where his parents still live. Recently David ran
into Jim Wakefield in Los Angeles. You may recall that
Dennis Pelletier, David’s twin brother, was killed after
returning home from Viet Nam in 1970. Capt Sarge
Means wrote a newsy letter to Patti Tofuri Bicknell.
Sarge is stationed in Aiea, Hawaii. He is enjoying many
sports — golf, softball, football, rugby, bowling, and
running. He ran in the Honolulu marathon in De
cember. He plans a trip to New England this spring,
visiting family and friends. Joanie Blatt Fields is living
in Tucson, Arizona with her husband, Jeremy, who
has a Ph.D. in pharmacology, and her two children

Loren and Zachary. Joanie misses Maine and hopes to
be back to live in Maine someday. A letter from Anne
Nichols Ivers and David Ivers tells of their life in
Lynnwood, Wash. (Seattle area) where they live with
two sons, Scott and Mark and three German
Shepherds. Dave, a Lt. in the USN, was at the Naval
Station in Adak, Alaska for a year and is now back in
Washington. Besides being a wife and mother, Anne
was Advertising Manager for a local T.V. station and is
now teaching dog obedience.
Please write me with news of yourself. If you don’t
have the new Alumni Directory which was on sale re
cently, I do have a copy, with a listing of all UM
graduates and their addresses. I would be happy to
look up information for anyone.
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MRS. ROBERT R. LAUGHLIN
(Carol Heber)
R.R. #2, Box G-10
East Holden, Maine 04429
Would you believe we still have them marching down
the aisles? Sorry to be so late reporting that Roger
Letteney made Susan Newell his bride in Gardiner on
July 31. Roger is an engineer-technician for the State
Dept, of Transportation, Augusta. On September 17
William Neil Gallivan walked away with Denise Ann
Filipone. After three years service with the Navy, Bill is
employed as a construction worker with Joseph Servidone Construction Co., Albany, N.Y.
Takin’ care of business.. .Donna (DeCourcy) Conlin has been found alive and well and enjoying swing
ing. . .in her hammock under her 150 year old oak tree
in Westford, Mass. If it feels good, do it, Donna, but
isn’t that snow chilly? Donna writes that after she and
her husband Jim (’65) realized failure raising Musk
oxen on the tundra of North Dakota, theymigrated to
rural Massachusetts. Their spare time is spent rebuild
ing an Alberg 35’ sloop which they enjoy sailing in
Penobscot Bay. Donna takes her work with children
with developmental delays seriously. As a speech and
language therapist, I’m sure she dispenses knowledge,
understanding, ability and experience where it is badly
needed. Thanks so much for checking in, Donna, and
smooth sailing.
So I’m nailing up a new “wanted” poster. This time
the target is Arden McCauley Hayden. Where art
thou Artie? Anyone with information on his where
abouts please write or contact me. Artie, do you even
know where you are? Eons ago it was rumored that you

The Capricorn offers luxurious, spacious rooms with two double beds,
dressing rooms and large bath. Rooms have views of both Sugarloaf Mountain
and the Bigelow Range. The Capricorn is famous for apres ski and evening
entertainment in the Bourbon Room. There’s a full menu restaurant, sauna
and game room. Your hosts, Jim and Jean Doughty. Rates: E.P. from $16 per
person daily. M.A.P. from $25 per person daily. 5- and 7-day packages avail
able.

For Information and Reservations Write or Call

Kingfield, Me. 04947
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were in the Army and I’ve wondered ever since if the
Army can recoverll
Onward and upward: North Adams State College in
Mass, announced its new faculty members. Included
on the list was Harold Brotzman, assistant professor,
Department of Biology. After UMO, Harold has been
occupied receiving a Ph.D. at the Univ, of Iowa in
1972, playing post doctoral fellow at U. Missouri, as
sisting teaching at the University of Iowa and publish
ing several artides on plant diseases in his spare time.
Built on the site of the old Augusta House, the new
branch of Casco Bank and Trust Co. opened in July
with Dana Cary the new manager. Both experienced
and knowledgeable, Dana served as vice president of
the loan department at the Water Street office and he
completed the American Institute of Banking courses
in bank management and law and banking. Larry
Bader has accepted a new roost as a district manager of
the Kentucky Fried Chicken Corp. He never feels
penned in as his new territory includes the Carribean,
Central and South America! He conducts business
from Puerto Rico and is responsible for developing the
company and its recent hatches: Zantigo MexicanAmerican Restaurantsand H. Salt Seafood Galley Res
taurants. Dick Billings and wife Julie (Towsey ’69)
have settled with their two sons, John, 4 and Frank, 1
in Concord, N.H. Dick spent four years with the Coast
Guard, followed by a one year stint with Great West
Life in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. During the last
four years he has been with United Life and is now a
senior underwriter with them. It seems a long time
since we’ve been in touch with Roger Roy. Roger, a
systems analyst with DuPont Co. in Delaware resides
near Wilmington with his wife and two daughters.
Unanimously endorsed by the 22nd district Republi
can Committee this fall, Roger announced his candi
dacy for the Republican nomination to represent the
22nd district of the state. Roger has also served as
President of Windermere Rolling Hills Manette
Heights Civic Assn, and is a member of the Stanton
Elementary P.T.A. Robert Laughlin is enjoying “his"
new library at Hermon High School near Bangor. He
is presently serving as chairman of a committee con
cerned with the great literacy debate, a current topic
across the country. They aim to evaluate the cur
riculum and its effectiveness with an eye toward
significant improvement. He has made a number of
innovations and finds the climate stimulating and chal
lenging. Anne (Brewster) King is at Hermon High
School also. She’s teaching in the English Department.
The column finally touched Maj. Doug Weaver, M.D.
Singing “Thanks for the Memories,” Doug checked in
from Landstuhl, Germany, his present duty station.
His work includes service as cardiology consultant for
the military and embassies of Europe. His enjoyment
and excitement at the moment is Germany itself,
though he was pleased to have the opportunity to
return to the states for a brief stay in Miami to present
a scientific paper before the American Heart Assni
meeting. Before reporting for duty, Doug had been
running the paramedic training program for Seattle’s
emergency medical system known as Medic One.
Many of you may have seen the special on Medic One
on Sixty Minutes last Spring. Prior to that he trained
for five years at the University of Washington at Seattle
and attended medical school at Tufts in Boston.
I don’t feel it’s too soon to ask again that everyone
resolve to write this new year. Also, please give some
thought to the upcoming reunion. No one needs re
minding of what year it is for us all. Come. Enjoy!'

ft joyce

McPherson

vJ
New Sharon, Maine 04955
St. Regis Paper Co. has made many promotions in its
Bucksport plant. One of interest to us is the promotion
of David E. Johnson to assistant general mill superin
tendent. Dave resides in Evans Mills with his wife Rose
Ann and their two children.. .An article in the BAN
GOR DAILY NEWS in August featured our own
Deane Stern who has become a well known artist in the
sleight of hand within the Academy of Magical Arts
and the Magic Castle, an internationally famous club
for magicians in Hollywood. Cary Grant is on the

board of directors of the club. Deane has performed at
a private banquet for Helen Hayes, which included
such guests as Lome Green, Lucille Ball, Steve Allen,
and Richard Chamberlain. His main interest and
pleasure, however, comes from performing at trade
shows. . .Dick Ordway of East Millinocket is deriving
much pleasure from his botde collecting hobby. He
displayed his collection of old bitters botdes at the
Dirigo Bottle Club show in Old Town in July.. .Donna
(Shaw) Hinckley writes that she and her family are
living at 6 Woodrock Drive, Scarboro. She has two
sons, Brodie, 3, and Peter, 6, and she works part-time
l at Mercy Hospital... .George Pillsbury notifies us that
he is working at the Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co.
He married Peggy Rowe (UMPG *71), and they have
one daughter, Alexis. . .Samuel Stoddard III was
awarded the Master of Science degree from Iowa State
University on May 29, 1976... .Wedding bells rang on
June 26 when Kathleen Mary Quinn became the bride
of Carl Andrew Hurley. Kathleen is a nurse at the
National Institute of Health in Bethesda. Carl is a
graduate student at George Washington University,
Washington, D.C... .Onjune 18, Barbara Jean Belyea
and Philip Norman Stirk were united in marriage.
Philip is a teacher at Sanford High School. The couple
resides in Wells.... I have received notes from many of
you, and I would like to share them with all the ’68 ers.
Wayne and Ginny (Berglind) Johnson are the proud
parents of a baby boy, Bradley Wayne, born on August
20... .Gary D. Howard has set up a dental practice in
Boothbay Harbor. Best wishes to you, Gary, for a
successful practice!. . .Penny (Robinson) Blaisdell
and her husband Peter announce the birth of their
daughter, Elizabeth Kouston, on September 28. They
are living in Marblehead, MA., where Peter is an
officer in the U.S. Coast Guard. . .Edward Zizmor
writes that following graduation in ’68, he attended
Columhia University Law School and received his law
degree in ’71. He then did three months of active duty
at Fort Gordon’s Signal School as a 1st Lieutenant and
then served in a reserve unit, finishing up as a captain
in early ’76. In civilian life, he worked for New York
City’s Legal Aid Society’s Criminal Defense as a Trial
Attorney and tried numerous criminal cases. At night,
he attended New York University Law School and
received his Master of Law Degree in International
Law. In November he set up his own law office and
practice in Bronx and Manhattan. Onjune 10, 1973,
Eddie married Linda Tannenbaum of Spring Valley,
N.Y. They have one daughter, Arlene Marcia, who
was born September 18, 1976. Linda is a medical re
searcher in Pediatric Hematology. The Zizmor family
has resided in Teaneck, N.J., for the past three years.
.Sally (Bolduc) Boardman and her husband Dick have
been in the Washington, D.C. area for eight years now.
He works out of their home for the John Crane Co. of
Chicago. Sally taught high school English for three
years before the birth of the first of their three sons:
Timothy, 5, Davin,
and Jeremy, 19 months. Thus
she is quite busy on the homefront. . .Ellie (Kent)
Peavey writes that she and Jim (’69) are parents of a
baby girl, Heather Lynne, born on September 14. Ellie
says that Heather is a “tiny tike. . .but has a well de
veloped set of lungs.” Oh, the joys of parenthood!
Congratulations to you both!. . . .
I’ve enjoyed your letters. Do keep them coming. Please
take note of my new address.

Q JUDITH (COOPER) PARR
kZ 560 B No. Main Street Apt. #303
Leominster, Ma. 01453
Greetings! Hope the blessings of the Christmas season
were abundant for us all and that we all are beginning
a prosperous and joyous New Year.
MARRIAGES: Reginald Murphy, Jr. to Cheryl
Dawes. Reginald is associated with Charles Stark
Draper Laboratory, Inc. Bernice Goodin to Gary
Toppi (Maine Maritime). Bernice is also a graduate of
Northeastern University, Boston, Ma. They plan to
reside in Portland. Donald Reimer to Paulette Gilbert
(St. Joseph’s College). Paulette is employed as a
teacher at the Bristol Consolidated School, Pemaquid.
Don is also a graduate of the Warrington Farrier
Vf

School, Townsend, Del. and is self-employed. They
will reside at Pemaquid Point. Ellen Veilleux to Ken
dall Didsbury (Colby College, Waterville). Ellen has
been teaching 6th grade at Old Town. Kendall attends
Middlebury College Graduate School and teaches En
glish at Tilton, N.H. where the couple resides.
NEWS: Richard Cohen has entered the Graduate
Studies Program of the Medical College of Pennsyl
vania. He received his M.A. from Temple University
and has worked for six years in the Philadelphia Drug
and Alcohol System. Richard and his wife, Joanne, are
the proud parents of a newborn daughter, Elisabeth,
also. Congratulations! The Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.
has announced the promotion of Paul LeBlanc to
manager of the Bangor Division. We have an artist in
our midst! Susan Webster has been honored by an
exhibit of her work at the Hess Gallery, Pine Manor
Junior College, Chestnut Hill, Mass, where are hosted
about ten art exhibits per year. She has studied at the
Tyler School of Arts at Temple University, Philadel
phia, Pa. and at the Haystack in Deer Isle, Me. Her
work has been shown at numerous galleries through
out Massachusetts. Keistin Johnson is teaching social
studies at Oak Hill High School, Litchfield. Also teach
ing at the same school is Dean Zaharis, who is in the
Science Department. Dean is married to the former
Wendy McCabe of Bath and they have two children.
Nancy Lamarre has joined the Augusta School Sys
tem. Also, Denny Olson joins Cony High School staff,

Paid Michaud, President of the Class of ’71, and
portrait offormer UMO President Winthrop C. Libby
32 in the Fogler Library.
Reunion at Homecoming!.. The class of’71 met
during Homecoming for a fifth reunion at the
Damn Yankee. Sixty people, including mates,
“mingled” after happy hour and a buffet. The only
officer present was Vice President Paul Michaud.
Reunioners came from all over New England and
New York. Officers were elected during the busi
ness meeting: Paul Michaud, president; Wayne
Cote, vice-president; Cindy Miller Russell,
treasurer; and Rebecca Clifford, secretary. The
class donated $1300 for an oil portrait of former
president Winthrop C. Libby to hang in the Fogler
Library. The portrait has been completed by Mar
garet Holland Sargent of Portraits, Inc., New
York, the artist who did the portrait of President
Gerald Ford for the White House among others.
The class of’71 also voted to contribute $500 to the
Second Century Fund, earning themselves a name
tile in the proposed Performing Arts Center.

Augusta, as the offensive line coach and teaches high
school physical education. Well troops, that is it for
now. Have a good year and think positive!
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MRS. BRADFORD D. AMES
(Donna Bridges)
261 Chamberlain Street
Brewer, Maine 04412
BEAR TRACKS:
Dr. James Dunn, a recent graduate of Tufts Dental
School, has begun the general practice of dentistry in
Orono. Jim graduated first in his class at Tufts (magna
cum laude). He is married to the former Juanita Vac
hon ’71. Susan Jones Carlton writes that husband
Brian is a Game Warden recently transferred to the
Caribou district. They have bought a new home in
Caribou and Sue is teaching third grade there. Re
ceived a nice note from the rural village of Hed
desheim, Germany, with news from Dianne Cote.
Since August, Dianne has been teaching grade one at
the largest elementary school in Europe under a De
fense Dept, program. Life and travel are exciting, and
Dianne is guaranteed her former teaching position in
Maine should she decide to return to the States. Since
his graduation from Officer’s School in Newport, R.I.,
Ivan Erickson has spent four years at sea travelling
throughout the world. Following his tour with the U.S.
Navy, Ivan received his Masters in Business from Penn
State University and is now employed by Texas In
struments in Austin, Texas. Sandra Spearin Bolster is
teaching algebra in Chapel Hill while her husband
completes his masters degree at the University of
North Carolina. Lt. Richard Flanigan is currendy at
tending post graduate school working toward a mas
ters degree in Aeronautical Engineering (compli
ments of the U.S. Navy). Dick is married to the former
Natalie Rogers (’72), and they have one son. Home is
Monterey, Calif. Susan Burdge Helms is a Speech
Pathologist at Northeast Hearing and Speech Center
in Portland. Husband, Jim (’71), is a manager at Wolfe
Ford Sales. Charlotte Weaver Cross is attending
Oregon State University to complete her masters in
Clothing and Textiles. Husband, Neal, is working on
his doctorate in Physical Anthropology at the Univ, of
Oregon. Martha Peabody Hopping and husband,
Steve (’71), are the parents of 5 year old twin boys,
Stephen, Jr. and Christopher. Daughter Emily is oneand-a-half. Steve teaches phys. ed. at Ipswich (Mass.)
Jr. High. Marty Bush Leavitt writes that she is busy
caring for two-and-a-half-year old son Todd while Bill
is working at Eastman Kodak as a mechanical Techni
cian. They live in Rochester, N.Y. Hayes Gahagan was
elected Chairman of the Board of Directors of Maine
Group, Inc., Marketing Firm. Wife, Linda (Stone), is a
passenger service manager for Overseas National Air
lines. They have a two-year-old son. You may re
member “King’s Garbage Truck”, but Stephen King
has achieved national prominence as the author of
bestsellers Salem’s Lot and Carrie. But wait. There’s
more! Carrie has been released in a film version by
Universal pictures, and the movie rights to Salem’s Lot
have been acquired by Warner Brothers. An excerpt is
scheduled to appear in Cosmopolitan. Steve continues
writing at his home in Bridgeton with his wife, Tabby,
and two children, Naomi and Joe. His latest work, The
Shining, should be at bookstands soon. John Christ
opher has received a degree ofjuris doctor, cum laude
from Suffolk University in Boston. Richard Berkman
has received his master’s degree in business adminis
tration from Suffolk University. He is a unit coor
dinator for the Mass. General Hospital in Boston.
Michael Sheehy has been named coordinator of a new
Canadian studies program at St. Lawrence University
in Canton, N.Y. Mike is working on his doctoral de
gree in Canadian history at UMO. Jody Leeman was
installed as president of the Venture Club of BangorBrewer. Robert Scribner has been named supervisor
of financial analysis and budgets at the Keyes Fibre Co.
plant in Waterville. Wayne Little has taken office as
president of the Burlington (Mass.) Educators Associ
ation. He has taught for the past seven years and is
presently an art teacher at the Middle School in Bur
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lington. David Cullenberg, a 1975 graduate of Uni
versity of Puget Sound Law School, Tacoma, Wash.,
has joined the firm of Ferris and Foley, Augusta.
Martha McFarland is teaching English at Scarborough
High School. Judith Greenhalgh Marcoulier and
husband, Tim, (’69) are the proud parents of a son,
Scott Thomas, almost-two years. They make their
home in Salem, Mass.
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BECKY BRYNN CLIFFORD
7 Town Landing Road
Falmouth Foreside, Maine 04105
Careers: With two others, George Murdock has
purchased a gift and flower shop in Greenville, The
Cottage." Ron Santacroce will serve as a counselor
specializing in the college admissions and college
counseling requirements for the Hopedale Guidance
Dept., Mass. Ron has previously served as assistant
registrar and academic counselor at Southern Conn.
State College. He received his Master of Science de
gree in ’74 from Southern Conn. State College. John
Rhodes, mayor of Westfield, Mass., is studying for a
law degree at Western New England College.
Margaret (McLellan) Barter is teaching fifth and sixth
grade language arts at the O.C. Woodman Middle
School, Gardiner. Ruth (Barra) Russell of Enfififififi
Mass., has been named a company officer and assistant
director of policy administration at Connecticut
Mutual Life in Hartford. Barry J. Lohnes is teaching
social studies and English at Oak Hill School,
Litchfield. Kelly Fitzpatrick is director of the Phillips
Library of Mount Saint Mary’s College, Emmitsburg,
Md. Stan Cowan is cross country coach at Maranacook
Community School, Readfield. Stan lives on Green
wood Ave., Winthrop. Ron Moody is headmaster of
Monmouth Academy. Robin Smith is serving as the
Maine Dept, of Conservation’s forester, developing
forest management plans for public land, including
the state parks. Keith Carreiro teaches classical guitar
ar Bowdoin College and at the University of Maine. He
has studied in master guitar classes with Miguel Abloniz of Milan, Italy, and presently maintains an active
concert schedule throughout New England. David W.
Hyer and his wife, Celeste (Betts), have recently
moved to Pa. where he has accepted a position as
Senior Product Engineer with Solid State Scientific in
Montgomeryville. Celeste is working in Bethayres.
They have purchased a home at 684 Witmer Rd.,
Horsham, Pa. Dianne M. Porter is teaching fourth
grade in the Washburn School System. Kenneth E.
Additon is a farm consultant for Agway, Inc. Ken and
his wife, Jan (Lilley), have a son, Christopher. Marc V.
Perreault is a sales representative for Scott Paper Co.
He, his wife, Bernadette, and daughter, Daria
Michelle, reside on Woodside Ave., in Saco. Laurie
(Caires) Waterman, her minister husband, and
daughter, Arryn Love, live in Franklin, N.H. (Laurie
writes: “Hello, Joyce (Heinz) Dunbar! Where are you
now?) Barbara Bannon is a special education teacher
at Cove School, Jonesport. Nancy (Sereyko) Burgoyne
teaches science at Penobscot Valley High School in
Howland. Brenda (Savage) Cookson and her husband
have cut cedar logs and built their own log house. They
have one son, Eric Scott. Brenda teaches adult educa
tion classes in rugmaking and furniture refinishing.
Philip Michaud is working for St. John Valley Coop.
Bd. teaching vocational education and agriculture. He
and his wife have one son. Susan A. (Caron) Nealey
and her husband reside in St. Croix of the Virgin
Islands, and Sue teaches high school in Christiansted.
Steve Naccara teaches physical education, drivers’
education, health, coaches football and basketball at
Lakeland Regional High School, Wanaque, N.J. The
Naccara’s are expecting their first child in March.
Linda (Stone) Gahagan is employed by Overseas Na
tional Airways. She, her husband, Senator Hayes E.
Gahagan ’70, and their son, Erin, live at Bathelder’s
Comer, Litchfield. Sally (Quinnam) Hilldrup lives
near Fredericksburg, Va., and teaches second grade.
Carolyn (Korpinen) Jackson owns and operates a nur
sery school; her husband, Bill, is in the seafood busi
ness. The Jacksons live in Rockland, and are expecting
their first child in January. Bill Nichols works in pur
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chasing at Statler Tissue, Augusta. His wife, Karen
(Woodard) ’72, is a doctor’s assistant. The Nichols have
- a 2 year-old son, Michael. Rich Littlefield is a banker.
Steve Fulton is practicing law in Boston.
The entire class owes a special thanks to Paul
Michaud, our illustrious vice-president. Paul — sing
lehandedly — pulled our fifth reunion off with great
success. The steins were raised to dear old Maine.. and
raised again. Thank you, Paul, on behalf of each of us,
for a job well done!
Marriages: Sue Maines and Jim Good. Jim practices
law in Portland, and Sue is working for PROP. Russell
Spinney and Sandra Morang. Russell is employed by
the Maine Dept, of Transportation, Bureau of Plan
ning. Frank Phillips and Dayle E. Bradford. Mary
Gifford and Roy Shrum. Mary is a secretary at the
Advisory Resource Center at B. U.; Roy is employed by
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. as an actuary. Julie
Woodcock and Robert Ervin. Julie teaches second
grade at Fruit Street School, Bangor. Bob is complet
ing work on his Ph.D. at the Univ, of Michigan. Diane
Faye Gervais and Joseph Rossi. Diane teaches at Fal
mouth Junior High School; Joe is employed by the
Otis Elevator Co. Constantine Dean Doukeris and
Venetta Tsomides. Venetta teaches in the Biddeford
school system. Constantine is employed by Hannaford
Brothers Co., South Pordand. Rubin Hernandez and
Candice Jones. Candice teaches in Lisbon; Rubin
teaches at Falmouth. Dave Rollins and Debra Ann
Carroll. Dave is currendy attending Naval Post
graduate School at Monterey, Cal. Jesse Sirois and
Barbara Bonang. Jesse is employed as a psychiatric
nursing assistant at the veteran’s Administration
Center, Togus. David Achorn and Judy Burrill. Dave
works for the State of Maine Environmental Protec
tion Dept. David Waugh and Rita Sysko ’76. Dave is
employed by Carrier Corp, of Syracuse, N.Y. He is
working on his master’s degree at UMO.
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MRS. RICHARD A. POHLE
(Cathy Tripp)
2 Grove Street
Lisbon Falls, Maine 04252
Marriages:
Susan Miller to Jonathan Mooers. Susan is a nurse at
Mass. General Hospital. Jonathan is a civil engineer in
Boston. Linda Bouchard ’73 to Jeffrey Neal. Linda is
employed at Steams High School. Jeff is Recreation
Director in Millinocket. Debra Farwell (UMPG) to
Rodney Choroszy. She is a teacher at Young School,
Saco and he is employed by the Saco Rec. Dept.
Maureen Fitzpatrick to Richard Todd. Richard is unit
manager for die Procter and Gamble Distributing Co.
Pamela Reimer (U of Rhode Island) to Richard Alex
ander. Richard is a copy editor and reporter with the
Daily News and editorial coordinator for the Newport
Navalog. Carol Lewis to Dennis Grover. Carol is a
secretary for the Maine Teachers Legal Services
Assoc., Augusta and Dennis is a guidance counselor at
Monmouth Academy, Monmouth. Frances Gaudette
(Westbrook) to James Brown. Jim is teaching in
Freeport.
Engaged:
Judi Petnov to David Wilson. He is employed by the
Friendly Ice Cream Co., Needham, Mass. Judi is teach
ing in Hingham, Mass. They plan to marry in Jan. and
their address will be — 506 Sherman St., Apt. #28,
Canton, Mass. 02102.
Employment:
Gerald Hall has been appointed product engineer for
W.R. Grace and Co. Construction Products Div.,
Cambridge, Mass. He will specialize in engineering
and technical services related to Grace’s Zonolite roof
deck systems. He and his wife, Anne, live in Acton,
Mass. Katherine Hamer is studying for her master’s
degree in elementary guidance at UMPG. Her address
is 42 Lamb St., Westbrook, Me. 04092. Garrett Cole
has been appointed operations manager for Cole’s
Express. He is responsible for 11 terminals between
Springfield, Mass, and Halifax, N.S. Dr. Karl Colbath
has opened an office for the practice of optometry. He
has his Doctor of Optometry Degree from Penn. Col
lege of Optometry. Barbara Warren is the field hockey
/
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coach at the new Maranacook School, Readfield. John
C. Bayles is an account executive with the Tucker,
Anthony, and R.L. Day office in Bangor. Gina Fuller is
teaching math at the new Oak Hills High School in
Wales. Donald Robbins is the chairman of the Cony
High School English Dept. He has been in the Dept,
since 1963. As a tribute to the nation’s Bicentennial,
George Hormel and Scott King ’65 walked 132 days
and 3,281 miles across the country from Portland to
Santa Monica. Peter Taubenberger is the Senior Con
struction Engineer for Stone and Webster Engineer
ing at the Shahpur Chemical Fertilizer Expansion
Project in Abadan, Iran. He has been there since;
March 1975. Anne Pratt Giroux and husband Scott
Giroux ’73 are now living in Brewer. Anne earned her
Sc.M. at Johns Hopkins Univ, in 1975. Their son
Kevin Anthony was born Aug. 13, 1976. Linda Hevey
Briggs and husband Allen Briggs experienced the
birth of their daughter Alicia on Dec. 9, 1975. They
are living in Rochester, N.Y.
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RACHEL D. DUTCH
Adams Road RFD#2
Brunswick, Maine 04011
My mail box has been filled with news from my fellow
classmates. Vicki Marston Sahol writes me from South
River, N.J. about a strange phenomenon among the
women from Balantine Hall — their talent for produc
ing sons! Vicki and Bob are the parents of Colin. Ellen
(Goodrich) and Bill Maier are in Bath with Erik.
Barbara (Demuth) and Greg Hamel are teaching in
Bangor with their son Chris. Also Vicki has located
Fran (Downes) and Bill Todd at 4582 Ruby Rd., Stone
Mountain, Ga., with their son Eric William. Vicki is
working for National Camera Service. Thanks for all
the news!
Also I have received a long letter from Capt. Steven
Janko, DMD and his wife Kathy Caron (72). Steve
graduated from Tufts Dental School last June and
went on active duty in the Air Force stationed at Lor
ing AFB in Maine (of course). Anne Pratt and Scott
Giroux write they are parents of a son and are living in
Brewer where Scott teaches at the high school. Cindy
Beckwith and Mark Fallonaare “extremely” happy to
report they are back in Maine after a two year stint in
New Jersey. Mark left a job with the Dept, of Agricul
ture to return to UMO for a degree in Pulp and Paper
Engineering. Cindy is the Director of Admissions at
Beal Business College in Bangor. Jeanette Good, a
second year student at Yale Divinity School, has been
appointed minister-in-training at Woodmont United
Church of Christ in Milford, Conn. Pamela Cope has
been named to the faculty of Rivier College in the
Home Economics Department. Doris Prescott is
teaching English at Cony High in Augusta. Leroy Cor
son is employed at the Brown Company as the
financial supervisor of their Cascade plants.
More weddings! Cheryl Aiken ana Gary Pelton.
Gary is a park ranger with the US Army Corps of
Engineers in the Chester, Vt. area. Living in Island
Falls are Carol Young and Bruce Hanken (UMFK).
Carol teaches in Millinocket and Bruce in Dyer Brook.

UNIVERSITY MOTOR INN
Orono, Maine 04473

Walking Distance to Campus
50 Rooms — Fully Air Conditioned
Color TV — Cable TV
Swimming Pool — Coffee Shop
Dining Room <— Cocktails

For reservations, call 207/866-4921

Marcia Piper and Jim Biggane. Jim teaches music in
Bangor. Teri Johnson and William Baxter. They are
both working in Bangor — Bill for Bangor Interna
tional Airport and Teri for Diamond International. .
Living in Seatde are Deborah Marak and John Dohrmann. Debbie is a former Peace Corps volunteer on
the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in S.D. John has
begun a PhD in biological oceanography at the U of
Washington. Katherine Hanson and Gilbert Earle
(Colby). They’re both at the Middle School in Cape
Elizabeth. Joline Vainio and Harold Wilson. They are
living in Port Clyde where Harold is employed as a
lobsterman. Gloria Packard and Lewis Sirois (76) are
living in Ellsworth where he is with the FHA and
Gloria works for Wilkins Inc. Louise LeClair and
Larry Grenier. Larry works for Stader Tissue Paper
Corp in Augusta. Kristin Stred and Paul Turgeon (75)
are living in Atlanta, Ga. Robin Jewell and Robert
Michaud. Bob is a field engineer for Consolidated
Constructors and Builders, Inc., Hinckley. Cathy
McLellan and Jim Walsh. Cathy is an R.N. and Jim is
teaching and coaching at Sanford High School. Susan
Sibley and Robert Garland are living in Brewer.
Robert works for St. Regis Paper Co.
That’s the whole packet this time. More letters make
this column much more exciting!!
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MRS. PAUL WILLIS
(Janet Reid)
55 Mosher Road
So. Windham, Maine 04082
I hope all of you enjoyed Homecoming as much as I
did. We’ve only been out two years and yet so many
changes have taken place on campus. One person I ran
into over the weekend was Walt Whitcomb. He is
editor and assistant secretary for Alpha Gamma Na
tional Fraternity. He is located in the Chicago area and
would love to see any classmates who might be out that
way.

Jeff Hollingsworth announces his marriage to Bar
bara Fiala, who is working as a free-lance investigative
reporter. Their new address is 1439-A North Dear
born Street, Chicago 60610. Roger Robbins has begun
his second round of teaching English as a Peace Corps
volunteer in Mekambo, Gabon. He expects to be re
turning to the U.S. in July, 1977. Steve Gervais is a
Resident Activities Specialist at UMF. He spends most
of his time as an activities advisor for the thirty clubs on
campus as well as the radio station, newspaper, and
yearbook. Paula Woodworth is an orthodontic treat
ment assistant and loves her job. Her address is 701
Cardinal Gibbons, Raleigh, N.C. 27606. She is eager to
hear from other Mainers in the South. Anne Catell is
working on her masters in mental health counseling at
Northeastern in Boston. Rick Ristau has been ap
pointed Contractor Sales Manager of the Eastern Re
tail Division of Diamond International. Debra Miller
Blodgett has accepted a position with the State of
Maine in a Human Resources program. Susan Tur
cotte Poppish is teaching English at the new Oak Hill
High School along with Nancy McMahon Keniston
who will teach French as well as English. Graden Lolar
has been named a border patrol agent in El Centro,
Calif., after graduating from the U.S. Border Patrol
Academy in Los Fresnos, Texas. Paul O’Neil has been
appointed to the position of Forestry Technician by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Thornton McGlamery is the Director of Athletics at
the new Maranacook Community School in Readfield.
David Ray is in his last year at Cornell Law School, and
David Hillman is in his last year at Yale Law School.
Hilary and Cathy Mullen Billings have a baby named
Casey. Hilary is in his second year of law school at
UMP. Anne Palozzi is a learning disabilities specialist
for Mount Vernon, Rome, Wayne, and Readfield.
Michael Longo recently married Gale Grant ’75.
They live in Bangor where she is employed at Nancy’s
Designer Fashions and he is self-employed at G&L
Produce and Flower Center. Page Booth married
Thomas Chaloult. Page teaches fourth grade at Morse
Memorial School in Brooks. Her husband is an ap

prentice plumber-pipefitter with Local 321. Albert
Gayot to Eva Noyes. He is teaching at Andover High
School and she is employed at the Lowell General
Hospital in Lowell, Mass. Lynne Joyce Olsen and
Wayne Brown were married last June. She has taught
junior high math for two years at Washburn. He is the
principal and third grade teacher at the school at Pat
ten. Joseph McCoy to Virginia Marie Bryant. She is a
senior at Stonehill College. He is employed by En
gineers & Structures of Halifax. They are living in
Holbrook, Mass. Sarah Betsy Morey to Robert Joseph
Marquis. She is employed at the Millinocket IGA and
does substitute teaching in the Millinocket school sys
tem. Her husband is a senior at UM at Fort Kent and is
employed with the Great Northern Paper Company
during the summer months. Joanne Perdion to Obrian Murphy. She teaches in Berlin, N.H. Her hus
band teaches art in the same district. Sherrie
Butterfield to Jim Thomas ’75. Jim is employed at
John J. Nissen Corp. Sherrie teaches English at Bre
wer High. Gail Bartlett to Michael Flood. She is emp
loyed at the Hall Funeral Home in Waldoboro, and he
is employed by Mid-Coast Motors in Warren. Hiram
Davis to Kathleen Ann Cunningham. She is employed
as a licensed nurse at Eastern Maine Medical Center.
He is employed as an engineer at Northeast Construc
tors. Ellen Goodwin ’75 married Stephen Torrey on
October 9. She has been employed by the Maine His
torical Society in Pordand. He is a graduate student at
Philadelphia College of Osteopathis Medicine. Ellen
Sylvester has recendy joined the advertising depart
ment of the Daily Hampshire Gazette. Frank Keenan is
Credit and Collection Manager at General Electric
Credit Corp, in Pordand. Judy Dance Keenan teaches
at Peoples’ Regional Opportunity Program in the Day
Care Program. Judy is publicity chairman for the Port
land Alumnae Club for UMO. Meetings are the first
Thursday of every month and are advertized in the
Pordand paper. Judy hopes to see more classmates
turn out for these gatherings.
Thanks to all who wrote this time. May 1977 be a
happy and prosperous year for all of you.

1907 WALTER JAMES ST. ONGE, 90, of Winsted,
Conn, on June 29, 1976. He was born in Nasonville,
R.I., attended Foxcroft Academy in Maine. Mr. St.
Onge had retired from the Torrington Company of
Torrington, Conn, after thirty-one years of service as
general sales manager, patents administrator and ad
vertising manager. He was commissioned to write a
history of the company. At Maine, he was a member of
Delta Tau Delta. He leaves two sons (Walter, J., Jr. ’51
of Ann Arbor, Mich, and Charles A. ’51 of Winsted,
Conn.), one daughter and six grandchildren.

had taught and been principal of the junior high
school in Oil City, Penn. He was a former Maine, N.H.
and N.E. horse shoe pitching champion. He was a
member of the National Horse Shoe Pitching Assoc.,
the Maine Horse Shoe Hall of Fame, St.John's Lodge
of Portsmouth, Scottish Rites of Penn. Mr. Gerrish
leaves one son, one daughter, six grandchildren and
two great grandchildren.

i

MEMORIAM
*
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1905 LUCIAN ALVAH THOMAS, 94, of Dade City,
Fla., on Aug. 8, 1976. He was born in Rockland,
Maine. Most of his career was spent as a power plant
and power transmission design engineer with the Elec
tric Bond and Shore Co., the Federal Power Commis
sion and the Rural Electrification Administration. He
spent the first thirty years after graduation from UMO
in South America, primarily Brazil, Chile, Ecuador
and Columbia, as chief engineer for Ebasco — in
volved in the development of electrical power plants
for many of the major cities. He retired in 1954. He
always believed the “best engineers were University of
Maine engiri*eers.” He was a member of Sigma Chi
fraternity. He leaves one son (Dr. Herrick M. Thomas
of Dade City, Fla. attended 1935-38), one grandson,
two granddaughters.

1911 CHARLES SAMUEL GERRISH, SR. 87, of Kit
tery Point, on Nov. 4, 1975. at Portsmouth N.H. He
was a native of Franklin, Maine, a civil engineer. He

1913 BENTLEY LEON BARBOUR, 84, of Yonkers,
N.Y. on July 10, 1976. He was born in N. Waldoboro,
Maine and held an A.B. degree from Lake Forest
College. Mr. Barbour was an insurance agent. He
leaves his wife, one son, one daughter and four grand
children. He was a member of Sigma Chi.
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1913 LUTHER BARKER ROGERS, 89, of Patten
and Erie, Penn, on July 31, 1976. at Millinocket. He
was born in Patten and graduated from Patten
Academy. He was employed by General Electric and
G.E. International before his retirement. He was a
member of Sagamore Lodge AF & AM, New York
City. At Maine, he was a member of Kappa Sigma
fraternity. Mr. Rogers leaves his wife, and one sister.

1914 HOWE WIGGIN HALL, 86, of Orono on Sept.
28, 1976 at Rockport. He was a native of Rockland,
Professor Emeritus in Animal Husbandry. He served
on the faculty from 1923 to his retirement in 1956.
Generations of animal and dairy science students re
member Howe as a true friend and a person who was
always willing to share his thoughts with them. He
loved his university and served it through devotion to
the Department of Animal Science, the faculty, athle
tics and the alumni association. Howe made
“significant” contributions to the science of dairy catde
pedigree evaluations as a tool in modern dairy breed
ing. His salty, dry humor was always the same, be it
pulling lobster traps in July at his camp at Spruce
Head, in his office at 25 Rogers Hall or hunting in the
fields of West Old Town. Devotion to his family, his
students and his university were the hall marks of
Howe Hall.
Prof. Hall was a fifty year member of Mechanic
Lodge AF& AM, Orono, the Church of Universal Fel
lowship. He was also a member of Phi Gamma Delta.
He leaves two daughters (Mrs. Lucille Gledhill ’40 of
Tenants Harbor and Mrs. Ruth True ’43 of Orono),
one son (John ’49 of Dickson, Texas) nine grandchil
dren, two great-grandchildren, and one sister.

1916 RUSSELL EUSTIS BARTLETT, 84, of Rock
land on June 28, 1976 in Camden. He was bom in
Tenants Harbor and was a graduate of Hebron
Academy. Mr. Bardett was a retired farmer. He leaves
his wife, one daughter, one son (Russell D. ’38 of
Davenport, Iowa) four grandchildren, three great
grandchildren and one brother. He was a member of
Beta Theta Pi.

1917 BENJAMIN ELWELL GRANT, 82, of Lexing
ton, Mass, on Aug. 28, 1976 at Cambridge, Mass. He
was born in Westbrook, Maine and had retired as
senior partner of the accounting organization that is
now Coopers and Lybrand. He had previously been
Treasurer of the City of Westbrook (1919-20) and a
2nd Lieut, in the U.S. Army (1917-1919). He was a
member of Sigma Chi. He leaves his wife and three
daughters.

1918 PHILIP WILLIAM LOWN, 85, of Miami Beach,
Fla. on Nov. 1, 1976. He was a native of Lithuania and
came to this country when he was seventeen, settling in
Maine. During WW I he served in the U.S. Army
Chemical Warfare Div. and afterwards operated a
chemical factory. In 1926, he began a career in the
shoe manufacturing industry. He was president of
several companies including Lown Shoes, Inc.
Penobscot Shoe Co. and the Old Town Shoe Co. The
Boston papers in noting Mr. Lown’s death, referred to
him as a Jewish educational leader, philanthropist and
industrialist. Two of his major educational interests
were Brandeis University and Hebrew College in
Brookline, Mass. At Brandeis he is memorialized by
the Philip W. Lown School of Near Eastern and Judaic
Studies. Siad Abram, Brandeis chancellor and the
university’s first president said of him, “Philip Lown

dreamed of a center of contemporary Jewish studies in
the Western world and succeeded in achieving this in
his own lifetime. Brandeis President Marver H. Bern
stein said, “For Brandeis, his loss will be immeasur
able.” He had served as trustee, president and chair
man of the board of Hebrew College and was honored
in 1972 by the establishment of the Philip W. Lown
Division of Education. He was the first recipient of the
college’s medallion for leadership in Jewish education.
He also established the Anna R. Lown Fund for inves
tigation of heart disease at Harvard Medical School in
memory of his first wife. In addition he underwrote
three facilities in Jerusalem: The Lown Community
Health Center, the library of the School of Education
at the Hebrew University and a special Hadassah
program to help North African immigrants. He was an
honorary fellow and member of Hebrew University's
board of governors. He was a trustee of Beth Israel
Hospital, chairman of the Combined Jewish Philan
thropies of Greater Boston, a fellow of the Jewish
Academy of Arts and Sciences, national leader of the
Hillel Foundation, treasurer of the B’nai B’rith Hillel
Commission. He was actively associated with the estab
lishment of the State of Israel and the United Jewish
Appeal, co-founder of state of Israel bonds; The
medal of the Jewish Theological Seminary was pre
sented to him for his distinguished contribution to
Jewish education. He was a former president of the
Maine Jewish Council, UMCA (Lewiston-Auburn),
United Community Chest, the Camp Lown Assoc.,
Aleppo Temple of Boston, A.F. & A.M. and many
other civic and philanthropic organizations. His
fraternity was Phi Epsilon Pi. He leaves his wife, two
daughters, four grandchildren and two brothers.

1918 WILLIAM ROBERT MURPHY, 82, of Bangor
on July 21, 1976. He was a native of Dover, N.H.. He
was a retired bank official of the Girard Trust Co. of
Philadelphia. Mr. Murphy was an honorary member
of the Quarter Century Club of the Girard Trust and
Banking Co, a 40-year member of the Masons, AF &
AM. He is survived by one sister and one step-brother.

1919 CHARLES ALBERT HAYNES, 80, of Ellsworth
on Sept. 1, 1976. He was a native of Ellsworth. He had
served in various municipal offices starting in 1933 —
city manager of Ellsworth (1941-52), and Rockland
and town manager of Guilford. He was President of
the Maine Municipal Assoc., president of the Town
and City Managers Assoc., Dean Emeritus of the First
Congregational Church of Ellsworth, a life member of
the International City Managers Assoc., charter
member of the Ellsworth Rotary Club, the Frank E.
Whitmore Post American Legion, past master of the
Lygonia Masonic Lodge, Ellsworth. He was a member
of Sigma Chi fraternity. He is survived by his wife, four
sons (three, Jerry G. ’50 of Oakland, Robert N. ’52 of
Tullahoma, Tenn, and Peter L. ’61 of N. Reading,
Mass), one daughter, fourteen grandchildren, four
great grandchildren, one brother (Whitcomb ’28 of
Reading, Mass.) and one sister.

1919 ARTHUR RAYMOND MITCHELL, 80, of S.
Portland on Nov. 1, 1976. He was born in Litchfield
and was a graduate of Litchfield Academy. He had
worked as a chemist for a sugar manufacturing firm in
the West Indies, later becoming superintendent. He
held teaching posts in Wales and Litchfield. He later
worked with the Portland Post Office and the Maine
Bonding and Casualty Ins. Corp, of Pordand, retiring
in 1974. He was a trustee of the Elm St. Methodist
Church, S. Portland, member of the Webster Lodge,
AF 8c AM, Sabattus. He was affiliated with several
fraternal and civic organizations in the Pordand area.
He leaves his wife, two sons, one daughter, several
grandchildren, four sisters, two brothers and his
step-mother.

1920 LESLIE BANNISTER, 80, of Winter Park, Fla.
on August 8, 1976. He was a native of Yorkshire,
England. He had been an engineer for the American
Tel & Tel Co. in New York. He was a member of the
Masons, the Telephone Pioneers and the First Pres
byterian Church. His fraternity was Phi Eta Kappa. He
is survived by his wife, one daughter, two grandchil
dren and one sister.

1920 FREDERICK WILLIAM WHITESIDE, 77, of
West Palm Beach, Fla. on Sept. 22, 1976. He was born
in Littleton, N.H. He was also a graduate of Went
worth Institute in Boston and Syracuse University. He
worked as a draftsman in Maine, then as a teacher at
St. Johnsbury School in Vermont, From there he went
to Syracuse and taught for twenty-five years at Central
Tech. In 1952, he was appointed vice principal of
Nottingham High School, then one year later, princi
pal of Blodgett Vocational Junior High. In 1965, Mr.
Whiteside became principal of Corcoran High School,
serving until his retirement in 1967. An avid athlete,
he was one of Syracuse’s finest tennis, squash and
ping-pong players. He held the 1932 squash champ
ionship. He was physical education director of boys
summer camps and coach of school teams in the area
and in Vermont. He was chairman of the Phys. Ed.
department of Syracuse YMCA, as well as a member of
the board of directors. He also served on the boards of
the Eastern Lawn Tennis Assoc, and the Sedgwick
Farms Tennis Club. He was president of the Thomden Dance Club, a member of University Ave.
Methodist Church and Central City Lodge, F & AM.
He was a member of Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity. He
leaves his wife, and one brother.

1921 CLARENCE WINFRED SANBORN, 80, of
Exeter, N.H. on Aug. 5, 1976. He was born in Lynn,
Mass. He had been an engineer for the General Elec
tric Co. in Lynn and Fitchburg, Mass, until his retire
ment in 1960. He was a U.S. Navy veteran of WWI.
Mr. Sanborn was a member of the Damascus Lodge of
Masons of Lynn and the Aleppo Temple Shrine of
Boston, the American Legion of Lynn. He leaves his
wife, three sons, five grandchildren, two sisters, one
brother.

1922 NORMAN JAMES KELLEY, 77, of Waterville
on Sept. 23, 1973. He was a native of Lisbon Falls. He
had retired from teaching after serving as chemistry,
science and history instructor at Waterville High
School. He was a member of Bourque-Lanigan Post,
the American Legion, Waterville Masonic Lodge and
the Retired Teachers Assoc. He is survived by one
daughter (Mrs. Asenith Sechtman ’43 of Sidney,
Maine) and one sister.

PER, 72 of Home
1924 GEORGE HUBERT C
stead, Fla. on Dec. 8, 1975. He was bom in Presque
Isle, Maine. Known as the Will Rogers of the Redlands;
the Sage of South Dade and the Roue of the
Rutabagas, he was well-known as an after-dinner
speaker. He went to Florida in 1925 and began to
farm. His farming was eventually successful and he
grew corn, avocados and limes in addition to his Glade
and Grove Supply, south Florida’s largest farm
implementcompany. He developed his popularity as a
speaker while attending a Princeton civic club. Some of
the people he has helped “roast” — Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, Sen Barry Goldwater, George Smathers and
Gov. Leroy Collins. He once related a story of gaining
acceptance with local “cracker” farmers by saying he
was from Presque Isle, Georgia until one Georgia
farmer discovered where Presque Isle really was. Mr.
Cooper said you could tell where his house was for
days after that by the flaming crosses on his lawn! He
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referred to George Halleck as “the guided muscle of
the Republican Party” and said that Rep. Claude Pep
per "never passes a voting booth without saluting.”
Mr. Cooper is survived by his wife, one son, one
daughter, six grandchildren, two brothers and three
sisters.

1924 JEAN EMMONS LANCASTER, 74 of Groton,
Mass, on Aug. 24, 1976 at Ayer, Mass. He was a native
of Madison, Maine and was a 1926 graduate of the
.Mass. College of Pharmacy. He operated a pharmacy
in Groton for fifty years, retiring in 1964. Mr. Lancas
ter was commissioner of trust funds for Groton for
many years, a charter member and past president of
the Groton Rotary Club, with more than 29 years of
perfect attendance. He was a member of Phi Eta
Kappa. Mr. Lancaster is survived by his wife, one son
and three grandchildren.

1925 CECILJEWETT CUTTS, 74, of Bangor on Sept.
3, 1974. He was born in Portland. He had been a
teacher for thirty-four years in Brewer, Bath, Hart
land, Oakland and Saco. At the time of his retirement,
he was associate director of Student Aid at UMO. Mr
Cutts was a veteran of WW II, having served with the
U.S. Army Air Corps. He was past president of the
Somerset and York County Teachers Assocs., a
member of the Masons, the National Education
Assoc., the Maine Teachers Assoc, and the National
Retired Teachers Assoc. He was a Phi Gamma Delta.
He leaves his wife, one daughter (Mrs. Ann Cook ’51
of Bloomington, Ill.) and three grandchildren.

1925 ERNEST STARR RID LON, SR. 71, of Cape
Porpoise on Aug. 6, 1976. He was born in Ken
nebunkport. Mr. Ridlon had retired in 1963 from the
Stone and Webster Engineering Firm, Boston. He had
served with the U.S. Army during WW II, was a
member of the Sanford American Legion Post, the
Arundel Lodge AF & AM, was a 32nd degree Mason,
and a member of the Kora Temple Shrine, York
County Shrine Club, Aurora Chapter of OES, White
Rose Chapter of Sanford, Bethany Commandery and
treasurer and member of the Church on the Cape. He
leaves his wife, one son (Ernest, Jr. ’61 of Milford,
N.J.), one daughter, three grandchildren, one brother
and one sister.
f

1925 PRESCOTT ERVIN THORNTON, 72, of
Limestone on July 11, 1976 at Presque Isle. He was a
native of Springfield and had been F.F. A. advisor and
agricultural teacher at Limestone High School from
1926 until his retirement in 1970. He was a member of
the Rotary Club, Limestone Masonic Lodge (fifty
years), the United Methodist Church and past patron
of the OES, all of Limestone. He was a member of
Alpha Gamma Rho. Mr. Thornton is survived by one
brother.

1925 Dr. RACHAEL F. MANCHESTER WOOD
MAN, 82, of Brewer on Aug. 8, 1976 at Bangor. She
was a native of Northeast Harbor, and was a graduate
of Nasson College, Wheaton College and the Kirksville
College of Osteopathy of Missouri. She practiced
medicine for eight years in Bangor. Dr. Woodman was
a member of All Souls Congregational Church, Ban
gor. She leaves her husband, one son, one grandson,
one sister (Mrs. Margaret Morgan '23 of Litchfield,
Conn.) and one brother.

1928 NORRIS LEIGH NICKERSON, 72, of Wash
burn on Sept. 9, 1976. He was a native of Nova Scotia
(Canada). He was a retired carpenter. Mr. Nickerson
was a member of the Washburn Pentecostal Church.
He leaves his wife, two sons, one daughter, eleven
grandchildren, two brothers and four sisters.

1928 OTTO ADOLPH SWICKERT, 75, of Wilming
ton, Del. on Aug. 23, 1976. He was born in Springfield,
Maine. Mr. Swickert was a retired manager of Middle
East operations for Mobile Oil Corp. For many years,
he was stationed in Mallorca, Spain. He retired
twenty-three years ago. He was a member of Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity. He leaves one sister.

1929 JOHN BUCKLEY LYNCH, 71, of Bangor on
Oct. 19, 1976. He was a native of Bangor. At Maine, he
was a Senior Skull, captain of the football team, presi
dent of Phi Kappa fraternity. He served with the U.S.
Army in WW II and was a Major, U.S. Army, retired.
He had been employed by the Maine State Liquor
Commission. Mr. Lynch leaves his wife, one son, two
daughters, six grandchildren and one sister.

1929 OSCAR STANLEY NICKERSON, 70, of Mil
linocket on Oct. 26, 1976. He was born in Millinocket
and was a graduate of Colby College. He retired from
the Great Northern Paper Co. in 1971. He was a
member of the First Congregational Church of Mil
linocket, the Nollsemic Lodge of Masons, OES, Inter
national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. At Maine
he was an Alpha Tau Omega. He is survived by his
wife, one son, one daughter and three grandchildren.

1930 ARTHUR HUTCHINSON LEWIS, 67, of Al
buquerque, New Mexico on June 3, 1976. Hewasborn
in Old Orchard Beach, Maine and attended Cornell
University as well as the University of Maine. He had
worked for the State of Maine Planning Board and the
Navy yards in Portsmouth, N.H. before returning to
Old Orchard in 1948. In 1950, he established his own
architectural business in Albuquerque. He was a
member of Delta Tau Delta fraternity. He is survived
by his wife, one son.

1933 MARK CARPENTER CLAPP, 63, of Blue Hill
on Sept. 2, 1976. He was bom in Sedgewick. Mr. Clapp
operated a garage in Blue Hill until his retirement in
1975. He was a member of the Ira Berry Masonic
Lodge of Blue Hill, the Blue Hill Baptist Church and a
former trustee of George Stevens Academy. At Maine,
he was an Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity brother. He
leaves his wife, two sons (one, John ’61 of Blue Hill),
three daughters (one Mrs. Patricia Gray ’58 of Blue
Hill), eleven grandchildren and three sisters (one,
Mrs. Alice Anderson ’28 of Sedgewick).

1933 GILBERT CHAMBERLAIN RICHARDSON,
68, of Clackamas, Oregon on Jan. 30, 1976. He was a
native of Ft. Fairfield, Maine. He had lived in Califor
nia and the Milwaukee, Wis. area before moving to
Oregon. He was a self-employed realtor and residen
tial builder for twenty years there until his retirement
in 1974. Mr. Richardson was a member of the Gideons
International, the Wichita Evangelical Church, the
Peniel Mission and the board of trustees for the Pacific
Conference of Evangelical Churches. He was a
member of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity. He is sur
vived by his wife, one son, two daughters, eight grand
children, two sisters (one, Mrs. Rowena Rand ’35 of
Modesto, Calif.), two brothers (one, Guy H. ’29 of
Mentone, Calif.).

1934 MERTON EUGENE CLEVELAND, 65, of Ban
gor on Oct. 26, 1976. He was a native of Deer Isle. Mr.
Cleveland had worked for the Boston Edison Co., the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Dow Air Force Base)
and was vice president and general manager of Hincks
Oil Co. in Bangor. He was a member of the First
Methodist Church, St. Andrew’s Lodge AF and AM,
Scottish Rite Bodies, 32nd degree and the Interna
tional Consumer Credit Assoc. At Maine, he was a

member of Sigma Phi Sigma. He is survived by his wife
(Gertrude Dorr ’33), two sons (one, Thomas D. '71 of
Bangor) one brother, and two sisters.

1934 ROBERT SAMUEL RIPLEY, 64, of Hampton,
N.H. on Aug. 10,1976 at Exeter, N.H. He was a native
of Augusta, Maine and had been a computer analyst at
the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, retiring in 1970. He
was known as a violinist and saxophonist and had
performed with orchestras in the Augusta area for
many years. He was a U.S. Army Veteran of WW II, a
twenty-five member of St. John Lodge, F & AM of
Portsmouth. He leaves his wife, one sister, one
brother.

1934 METHYL COY WELLS, 64, of Springfield,
Ohio on Aug. 9, 1976 at Augsburg, Germany. She was
born in Oxford, Maine and was a graduate of Peter
Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston. She worked at that
hospital for three years. She was a member of the First
United Church of Christ in Springfield and the OES.
She is survived by her husband, three daughters, one
son and two brothers.

1935 PRUDENCE HAYES FLEESON, 62, of East
Derry, N.H. on Aug. 17, 1976. She was born in Lin
coln, Maine. She had taught elementary music in
California and New York as well as the Timberland
District of N.H. In recent years, she gave private piano
instruction in East Derry. She was a member of Phi
Mu. She leaves her husband, one daughter, and her
mother.

1935 SAMUEL HILL REESE, 65, of Miami, Fla. on
May 30, 1976. He was born in Wilmington, Del. and
attended Yale University as well as UMO. Mr. Reese
was an agronomist with the Atlas Powder Co. He was a
member of Alpha Tau Omega, he is survived by his
wife, his daughter and three grandchildren.

1936 EDWARD ADOLPH BACKER, 62, of Holmes
Beach, Fla. on July 7, 1976. He was bom in Nashua,
N.H. After graduation from UMO, he joined the Port
land Police Dept, in 1941 and less than a year later,
joined the U.S. Army. He served in the European
Theatre and was awarded the Bronze Star for his work
with the 10th Armored Div. in Germany. After the
war, he resumed his duties as a police officer in Port
land and served as an Army Reserve Officer. His 28
years with the Pordand Police Dept, covered many
phases. He joined the detective bureau in 1956, be
came a sergeant in 1962 and retired in 1969. He is
remembered by his fellow officers as “a quiet guy, the
type who never said anything bad about anyone.” He
was a member of St. Joseph’s Catholic Church of
Bradenton, Fla. and the American Legion. At Maine,
he was a member of Theta Chi. He leaves his wife and
one sister.

1939 MARK SHEL N SMITH, 58, of Bethel Park,
Penn, on Sept. 23, 1976. He was a native of Bangor,
Maine. Mr. Smith was an executive with Westinghouse
Electric Co. He is survived by his wife, one daughter,
one son, his mother, and one brother (Leonard F. ’50
of Eddington, Maine.).

1940 FRANCES RHODA RICHARDS, 58, of Fal
mouth on July 25, 1976 in Portland. She was born in
Milo and had been a teacher in the Falmouth school
system, retiring last year. She was a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi. She leaves her husband, one daughter
(Mrs. Martha James ’70 of Clay, N. Y.), three sons (one,
Frederick W. ’68 of Sarasota Springs, N.Y.), and two
grandchildren.
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1950 BERNARD JOSEPH BENN, 50, of Concord,
Mass, on Oct. 6, 1976. He was a native of Hodgdon,
Maine. At the time of his death, Mr. Benn was the head
of the administration division at the M.I.T. Lincoln
Laboratory. He joined the staff of M.I.T. in 1952 after
serving with the U.S. Army in Europe. He has made
important contributions to the laboratory’s SAGE air
defense system, radar and optical measurements sys
tem in the Central Pacific and the experimental sys
tems group before his 1974 appointment as head of
the administrations division. He leaves his wife, two
daughters, one son, three brothers (two, Carl E. ’51 of
Hodgdon, Maine and Ira P. ’49 of Hodgdon). He was a
member of Sigma Nu.

1950 NEAL PHILLIP COMEAU, 48, of San Fran
cisco, Calif, on May 13, 1976. He was born in Sanford,
Maine and had been a computer programmer for the
Bank of California. He is survived by his parents and
one sister.
1952 WAYNE DUNTON WEBBER, 46, of Hartland
on Aug. 27, 1976 at Waterville. He was a native of
Belfast. A former resident of Falmouth, he had been
employed by the Edwards Co. of Hartland. He was a
member of the Masons in Belfast, Mt. Sinai Chapter,
Portland, St. Alban’s Commandery, Pordand, Scottish
Rite Bodies, Kora Temple Shrine, Lewiston and a
deacon and trustee of the Falmouth Congregational
Church. Mr. Webber leaves his wife, one daughter
(Mrs. Elaine Hendrickson ’73 of Washburn), two
brothers (one, Philip S. ’36 of San Antonio, Texas).

1956 BEULAH BLANCE ROLLINS, 79, of Charles
ton, S.C. on Aug. 22, 1976. She was born in
Gouldsboro, Maine and was a graduate of Farmington
Normal School. She had taught for thirty-eight years
in various school systems including Gouldsboro,
Winter Harbor, Sorrento and Ellsworth and had con
ducted private classes in piano and needlework. She
had been an officer in the Rebekahs, OES and the
Winter Harbor Women’s Club. She was a member of
several educational organizations and was a choir di
rector and organist at the Winter Harbor Baptist
Church for many years. She had served on the Winter
Harbor Republican Committee, the board of trustees
of the Winter Harbor Public Library and the school
committee. She was also a member of the Women’s
Alliance of the Ellsworth Unitarian Church. Mrs. Rol
lins held an avid interest in the needle arts and crafts
and was recognized for her proficiency in this field.
She leaves two daughters, one son, one stepdaughter,
six grandchildren and nine great grandchildren.
1961 MILDRED CAMPBELL DALEY TIBBETTS,
79, of Central Valley, Calif, on Sept. 20, 1976 at Red
ding, Calif. She was born in Sydney, Maine and at
tended Wellesley College for two years as well as
UMO. Mrs. Tibbetts had been a school teacher. She
had spent most of her life in Augusta. He first hus
band, Wilfred Daley, died in 1961 and in 1966, she
married Jonathan Tibbetts and moved to California.
However, she had continued to spend her summers in
Maine. She leaves her husband, one daughter, and five
grandchildren.

1965 BRUCE ROBERT PHILBROOK, 30, of Greene
on July 27, 1976 at Lewiston. He was a native of Lewis
ton. He graduated from the Leavitt Institute in 1963.
He was the proprietor of Ledgeview Farms in Greene.
Mr. Philbrook, was a member and past master of the
Monmouth Lodge, AF & AM, a member of the An
droscoggin Grange, Green Baptist Church, and the
Greene planning board. He leaves his wife, one son,
two daughters, his parents, his maternal grand
mother, and his paternal grandmother.
1968 ROBERT EDWIN FARLEY, 31, of Presque Isle,
on July 24, 1976. He was a native of Presque Isle and
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served with the U.S. Army from 1968 to 1970 with a
tour of duty in Viet Nam. At the time of his death, he
was serving with the 1st Battalion, 152nd Field Artil
lery, Maine National Guard. He was a member of the
State Street Baptist Church, Presque Isle, and at
Maine, Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity. He is survived by
his parents and two sisters (Mrs. Carol Hartt ’65 of
Meriden, Conn, and Mrs. Sandra Temple ’69 of Nor
walk, Conn.).

1972 DENNIS JAMES DUBAY, 30, of Connor on
Oct. 29, 1976. He was born in Caribou. He had been
employed by the R.T. French Co. of Washburn. He is
survived by three brothers and three sisters.

1972 Dr. ANDRA LEE SANGSTER, 29, of Canan
daigua, N.Y. on June 10, 1976. She was born in
Canandaigua and was a graduate of Gettysburg Col
lege as well as UMO. Dr. Sangster received her docto
rate from UMO in 1975. She was a member of the
American Plant Physiologists. She is survived by her
mother.

FORMER FACULTY
Dr. MARION DEYOE SWEETMAN, 77, of Santa
Barbara, Calif, on Aug. 20, 1976. She was born in
Mason City, Iowa, a descendent of the Hugenots of the
early 1600’s. She held a Ph.D. from the University of
Minnesota. Dr. Sweetman was for thirty-four years a
member of the Home Economics Dept, at UMO, serv
ing seven years as head of the department and director
of the School of Economics for three yea'rs. She came
to the university in 1927. She was an outstanding nut
rition specialist, having contributed to many journals,
bulletins for the Extension Service and was the author
of the text book “Food Selection and Preparation”.
The book went through four editions. After retire
ment from Maine, as Professor Emerita in 1961, she
became a lecturer in foods and nutrition at the Univer
sity of Conn, and later served as consultant to the Dept,
of Food and Nutrition at that University. In 1971, her
alma mater honored her with the Distinguished
Alumna Award. She belonged to several honor
societies, Sigma XI, Phi Kappa Phi, Omicron Nu and
the American Dietetic Society. She is survived by one
sister and two nephews. Memorials in Dr. Sweetman’s
name may be made to the University of Maine Found
ation, North Hall, UMO.
ALBERT WOOTTON, 66, Professor Emeritus of
Exeter on Aug. 17, 1976 at Bangor. He was a native of
Harrison, N.J. He held a bachelor of science degree
from Rutgers University and a masters degree from
Columbia. He had studied at Newchatel University in
Switzerland. He was appointed to the UMO mathema
tics department in 1956, retiring in 1975. With inde
fatigable energy and contagious zeal, Professor Woot
ton carried on his long years of outstanding mathema
tics teaching at the University of Maine. He became the
guiding light and pivotal figure in more than a dozen
National Science Foundation summer institutes for
teachers of mathematics, who came to our campus
from all over the United States and occasionally from
abroad. All affairs and institutes that he managed,
always quietly and unobtrusively from behind the
scenes, ran like fine Swiss watches. He went on to
create his television series on basic arithmetic, which
was viewed by hundreds of teachers and students of
the state. He established teacher-training courses that
have become models of their kind. His work in CED
and his numerous talks before teachers groups carried
him around the state, and he became by far the best
known figure on our campus to the mathematics
teachers of Maine.
Those who had the privilege of working and con
sulting with Professor Wootton over the years felt the
excitement of his personality and accomplishments.
He will be remembered for his fine integrity, his high
standards and his continuous devotion to his profes

sion. Prof. Wootton had taught math at White Plains,
N. Y., State University of New York at Albany and was
well known at other state universities and high schools
because of his instructional courses. He was a member
of the graduation faculty of UMO and a cooperative
professor of education. He pioneered the first tele
vised mathematics education course at UMO and
founded the Atomim Assoc, of Teachers in Mathema
tics in Maine. He was a member of the Maine Gladiola
Society. He is survived by one sister and two brothers.

1912 WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF, 89, of Orono on
Dec. 10, 1976 at Bangor. He was born in Chelsea,
Mass, and held a masters degree in agricultural
economics from UMO as well as his undergraduate
degree. He retired from the faculty of the Agricultural
Economics Dept, of UMO in 1958 after thirty years of
service and held the rank of Professor Emeritus. Bill
was active in track at UMO and for many years was
secretary for his class of 1912. He was a member of the
Church of Universal Fellowship in Orono, a fifty year
member of Mechanics Masonic Lodge, Orono, Alpha
Zeta Honorary agricultural fraternity and the.
Graduate M Club. He was author of several agricul
tural bulletins and a member of Delta Tau Delta
fraternity. Members of the Dept, of Agricultural
Economics had this to say about their colleague:
He was born in Massachusetts and lived for a
number of years in Arizona, but Bill Schrumpf was a
Maine man through and through. Bill loved Maine
and kept himself abreast of what was happening from
Fort Kent to Kittery. Characteristically he was just as
interested in the successes and failures of the small
scale St. John Valley farmer as he was about the hap
penings in the legislative halls of Augusta. Bill’s love
affair with Maine, broad as it was, was centered on
Orono and the University. It was Ais university, but not
in any possessive nor covetous way. It was his univer
sity in the sense that everything about it was of impor
tance to him. His advisorship to Delta Tau Delta, his
membership in Alpha Zeta and the Graduate M Club,
and his class secretaryship were not just duties or hon
ors, they were part of a vital, dynamic, giving relation
ship to the university he loved.
No one ever deserved the rank of emeritus profes
sor more than Bill Schrumpf. Whether he was out in
the field interviewing farmers or working at his desk to
make order out of a pile of seemingly confusing statis
tics for one of his many bulletins, Bill was living, brea
thing Maine agriculture. Although his duties did not
include classroom teaching, Bill was close to many
students. He taught the students as well as his col
leagues lessons in humanity, dependence,
unselfishness, and organization which will not be soon
forgotten.
Bill Schrumpf was a humble man, a quiet man, with
a keen, if sometimes penetrating wit. He was a gar
dener par excellence, a woodworker, a 50-year Mason,
and devout man of deep faith, a man of Maine — the
state and the university.
Prof. Scrumpf leaves his wife, Mildred “Brownie”
Schrumpf ’25.

STAFF

WILFRED J. “BEAUTY” COTA, 63, of Veazie on
Aug. 15, 1976 at Bangor. He was born in Orono and
had been employed at UMO for thirty-nine years. At
the time of his death, he was assistant physical plant
manager. He was a member of the Orono Fire Dept,
and the University of Maine Police Dept. He is sur
vived by his wife, two sons, one daughter, seven grand
children, four sisters and three brothers.

JOSEPH FRANKLIN PELLETIER, 66, of Orono on <
Sept. 16, 1976 at Bangor. He was a native of Old
Town. He was a veteran of WW II and a former
member of the Air National Guard, a past commander
of O.H.M.H. Post-American Legion, past sergeant of
arms of Penobscot County American Legion and a
member of St. Mary’s Church, Orono. He leaves his
wife, two sons, one daughter, five grandchildren, two
sisters and three brothers.
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UMO’s Corcoran
Goes to NATO
I

I
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Dr. Thomas J. Corcoran of the University of
Maine at Orono’s School of Forest
Resources has been named a Senior Scientist
by North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s
(NATO) Science Affairs Division in
Brussels, Belgium.
Corcoran, a forest economist particularly
interested in operations research, will be
working with research groups in northern
Europe, particularly in the Netherlands, on
simulation techniques and computer
simulation languages in the late spring,
1977.
In 1972 Corcoran was a NATO Senior
Fellow in science in Norway and in 1969-70
was a Fulbright Senior Research Scientist in
Finland.
During his previous NATO fellowship he
was associated with the Norwegian Institute
of Forestry Economics investigating forestry
engineering.
Corcoran has been a member of the UMO
faculty since 1961 and is the author of more
than 60 technical publications.

the many special'chairs for special guests.
Among the dignitaries sharing the
platform were the Governor of the state,
several prominent educators, and members
of the Board of Trustees, wearing their
black gowns trimmed with Maine blue
yokes. The faculty processional was
dramatic. The varied colored gowns and
hoods of the faculty, bespeaking their
distinguished backgrounds, showed to
advantage as they slowly progressed down
the aisle.
The University Registrar, well known for
his dry humor and candid tongue, was the
presiding official for this
once-in-a-hundred-years event.
Everything went smoothly for him — the
introductions, the speeches and the
bestowal of honorary degrees. Honored
guests had returned to their seats for the
conclusion of the program. The Registrar
stepped briskly to the microphone and
announced that this ended the morning’s
event and requested that the audience
remain seated until the Processional had
retired.
He started back to his seat.
There was a peculiar stillness in the large
auditorium. The audience and The
University Singers, who were scheduled to
perform at this point, wondered if they were
to be completely ignored. No one knows
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who whispered the news of the mistake to
the registrar, but he was halfway across the
stage when he abruptly turned and reached
for the nearest microphone.
“This does not end the program for the
morning!” he announced.
There was a ripple of relief. The director
of the singers and his talented students rose
quickly. Their fine performance seemed to
have exceptional spirit. Not just another
chorus singing, but the group selected to
sing once in a hundred years. And they had
almost missed the opportunity!
When the singers had finished, the
Registrar, wrapped in unfaltering dignity,
marched once more to the microphone.
“This is beginning to be repetitious,” he
said.
The audience responded with laughter
and with a few droll remarks he did, finally,
bring the event to a close.
The first hundred years had been
acknowledged with appropriate ceremony.
Not one of us present would be around to
celebrate the second hundred years.
The remarks of the speaker, the names of
those honored, and the songs of the singers
would soon be forgotten, But the
composure of one man might longer be
remembered as a demonstration of one of
the advantages of education — the ability to
be calm and resourceful even under duress.

OOPS!
by Anne Hathaway
Bus. Manager
York Hall
Were you there at the Convocation
celebrating our first one hundred years? If
you were, you may enjoy the following:
It was Thursday morning, the 25th of
February, 1965 in the Memorial Gym in
Orono. This was part of the two day
program commemorating our first one
hundred years as a State University.
The well planned program now rests
among the annals of the University — but
the action, and the single faux-pas made by a
member of the cast are not recorded.
The stage was tastefully decorated in
white mums, blue bows and fragrant
greenery. A chorus of University students
was entrenched above and at the rear of the
• platform, their puppet like heads barely
showing to the well filled auditorium and

Lily Tomlin performed for three separate audiences in November at Hauck Auditorium under the
sponsorship of MUAB. A student of mime, Tomlin's full range of nail-on-the-head characteristics
included her two leading Laugh-In ladies, Edith-Ann and Ernestine, plus a vapid Suzy Sorority and a
funky crone named Sister Boogy Woman. Clumping on stage in logging boots, olive work pants and a
“$3.99 K-Mart blue-light special" plain shirt, the genius for observation behind the sardonic Tomlin gnn
immediately asserted itself. She held the sell-out audiences with stories, with skits that brought roomsfull of
people to life and one-liners - “Do you realize that someday bean-bag chairs will be antiques"? “Why is it
that when.you talk to God, you're praying, but when God talks to you, you're schizophrenic?
•J
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students and guest scientists — that was
gratifying and exciting.
On Saturday there were a series of three
panel discussions with six panelists and
groups of forty to fifty students discussing
questions concerning science as a career
choice, and the problems confronted by
women in science. These discussions were
lively and informative. The conference was
deemed a success by both women scientists
and students; both groups felt it had been a
valuable experience.

Women in Science
by Bonnie Wood
Asst. Prof, of Zoology

In October, Associate Dean Elaine
Gershman and I co-directed a conference
entitled “Women in Science”. It was
supported by a grant of $9,105 awarded to
the College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Maine at Orono by the
National Science Foundation.
The conference was designed to heighten
the awareness of our undergraduate women
to the possibilities of a career in science, to
provide them with successful women
scientists as role models, and to present
opportunities to discuss the special
problems of women pursuing a career.
Few people seem aware of the fact that
today there is a smaller percentage of
women Ph.D.s in science than in the late
1920’s to mid 1930’s.
Twenty-two women from universities,
colleges, industry, research institutions and
business were invited to join thirteen women
from UMO to participate in the conference.
These women represented various
disciplines, including the social sciences,
mathematics, and computer science.
After a welcoming address by Dr. James
Clark, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
the students (one hundred UMO
undergraduates and fifty students from
other branches of the University and the
private colleges in the State) were dividted
into small groups to visit the laboratories or
work areas of women on campus.
Demonstrations and discussions of women’s
scientific endeavors on campus were held.
This was followed by visits with guests
engaged in a field of student interest.
Upperclass women and graduate students
were group leaders and hosts to the
undergraduates.
High point of the conference was dinner
Friday evening with Dr. Ruth Kundsin as
guest speaker. Dr. Kundsin is an Associate
Professor of molecular genetics and
microbiology at Harvard Medical School,
Director of the Surgical Bacteriology
Laboratory at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,
and editor of a book entided, “Women and
Success — the Anatomy of Achievement”.
Dr. Kundsin’s wit, enthusiasm and liveliness
created a stimulating atmosphere and the
succeeding hours of the conference elicited
a level of participation by everyone —
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What Do We Do
on Monday?
by William Sezak
Prof, of Education
On December 9, 1976, seventy-five
cooperating teachers, principals,'and
supervisors gathered at the Hilltop
Conference Room to participate in a
discussion of teacher preparation and the
increased coordination of university and
public school personnel in the effort to
improve student-teaching experiences. The
program was sponsored by the Teacher
Education Division of the College of
Education, under the direction of Dr.
Ashley Gray, Associate Professor of
Education.

The general session was moderated by Dr.
Gray. Greetings from President Neville
were extended to the group by Dr. Stephen
Weber, Assistant to the President. The
theme of the conference (The Ideal
Cooperating Teacher: What do I do on
Monday?) was introduced by two speakers
who offered suggestions and
recommendations as to the continued
improvement of the teacher preparation
program at the College of Education and
public school levels.
The speakers, Ronald Minctons, Principal
of the John Graham School, Veazie, and
Douglas Lynch, Social Studies Department
Head, Bangor High School, provided the
participants with practices, principles, and
concepts to be discussed in the follow-up
sessions consisting of four smaller group
arrangements according to professional
interest levels, elementary and secondary,
respectively. The small group sessions
provided a basis for a greater exchange of
viewpoints on topics of interest to those
involved.
The conference proved to be a fruitful
source of feedback which will be examined
with the intent of bringing about the
continued betterment of the overall
teacher-training program. The cooperating
teacher plays a central role in this effort.
Another conference for cooperating
teachers will be convened during the Spring
semester, 1977.
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Participants in conference on “The Ideal Corporation Teacher”: left to right — Ronald Minctons ’68,
Prin. John Graham School, Veazie; Elinor Canders ’63, teacher, Dow Lane School, Bangor; Doug
Lynch, Soc. Studies Dept., Bangor High School; Prof Ashley Gray, moderator, UMO Dept, ofEducation
and Julia Milliken, teacher, Down East School, Bangor.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
For Members and Their Immediate Families
Presents

’ DELUXE

June 17-25,1977
Boston Departure

Your Trip Includes• Round trip jet transportation to Copenhagen.
Meals and beverages served aloft.** Evening
departure
• Deluxe accommodations at the beautiful
Western International's SCANDINAVIA HOTEL
• Continental breakfast daily
• City tour
• Exciting low cost optional tours available -Sweden, Norway, etc.
• U.S. departure tax ($3.00) included
• All gratuities for chambermaids, bellboys and
doormen
• All round trip transfers and luggage handling
from airport to hotel
• Free time to pursue your own interests;
no regimentation
• Experienced Escort and Hotel Hospitality Desk,
staffed by ARTHURS TRAVEL'S on-site team
of professionals
••Alcoholic beverages available at a nominal charge

tCopenhagen departure tax of approx $1 96 not included

• • ••••••••••••• • • Reservation Coupon •••••••■•••••••••••••••
For further information, contact and mail deposits to: University of
Maine at Orono General Alumni Association, University of Maine at
Orono, Orono, Maine 04473 PHONE: 207-581-7331

GENERAL INFORMATION
Deposits are accepted on a First-Come, First-Served basis as space is limited! Final pay
ment is due 60 days prior to departure. New bookings are accepted any time prior to de
parture providing space is available. Reservations may not be considered confirmed until de
posits are accepted by Arthurs Travel Center. Information will be sent to you four to six
weeks after your deposit is received. Cancellation without penalty will be permitted if writ
ten request is received 60 days before departure. Cancellation after 60 days will be subject
to an administrative charge of $25.00 per person and there will also be a charge for the pro
rata air fare unless replacement is made from a waiting list; however, the availability of such
replacement is not guaranteed. An Air Fare Refunder Policy is available and an application
will be sent to you 4 to 6 weeks after your deposit is received. Refunds resulting from can
cellations may take 4 to 6 weeks to process. "Applicable government regulations require
that air/land costs are quoted and that, the air cost is subject to revision based on the actual
number of participants; however, only the complete air/land package(s) described in this
brochure is available. Price subject to change for currency fluctuation, any taxes imposed
since the price of this trip has been set and applicable government regulations. Trips are
based on a minimum of 40 participants.
Responsibility: Arthurs Travel Ctr., Inc. & University of Maine at Orono Gen. A. A.
and/or its associated agents act as agent only for all services furnished herein and expressly
disclaim all responsibility or liability of any nature whatsoever for loss, damage or injury to
property or to person due to any cause whatsoever occurring during the tour or tours des
cribed herein and for loss of trip time resulting from airline delays and reserves the right to
cancel the entire trip (or any optional side trips offered in connection with the trip) for any
reason at any time before departure of the trip in which event the liability, if any, shall be
limited to and liquidated by refunding to each prospective participant the monies, if any,
theretofor received for such person’s trip which monies have not been or should not be oth
erwise refunded to him. All tickets, coupons and orders are issued subject to the foregoing
and to any and all terms and conditions under which the means of transportation and/or
other services provided thereby are offered and/or supplied by the owners, contractors or
public carriers for whom Arthurs Travel Center acts solely as agent. Arthurs Travel Center
reserves the right in its discretion to change any part of the itinerary, hotels or the air
carrier or the aircraft utilized without notice and for any reason.
Due to the fuel situation the airlines anticipate the possibility of price increases for fuel.
Therefore, the trip price is subject to increase based on any surcharge levied by the airlines
resulting from increased fuel costs.
■ Air transportation - 376 seat Trans International Airlines U.S.
Certificated Supplemental Air Carrier DC-10 Jet; Estimated
Cost - $237.43; Land - $221.42; Charter Cost - $89,274.64
A

Note: To ensure that you are enrolled on the trip of your choice,
make certain that you use this coupon!
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOC.
COPENHAGEN: June 17-25,1977
Please enroll us(me). Enclosed find deposit in the amount of
$_____________ ($100.00 per person) for_______ person(s).
Name(s)
Address

City

State

Give Area Code w/Phone No.: Home

Rooming with

Zip
Business

............... ......... ....... .

Please check if Single Supplement is desired. □
Please make checks payable to:
University of Maine at Orono General Alumni Association
Check airline seating preferred (not guaranteed)
( ) Smoking ( ) Non Smoking

IMPORTANT: Your reservation cannot be accepted unless the fol
lowing information is completed:

Member’s Name-------------- —-----------------------------------------------------Date Joined Organization: Month----------------------- Year----------------For non-members enrolling on trip(s):

Name-------------------------------- —---------------------------------------- —----Relationship to member: □ Spouse □ Child □ Parent
Name------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------Relationship to member: □ Spouse □ Child □ Parent
NOTE: Information will be sent to you four to six weeks after your deposit is received.
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A Time To Remember
College is a memory. As elusive as the emotional tug of an old Model “A” or of last year's
folk rock poster. The pleasure of that memory can be as transitory as Maine's autumn colors,
or as permanent as its coast. The difference is in the ties we choose to establish.

REUNION ’77

□
\

JUNE 3, 4, 5
REUNING CLASSES: 1917 • 1921 • 1932 • 1937 • 1942
1947 • 1957 • 1962 • 1967 • 1972
and the golden and silver anniversary classes of 1927 and 1952.
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